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EXECUTIVE S~~Y 

IMPORTANCE 

In corrections, as in many other government activities, data on outcomes 

are scarce. This mal.ua1 represents an effort to increase their availability 

by presenting a meaningful and feasible set of procedures that corrections 

departments can use to assess how well they accomplish major goa1$. These 

procedures can be used to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of state 

prison and parole services. Correctional administrators and managers as well 

as state officials in the governor's office, state budget office, and 1egis-

1ature can use the information provided by these measures in several ways: 

• To assess the progress correctional services are making 
in meeting a var.iety of goals, including holding inmates 
securely and humanely, and reducing subsequent criminal 
activity; 

• 
• 

• 

• 

To help deterwine priorities in resource allocation and 
justify the needs for resources or activities; 

To motivate staff to find ways to improve performance 
by providing regular feedback on their accomplishments; 

To identify part.icu1ar problem areas for in-depth study 
to determine a1t~rnate solutions and their. costs; 

To increase th~ accountability of government services to 
the public and to elected officials. 

CORRECTIONS GOALS AI.~D CRITERIA FOR SELECTING PROCEDURES 

The procedures address three major goals of activity: 

• Security; 

• Humane treatment; 

• Post-release success of offenders. 

- ~----.~. --------~--~----.------------------------.~---------------------------~----------------
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With the participation of two state departments of corrections (North 

Carolina and' Minnesota), the Urban Instit1.\te developed and tested measurement 

techniques to meet the following criteria: 

• They should measure outcomes, not processes; 

• The outcomes measured should be important to corrections managers; 

• The data required for the measures should be relatively easy and 
inexpensive to collect (relying, where possible, on data already 
inexistence); 

• Results should be relatively easy to interpret and useful for making 
management decisions. 

RESULTS 

Exhibit 1 lists fifteen measures. These measures are suggested for 

regular monitoring. They can provide much improved infot~ation on the outcomes 

of prison activities, although they are not intended to be the fina~ word on 

measurement. Some of these measures have major limitations; yet the information 

these or similar measures can yield is important for making informed decisions. 

As summarized in Exhibit 1, this manual describes procedures for measuring 

outcomes in fifteen basic measurement areas. These measures indicate the out-

comes of corrections activities. By themselves, they do not identify specific 

steps to improve unsatisfactory conditions. When outcome data indicate pro-

b1ems, managers will then need to develop plans for corrective actions. Measure-

ment during subsequent time periods can provide f.eedback about the effectiveness 

of improvement efforts. 
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Security 

Humane Treatment -
Life and Safety 

Humane Treatment -
Health 

Per for man c e 
" rea 

Escape Frequency 

Vict1lll1zation 

Prison Atmosphere 

Ovarcrowding 

Safety 

Sanitation 

Fire Safety 

Physical Health Status 

Hental Health Status 

1. 

2a. 

3a. 

3b. 

R e com men d e d 
H ea. u rea 

Escapea 
Average population 

!scapees returning 
with new charges 

All escapees 

Victimiza .. ir.ns 
Average population 

Inmates victtmi~ed 
Average popuiation 

3c. Proportion of inma:es who feel 
safe in their property and 
person 

4a. 
Dissatiafied inuates 

All itlll1at6S 

4b. Correctional Institution 
Environment S~~le 

Inmate days spent in 
Sa. overcrowded conditions. 

Total number of inmate days 

Sb. 

6a. 

6b. 

7110. 

7b. 

8a. 

8b. 

9a. 

Inmates in single cells 
Average population 

OSHA injuries per 100 inmates 

OSHA work-loss days per 
100 inmates 

Cleanliness deficiencies 
All possible deficiencies 

Serious health hazards 
Possible hazards 

Fire-related deficiencies 
All possible fire deficiencies 

Nwtber of fires 

Rosptta1izations per 
100 inmate8 

9b. Sick daya per inmate 
per vur 

9c. Natural deaths per 1000 inmates 

.10a. Number of suicides 

R e com men d e d 
Add i t ion a 1 H e a sur e • 

(if resource", 'permit) 

2b. 

Sc. 

Sd. 

Se. 

6c. 

6d. 

8c. 

Sd. 

9d. 

Eacapees with 
high base expectancy scoree 

All eaca!,ees 

Average pODulation 
Standard cnpacily 

Program be-is 
Total beds 

Inmates reporting feelings 
of overcrowding 

All inmaces 

All injuries per 100 inmates 

All work-loss time ~e~ 
100 imutes 

Property damage per fire 

Injurie. due t~ fire 

Percent of inmates with 
1IIlprovament or worsening 
in index of screening factors 

Percant of inmates with 
iaprovement or worsening 
of body .Y5tem abnormalities 

lOb. Proportion of inmates requesting 
aedicatioDS for relief of mental distresy 

lOco Perc~nt of inmatEs with 
symptoms of mental distress 

Humane Treatment -
Programs & Services 

Post Release Success 

Per for man c e 
Are a 

Badc Skills 

Vocational Skills 

Hedic:d and 
Hental Health Services 

Employment 

Racidivism 

v i 1 i 

E X RIB I TIS - 1 
(C 0 n tIn u • d) 

Recommended R e c a III men d e d 
H e a sur e s Addi ional !feasures 

Ua. 

Ub. 

C.E.D. '. earned 
C.E.D. exams taken 

Percent showing improvement on 
WRAT per month of schooling 

Vocational certifi .. ates earned 
Enrollment in vocational programs 

l3a. Percent of intake co~ditions receiVing 
the same diagnosis from corrections 
H.D.'a and outside evaluator H.D.'s 

'.3b. 

13c. 

14a. 

l4b. 

Conditions referred for treat~nt 
by corrections M.D.'s 

Conditions referred for treatment 
by outaide evaluator H.D.'s 

P~%cent of conditions treated in 
accord with "best current practice" 

Proportion with $X earnings 

Proportion stably employed 

Reincareerated releas~s 
All release!! ISb. 

lSc. 

Rearrested relesses 
All releases 

ReconvIcted releases 
All releaee8 L-, ________________________________ . ____________________________ ~ 
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1. MEASURES OF SECURITY (Measures l-2b. Chapter 2) 

These include escape rates (Measure 1) and escape seriousness (Measures 

2a and 2b). Although individual escape incidents are usually recorded, they 

are seldom tallied and divided by the average prison population for each 

security level or facility. Computing an esca\,e rate facilitates comparisons 

over time and among facilities. Most systems do not currently assess escape 

seriousness at all. "Seriousness" refers·to the probability that the escapee 

will engage in further criminal activity while at large. 

2. HUMANE TREATMENT: Measures of Living Conditions and Safety (Measure.s 3a-8d 2 

Chapter 3) 

The goal of Humane Treatment of inmates has such broad scope that we 

divided it into three topics: Living Conditions and Safety; Inmate Health; 

and Programs and Services. Here we describe t.he measures concerned with living 

conditions and safety. 

Court rulings and a growing concern that civil rights entitle inmates to 

a reasonable degree of humane treatment have given added importance ~o this 

area. Currently there is virtually no regular reporting of information on 

humane treatment. 

A brutal living environment can adversely affect rehabilitation efforts 

and strain security resources, in addition to being undesirable in and of 

itself. Corrections departments try to protect i~mates from assaults and other 

predatory acts. Measures 3a, 3b, and 3c, which assess the amount of inmate 

victimization (assaults, strongarming, forced sex) and fear of victimization 

occuring in facilities, individual cell blocks, or dorms, should help correc-

tions officials assess the extent of the problem and identify where to focus 

their efforts to control victimization within prisons. 
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Measuring prison atmosphere is a way to take the "temperature" of an 

institution. Prisoh atmosphere (Measures 4a and 4b) include inmate percep-

tions of safety and tension and satisfaction with programs and services. 

These measures provide information on the feelings and apprehensions c~ insti-

tutiona1 residents that have the potential to fester and erupt into serious 

prison violence. Feelings of inmates may differ from more "objective" mea-

sures of conditions. A measure of inmate perceptions of prison atmosphere 

may give prison officials new insights into levels of unrest and potential 

trouble. 

9vercrowding is nationally recognized as a major problem for correc-

tiona1 facilities. Overcrowding exacerbates many other prison problems 

such as inmate health, the need for privacy, and the probability of 

assaults. Overcrowding (Measures 5a-e) has both an objective and a sub-

jective aspect. Recent research indicates that spatial arrangements that 

allow a sense of privacy contribute as much as actual amount of space to 

reducing inmate perceptions of overcrowding and its negative side effects 

(e.g., excessive use of sick cali, suicide attempts, assaults). Prison 

officials need reliable estimates of both objective and perceived over-

crowding in order to plan for future space needs and to justify requests 

for the resources to meet those needs. 

Prisons should provide physically safe surroundings for i~ates. 

Inmates should not be exposed to unusual risk of injury or accident simply 

because they are confined. Corrections managers can monitor the frequency 

and seriousness of injuries and accidents in prison (Measures 6a-d) and 

use the information to target act;vities or fac;l;t;es that ne d ; n ... ... ... ... e ... mr-rove-

ment. 
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Two other aspects of prison physical surroundings warranting regular 

measurement are sanitation and fire risk and consequences (Measures 7a, 7b, 

Sa-d). Both state health departm~nts and state fire marshals have standards 

for fire safety and sanitation of residential facilities. Application of 

thes~ standards to corree.tiona1 institutions has been accepted by the Commis

sion on Accred'itation, and prisons seeking accreditation will have to demon

strate compliance. Both sanitation and fire risk in prison can be compared 

to data available for ncn-prison settings. 

3. HUMANE TREATMENT: Measures of Inmate Health (Measures 9a-10c, Chapter 4) 

Recent court decisions regarding the living condie inns in the nation's 

prisons have upheld the principle that prisons should strive to do as little 

damage as possible to prisoners. Significant deviations from humane standards 

of care have been ruled to constitute cruel and unusual punishment, and there

by to violate prisoners' constitutional rights. In addition to ovel'crowding 

and unsanitary conditions, the availability of adequate medical and mental 

health care for prisoners has been a major fo<:us of these court decisions and 

of consent decrees between plaintiffs and corrections departments growing out 

of class action suits by prisongrs. Measures 9a-e and IOa-c summarize the 

effects of incarceration on inmate health. A corrections department would 

strive to limit or eliminate changes for the worse on all such measures. 

4. HUMANE TREATMENTS.:-.Measures of Programs and Services (}-!easures Ila-l3c, 
Chapter 5) 

Because corrections departments have legal obligations to provide some 

services (e.g., education for juveniles), and the moral and increasingly 

legal, obligation to provide some services that simply seem good in them-

I 
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selves (such as increased literacy or medical care), we include measures of 

results from three types of programs B.nd se'rvices. These are: (1.) programs 

that attempt to provide inmates with improved basic skills such as literacy 

and practical arithmetic through school programs (Mea.sures Ua and 11b); 

(2) programs that attempt to provide inmates with improved work=re1ated skills 

~abilitie~ (Measlure 12); (3) services that try to maintain inmates' phys:f.~ 

cal and mental health (Measures 13a-c). The fo\!us of these meaS13res is on 

assessing achievements of the program's or service's pri~~ry goals rather than 

ow w • .. '" h they ent about d01·ng the J·ob Ho=ever, measures 1·n ~h1·S '!lrea summarize 

"interme.q"ia1;;.e" $!fects of programs and services rather than the long-range 

outcomes of these services for inmates or the community. 

5. MEASURES OF POST..;RE'tEASE SUCCESS (Heasures 14a-l?c, Chapter 6) 

The final major goal area me.asured is post-release success--employment 

success (Measures l4a~nd 14b) and avoidance of new criminal activity (Measures 

15a-15c). We q,eve1oped new techniques for identifying post-release employ-

ment success using data from state departments of revenue and employment 

se.::urity. We tested procedures- for using an Offender-Based Tracking 

System (OBTS) to gather rearrest and reconviction data. OBTS data are not 

presently available in most states and are somewhat costly to use, but 

they do supply information abp~trenewed criminal activity that does not 

result in incarceration. Although some believe that corrections agencies 

have no resp:6nsibility for what inmates do after release, the public and 

legtslative bodies still retain sufficient interest in these consequences 

of incarceration that no general-purpose array of outcome measures would 

be complete without them. 
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UNIQUE ASPECTS OF THESE MEASURES 

Among the measures we identified and tested, several new procedures 

deserve particular attention from corrections departments. 

1. bnnual inmate survey (used to collect data for Measures 3a, 30, 

3c, 4a, 4b, Se, and lOc). Some information revealing of inmate 

experiences of prison life can meaningfully come only from inmates 

themselves. Inmate victimization by other inmates is often seri-

ously underreported in official records such as prison disciplinary 

reports. We tested procedures designed to protect inmate identi-

ties but still get self-report information on the extent of inmate 

victimization (assaults, strongarming, and forced sex). Symptoms 

of mental distress, perceptions of prison atmosphere, sense of fear 

for one's person or property, and feelings of overcrowding are essen-

tially subjective experiences, and therefore must come from inmates 

themselves. The procedures and survey questions suggested in Chap-

ters 3 and 4 and Appendix A will help corrections departments identify 

problems with these aspects of prison life. 

2. Post-release employment success (Measures l4a and l4b). We tested a 

procedure that uses data from unemploylnent insurance records and 

state tax records, in cooperation with state revenue and employment 

security agencies. These tests indicate the procedures are feasible 

and supply important information about inmates' post-release per-

formance previously unavailable without great effort and expense. 

Chapter 6 describes these measures. These sources make it possible 

fO'r corrections departments to get employment and e.arnings information 

aboutreleaseeswithout needing to conduct follow-up interviews or 

",. 

I , 

xiv 

relying cn parole records. the procedure works equally well to 

discover.' earnings for the most recent year for inmates released 

on pa!:ole or unconditionally, and for inmates released recently 

or several years ago. The procedure requires social security 

numbers for all inmates on whom you want post-release information. 

It also requires each corrections department to negotiate specific 

arrangements with the appropriate state agencies for revenue or 

employment security. Information from one source will suffice 

1f appropriate data are not available from either a revenue or an 

employment security agency. 

3. Identification of comparison data from non-prison sources. Some 

meas\ures of accidents and injuries (6a and 6b), sanitation (7a and 

7b), and health status (9a, 9b and 9c) lend themselves to 

comparison with non-prison data. For example, indicators of the 

number of sick days experienced by non-incarcerated individuals 

are read.ily available on a national basis, by age-sex group. 

Accident.t'ates in private sector industries are also available 

annually, and can be compared to equivalent prison work-related 

accident rates. By comparing corrections performance to these 

outside data sources, corrections officials can assess whether 

prisoners expc\rience significantly more or less negative circum
\ 

stances th~n people with similar characteristics experience 

outside of prison. 
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DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES 

Six types of data-collection procedures or sources are needed for the 

set of measures: 

• records typically kept by corrections agencies (sometimes these da~a 
are computerized, and sometimes not); 

• inmate survey results from random samples of inmates; 

• reports of health or fire inspections of corrections facilities; 

• physical examinations of samples of inmates; 

• educational testing and certification of vocational training 
achievements; 

• records of other state departments such as revenue or employment 
security agencies. 

COST/STAFF TIME REQUIREMENTS 

To better fit the varying needs of corrections departments, we have 

grouped the measures into thre~ measurement packages: 

• The Basic Package 

The basic package provides tallies and rates for many corrections 
activities but obtains no information directly from inmates via an 
inmate survey, nor does it include medical examinations or explora
tions of inmates' mental health problems. 

• The Survey Package 

The survey packag~ augments the basic package with victimization, 
prison atmosphere, and mental distress information directly from 
inmates. The survey procedures also provide the option of gathering 
follow-up information on inmates' physical health after some length 
of prison residence. 

• The Comprehensive Package 

The comprehensive package covers the same material as the basic 
package and supplemental survey, but adds mere sophisticated measures 
of overcrowding, accidents, fire losses and recidivism. It also 
includes procedures for assessing the adequacy of prison medical 
services. 

II · 
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Considering the significant time commitment a full-scale performance 

measurement system would require, a corr,ections agency might decide to 

begin with the basic package and gradually work up to the more extensive 

options. 

Chapter 7 presents these three measurement packages in detail. Annual 

costs of the procedures for a smail corrections system (about 2,000 inmates) 

for the basic package run four to five months of staff time. A large system 

(about 15,000 inma.tes) might need as much as two to two and a half staff years 

for the basic package. The survey package would cost an additional four to 

five months for a small systemand five to six months for a large system. The 

comprehensive performance measurement package might cost a small corrections 

system between three and four years of staff time and a large system between 

four and six years of staff time. Exhibit ES-2 summarizes these cost estimates. 

IMPLEHENTATION 

Implementation of these measurement procedures involves: 

• Deciding which measures and which particular forms of the measnres 
are most appropriate (this report identifies some possible forms 
with pros and cons of each); 

$ Assessing the adequacy of current information;. 

• Establishing new data-collection and reporting procedures or modi
fying existing ones; 

• Developing or modifying analysis and data-processing procedures 
and specifying output formats; 

• Reviewing procedures with prison and parole officials and obtaining 
approval for changes. 

The amount of effort and time required for implementation can vary 

greatly according to the number of measures to be implemented, the number 

of similar data-collection procedures that already exist, the ease with which 

data in current ,ecords can be extracted, the size of the system, the number 
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COMPONENT OF 
THE MEASUREMENT 

SYSTEM 

S~fRT-UP ACTIVITIES 

BASIC PAC.'UGE 

SURVEY (Additional cost 
beyond the basic package): 

WITHOUT MEASURES 9d and ge 

~ITH MEASURES 9d and ge 

CmtI'REHENSlVE PACKAGE (Addi
tional cost beyond basic and 
survey packages): 

WITHOUT MEASURES 13a. 13b. 
and 13c 

~ITH M]l~SURES 13a. 13b. 
and 13c 

TOTAL COST (BASIC. SURVEY. 
AND COMPREHENSIVE) 

WITH NO HEDICAL EXAMINA
,TIONS 
~1I'l'H ALL PROPOSE:.i l:;;D:~ 
EXAMnIATIOUS 
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EXHIBIT ES-2 

SUMMARY OF COSTS FOR PERFORMANCE 

MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS IN SMALL AND 

LARGE CORRECTIONS AGENCIES 

COST FOR A 
500-BI!:D 

FACILITY 

1.5 - 2 months 

1.5 - 2 months3 

4.5 - 5.5 months3 

1 '0 2 months 

3 - 4 months and 
$12.500 - $15.000

3 

4 - 5 !DOntlla 

9 - 12 IIIOntha and 
$12.500 - $15 0003 

COST FOR~ 
SMALL SYS 

12 - 25 months 

4 - 5 monthll 

4 - 5 months4 

11 - 13 months 4 

2 - 4 months 

7 ~ 9 months and 4 
$30.000 - $40.000 

22 - 31 montha 

34 - 42 contho ann4 $30 000 - $40.000 

COST FOR A,; 
LARGE SYSTE 

12 - 15 months 

2 - 2.5 years2 

5 - 6 months4 

12 - 15 months4 

4 - 6 IIlOntiul 

8 - 10 mc,nths and4 $30.0'00- $40.000 

45 - 57 montha 

56 - 70 montha and4 $30 000 - $40,000 

1. The estimate for a small system assumes approximately 2000 inmates and 7 facilities, and is based on our data gathering 
t experiences in Minnesota. The estimate for a large system assumes approximately 15,000 inmates and 50 faciliti~s, and 

is based on our tests of procedures in North Carolina. We have allowed for economies of scale in making these 
estimates. Therefore, costs for whole systems are lower than would be expected if one just multiplied the per-facility 
cost by the number of facilities in the system. 

2. Two of these staff years are distributed among many staff in each facility. 

3. Based on a sample size of 125. 
) 

4. Based on a sample size of 300. The higher costs for the large systeu. stem from rno~e time needed for coordination 
of all participants. Sample sizes u~ually do not increase proportionately to increases in the population to be 
surveyed • 

--
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of facilities for which individual data are desired, and the willingness 

and inter~st of corrections officials at all levels to gather and report 

data on individual incidents and offenders. 

At a minimum, start-up activities of a performance measurement system 

will require approximately 12 to 15 months of mostly managerial staff time. 

This covers establishing a work group of managers to select measures and deciding 

about preferred levels of precision, frequency of reporting, desirable analyses, 

timing to coincide with budget defense and other department needs, and similar 

decisions. It also includes the time a coordinator will spend translating 

work group decisions into actuality. This start-up expense is included in 

the estimates of Exhibit ES-2. 

Corrections managers currently make decisions about their programs and 

policies with little information about what these programs and policies accom-

p1ish. The procedures presented in this manual can provide correction~ managers 

with regular information that begins to fill this gap. However, good informa-

tion requires time and effort to obtain. No one yet knows how useful perfor-

mance information about corrections outcomes will be, yet without it managers 

will continue to make decisions by the seat of their pants. As resources 

shrink and demands on correctional services grow, much depend~ on careful 

decision-making about where scarce resources will do most good. Performance 

measurement can help. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION: HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF A 
PERFORMANCE FEEDBACK SYSTEM 

Corrections departments have traditionally used data in' two major 

ways - to justify their existence to state legislatures at budget time, and 

to keep track of inmates. A third use, to document levels of accomplish-

ment and provide feedback for. performance improvement, has been neglected. 

Yet, now of all times corrections departments need to use information in 

this third way, because without performance improvement, they cannot hope 

to meet growing demands for delivery and still hold the line on budgets. 

This manual presents a set of procedures designed to measure important 

areas of correctional performance on a regular basis. If used annually or 

more frequently they can provide corrections managers with feedback on 

past efforts to improve performance and a mechanism to help target perfor-

mance problems. Managers could then decide where to invest scarce 

resources to produce the best results. 

The usual role to data in corrections has been to keep track of 

inmates and justify the annual budget request. Data for the latter purpose 

almost always couple the head counts used for tracking inmates with 

financial information. They say, in essence, "So many people went through 

our system, and it cost l;S so much a person to handle them. Next year we 

expect 10% more people, so give us 10% more money." Rarely have correc-

tional systems specified their goals in terms of outcomes (e.g., levels of 

cleanliness maintained, keeping the accident rate in prison industries 

below equivalent private oector rateo, maintaini"'- :"::U:lute health at the 

- -- ~.-------.----------~----------------- ------
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same level it would have been on the outside). 

The measures presented in this manual differ from past practice 

because they focus on outcomes. An "outcome" as used here del10tes the 

achievement or end result which corrections activity tries to accomplish. 

The measures presented in this manual do not look at corrections activities. 

They do not summarize the number of meals served or the number of shake-

downs per year. Instead, they summarize results, such as levels of 

cleanliness maintained, reduction in safety failures, or reduced over-

crowding. To use these measures, corrections managers will need to 

specify goals clearly. The measures can then let managers know how well 

they have achieved the goals they set. 

DEVELOPING OUTCOME MEASURES 

In corrections, as in many other government activities, data on 

outcomes are scarce. This manual represents an effort to increase their 

availability by presenting a meaningful and feasible set of measures that 

corrections departments can use to assess how well they accomplish major 

goals. With the participation of two state departments of correction 

(North Carolina and Minne<ilQta), the Urban Institute developed and tested 

measurement techniques to meet the following criteria: 

• They should measure outcomes, not processes; 

• The outcomes measured should be important to corrections managers; 

• The data required for the measures should be relatively easy and 
inexpensive to collect (relying, where possible, on data already 
in existence); 

• Results should be relatively easy to interpret and useful for making 
management decisions. 

To select important correctional goals and pinpoint specific aspects 

of those goals for performance measurement, we relied on earlier work 
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(Blair, et aI, 1979), consultations with our two participating states, and 

the advice of members of our Advisory Group. Three major goal areas were 

selected: security, humane treatment, and post-release success. Within 

each goal area we identified specific outcomes important to corrections 

agencies. Exhibit ES-l lists ~he goal areas, outcomes within each goal 

area, and recommended measures of outcomes. It also includes alternative 

~easures which often cost more than the recommended measures but compensate 

for their expense by providing important outcome information. 

Beginning in September, 1978, project staff and personnel from partici-

pating corrections departments reviewed corrections goals and selected a set 

of important goals to measure, assessed the availability of data to measure 

these goals, determined what new data or data collection procedures to develop, 

and decided which measures to putsue. We then tested each procedure by collec-

ting and analyzing the necessary data in one or both test states. These tests 

led us to discard some measures and modify others. We base all estimates of 

data availability, data quality, and the cost of collecting data for each 

measure on the experience accumulated during these tests. These estimates 

appear in Chapters 2 through 6 in conjunction with each measure. 

ORGANIZATION OF THIS MANUAL 

The remainder of this chapter discuss~s how to make the measures and 

procedures presented in this manual work best for your corrections department. 

It discusses how to use data to analyze performance problems, how to compare 

your o~.m agency to other corrections departments or to non-correctional data 

sources, how to track performance over time, and how to assess the effects 

of cha;nges instituted within your agency. 

---- .. ----------~----~---------------
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Chapters 2 through 6 present the measurement procedures: Chapter 2 

discusses security measures; Chapter 3 describes measures of living condi-

Hons and safety; Chapter 4 describes inmate health and m~~,tal health 

m~asures; Chapter 5 covers measures of prison programs and services; Chapter 

6 pre$;ents measures of post-release success. 

• Discussion of each measure is organized into the following headings: 

• Description 

• Potential data sources 

• Using these measures (including sample data displays) 

• Data cost and quality 

• Alternative measures, and circumstances under which alternatives 
might be preferred 

Cha~ter 7 presents cost estimates for three outcome monitoring systems: 

a basic package of measures, a package including an inmate survey, ~~d a 

comprehensive package. With the information on individual measu.res presented 

in Chapters 2 through 6, corrections departments can construct a package of 

measures to fit their institutional needs, and can put a reasonably accurate 

price on it. 

GETTING THE MOST FROM PERFORMANCE FEEDBACK 

Corrections departments have long operated on the "fire-extinguishing" 

principle of management. If nothing's going wrong right now, things are 

all right. This may hav'e been satisfactory when no one was looking, no 

standards loomed on the hoirzon, no inmates sued, no courts intervened, and 

budgets, if not lavish, at least held their own in real dollars. But 

increasingly corrections departments face too many conflicting demands 

on their resources to run this way, nor do they have to. Performance 

-. 
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information can increase accountability, help pinpoint performance problems, 

and underpin effective management. Feedback will rarely tell you that 

everything is perfect, but it does raise questions, encourage people to 

explain the patterns revealed in the data, and stimulate conscious decisions 

about what needs improvement. In this chapte.r we describe how to set up 

a performance feedback system, discuss comparisons to make with the data, 

and demonstrate ways to stimulate performance improvements. 

) 

STRUCTURING A PERFORMANCE FEEDBACK SY'STEM 

To make a performance feedback system work effectively, corrections 

management concerned with operations will have to support it. This support 

involves several activities, ranging from goal-s€tting through demonstrating 

a willingness to correct performance problems revealed by feedback. 

We recommend the following steps to establish a performance feedback 

system: 

1. Select goals and select the specific measures you will use to assess 

) performance. 

4' Set up a working group of program managers, facility superintendents, 

7.-.;.' and data resources personnel to decide the specific characteristics of a 

, , performance feedback system that will fit your depa~tmentts needs. 

Performance measurement requires clear goals, because performance 

only has meaning when measured against a concrete, well-conceptualized 

idea of where you want to get to. Corrections departments have multiple 

goals, making clarity even more important than it would be in simpler 

systems. Because corrections goals have no automatic compatibility and 

each, if pursued singlemindedly, could usurp most correctional resources, 

6 

the working group will need to set priorities which reconcile these goals 

in an overall plan. The process of setting goals is too elaborate for treat-

ment as part of this manual. The interested reader might consult any of 

* several basic treatments of goal analysis and goal-setting. 

Once the working group has decided which corrections goals to measure, 

it should turn its attention to selecting measurement procedures. This 

manual offers many procedures that a corrections department can use or 

adapt to its own situation. In picking measurement procedures, the group 

will probably want to consider what data are currently available, what 

data would be easy to collect if the department does not already have them, and 

what -data would provide the most meaningful feedback to corrections personnel. 

2. Designate a coordinator. 

After the working group has designated important goals and selected 

a set of p~rformance measures~ some single person needs to be appointed as 

coordinator. This person will need the authority to develop and supervise 

the actual data collection effort in each facility unde.r corrections 

jurisdiction and oversee data analysis and interpretation. The coordinator 

should translate the working group's decisions into a feasible system of 

data collection. This involves: 

* 

(a) deciding which personnel will record data in. each facility; 

(b) developing any necessary data reporting forms; 

(c) establishing a reporting schedule; 

See, for example, (1) Gilbert, Thomas, Human Competence: Engineering 
Worthy Performance, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1978; (2) Mager, Robert F., 
Goal Analysis, Belmont, California: Fearon Publishers, 1972·; or (3) 
Reddin, W.J., Effective Management by Objectives, New York: McGraw-Hill, 
1971. 

,. 
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(d) introducing the data collection procedures to the people 

who will do the work: 

(e) explaining how to do the job, why this data collection effort 

is impprtant, and how it will be used. 

Once data have been collected, the coordinator should set up a routine 

for analyzing it and developing displays for corrections managers. 

Because the coordinator's job concentrates so heavily on data collection 

and analysis, someone from your research, planning, or data services 

section will probably be the logical choice for coordinator. 

3 •. Trv out the procedures. 
__ <1:0_ 

It may be wise to make a small-scale trial of the measurement 

dures before committing the whole department to an extensive effort. 

proce-

If 

this seems desirable, pick one or two facilities, set up the procedures 

de'V'e10ped during the planning effort, and let them run for six months or 

a year. Many small problems of data availability, level of effort, finding 

the right people to do the job, and potential misunderstanding$ will 

d · h . 1 . d The coordinator will be able to probably surface ur~ng t e tr~a per~o • 

resolve these problems and fine-tune the procedur'2s before instituting them 

department-wide. 

A trial period also provides the opportunity to 1Qok at so~e outcome 

data. When faced with ac:tual performance feedback, managers often realize 

they need some adc!itiona1 information to ;l\~terpret results meaningfully. 

Thorough discussion of performance feedback from the trial period will 

probably bring out some unanticipat,=d data needs. For example, staff may 

have recorded the number of accidents in prison industries but neglected 

to write down the shop or program in which they occurred? When managers 

8 

look at the overall data they may realize they cannot pinpoint specific 

areas of safety failure without shop-by-shop infol~ation. The coordinator 

would then need to modify the relevant data collection form to include a 

space for recording where the accident happened. 

4. Establish routine feedback procedure~. 

Corrections managers should use their performance feedback system to 

look for performance differences, analyze why they occur, and encourage 

adoption of more successful practices by less successful performers. 

I 
I 

After gathering performance data .• ma.r.agers shol.!.;!.d examine ,tt t.o determine 

whether performance is adequa~e or needs improvement. 

l Corrections officials can take several steps to make performance differences 

work to improve overall productivity. First, identify high and low performing 

individuals, teams, crews, industrial shops, minimum security facilities, 

or whatever unit is relevant to the goal on which you want to improve 

performance. Second, assess whether the difference bet~veen the best 

performance and the average is great enough to suggest that substantial 

improvements in performance can be achieved. Third, study what the good 

performer does, and how that differs from the average performance. 

Finally, help the average performers adopt the methods which help your 

"star" achieve success. Not every area of performance will reveal dif-

ferences great enough to worry about, but some certainly will. If escape 

rates are two or three times as high in some facilities as they are in 

others with similar populations, perimeter security arrangements, programs, 

and so forth, somebody, somewhere, can surely do better than they are doing. 

But, these differences often do not become apparent until ma'nagers deliber-' 

ately look for them. Without an active managerial push for improved per-

I. 
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formance, most corrections departments won't find the areas with the greatest 

opportunity for improvement. Therefore, departments will miss their greatest 

chances for increasing productivity. 

Comparisons and Standards 

No absolute standard~ of excellent performance exist for most of the 

measures we recommend in Exhibit ES-l. Managers should use their collective 

experience to set some performance standards. For example, if external 

security is the goal, managers may set five escapes per 100 inmates 

per year from minimum security facilities as "outstanding performance;" 

ten escapes per 100 per year might be "acceptable," but more would cause 

concern. When conditions of performance clearly vary, as they do between 

minimum and maximum security facilities with respect to controlling 

escapes, the standard can be set at different levels. But the measure 

remains the same because the purpose and the outcome remain the same. 

Managers can also establish meaningful criteria for their own systems 

by using performance data to make several kinds of comparisons. These are: 

(a) Changes in performance over time, for single facilities or the 

whole system; 

(b) Differences in performance between similar corrections facilities 

or programs; 

(c) Differences in performance between corrections and non-corrections 

settings. 

Changes over time. Year~to-year tracking of performance within a 

single facility or department provides important feedback. Changes for 

the worse can signal performance problems; changes for the better can 

document the effects of new program or staffing improvements, and help 

• 
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managers decide whether to continue or expand these practices. With year

to-year comparisons of a facility's performance, the issue of whether a 

comparison is "fair" seldom arises. The !Istandard" becomes "doing better 

than last year." Exhibit 2-2, which gives escape rates for several facilities 

over a five-year period, shows how to display year-to-year comparisons for 

single facilities. It al d t so emons rates a comparison of one facility 

to another facility over time. Many other examples of over-time comparisons 

occur throughout this manual. The performance measurement system coordi

nator should decide with managers which measures need comparisons over time. 

The coordinator should then develop data displays that show managers 

what changes have occurred. 

Cross-f·acility comparisons. Managers will also want to compare the 

performances of different facilities with similar inmate populations and 

prison conditions. For instance, they might want to see whether one 

facility housing youthful offenders has a lower inmate victimization 

rate than another facility with youthful offenders, or whether several 

minimum security "road camp" facilities maintain si.milar levels of sanita-

tion and fire safety. Exampl f f ·1· es 0 cross- aC1 1ty comparisons accompany 

most of the measurement procedures described in this manual ( see, e.g., 

Exhibit 2-1 for escape rates f across acilities, Exhibit 3-6 for sanitation 

deficiencies, or Exhibit 6-7 for recidivism). 

When one facility stands out as a high performer, managers can use 

this facility as a standard-setter. Alternatively, they could use the 

"average" f per ormance to encourage below-average facilities to come up to 

average. We recommend using the best performer as the standard, since it 

makes most sense to try for the best. But if that standard seems far 

--- . 
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beyond the reach of most facilities, using the average performance as a 

target may be less discouraging to low~performing facility managers. 

Comparisons by facility type or program type comprise important 

variations on cross-facility domparisons. A manager might want to know 

whether the security level of a facility makes a difference to some type 

of performance, in order to establish different standards if necessary. 

Exhibit 3-1 (inmate assaults) illustrates this type of comparison. 

Exhibit 6-6 shows yet another way to analyze performance data -- by 

program type. Exhibit 6-6 shows the post-release employment success 

rates of people who completed vocational certificates in prison versus 

those who did not. 

----,--

The comparisons just described will give managers a bas~c o~~~'~~~ of per

formance thrcughout the corrections system. After looking at these data, mana

gers may want to look more closely at performance areas where they can see 

bl More detal.'led analyses of the basic data can give performance pro Ems. 

a more precise picture of some factors affecting performance. We demonstrate 

one such detailed analysis plan in our discussion of escape rates (Measure 1). 

The work group and the coordinator should discuss which comparisons 

have- most importance for their own system. The coordinator should then 

develop analysis procedures and display formats to provide these comparisons, 

always incorporating relevant standards when managers have identified them. 

, d t In some instances, particularly Comparisons to non-correctl.ons a a. 

in the humane treatment area, we suggest comparisons to non-corrections 

standards. More and more frequently, the courts have interpreted the 

corrections function as depriving criminals of their liberty only, not of 

their rights to medical care, decent living conditions, a safe environment, 

( . . ' 
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adequate diet, 04' mental health services. We do not yet kn.ow how much 

reduced physical and mental health automatically accompanies deprivation 

of liberty; quite possibly some reduction is inevitable. Since a~propriate 

non-corrections data exist for many of these corrections goal areas, we 

recommend that managers use these data to assess how well corrections 

departments attain their humane treatment goals in comparison to non-prison 

settings. Exhibits 3-3 and 3-4 show corrections performance compared to 

private sector performance for work-place accidents and injuries. Exhibits 

4-1, 4-2 and 4,-3 illustrate the kinds of comparisons possible between 

data on inmate health and health statistics for the non-incarcerated 

population. Managers should be able to explain differences in prison and 

non-prison performance to their own satisfaction and that of top corrections 

officials. 

~anaging with Performance Feedback 

The ultimate test of a performance feedback system lies in its 

ability to stimulate improved performance. With the support of top cor-

rections officials, the coordinator should establish regular times to meet 

with facility superintendents, program managers, and top department admin-

istrators to review past achievements and set new pel~formance targets. 

To this end, the coordinator should develop some ways to summarize facility 

performance across measures, as well as using displays for individual 

measures. For instance, top managers may want to see at a glance whether 

a facility or program has met last year's performance targets in a number 

of goal area& Exhibit 1-1 gives one possible format for summarizing this 

information. For Exhibit 1-1, the coordinator lists all the performance 

areas for review in the column at the far left. The next two columns 

give performance levels for the previous year and this year. The fourth 
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EXHIBIT 1-1 

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY FOR FACILITY Al 

r--. 

Facility A 

Measure Last Year This Year System Ave·cage Best Performance 

escape rate 10/100 inmates 7/100 inmates 8/100 inmates 6/100 inmates 

victimization 7% of inmates 15% of inmates 12% of inmates 3% of inmates 
rate involved involved involved involved 

work days lost 
due to injury 2/100 inmates 2/100 inmates 4/100 inmates 2/100 inmates 

1--. 

overcrowding 120% 120% 140% 97% 

17% within 15% within 21% within 9% within 
recidivi.sm 12 months 12 months 12 months 12 months 

.. 

1Hypothetica1 data 

..... 
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column compares this facility's performance to that of the average perfor-

mance for the whole system, and the last column compares this facility's 

performance to the best facility in the system on each goal. The hypotheti-

cal data in Exhibit 1-1 show that Facility A improved its escape rate and 

now does better than the system average, but still trails the best perfor-

mance in the system. Facility A shows a doubling in its inmate victim-

ization rate, which should alert managers to a serious problem that needs 

attention. The facility is the best performer in the system on work-loss 

days, and better than average but not the best on over-crowding and recidi-

vism. Other facility managers should look to Facility A for techniques to 

reduce injuries and accidents, but Facility A's manager should seek out 

the best performer's advice on reducing victimization. The administrator 

reviewing the performance of Facility A with its warden should discuss 

past successes, explore ways to reduce existing problems, and establish 

performance targets for the next review cycle. 

The final step for top administrators ties performance to costs. 

These calculations are beyond the scope of our project, which developed 

and tested measurement procedures. But the ultimate management decisions 

come down to where to invest department resources for maximum effect. 

Managers will want to assess how much performance improvement they can 

"buy in each performance area with a finite investment. Then, guided by 

department priorities and resources available, administrators can make 

final performance targeting decisions and give facility and program managers 

the resources to achieve them. 

~' ",- ~ 
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CHAPTER TWO 

MEASURES OF SECURITY 

MEASURE 1: ESCAPE RATE. 

r:UMBER OF ESCAPES X ICC 
AV=RAGE POPULATION 

DESCRIPTION 

This measure expresses the frequency of escapes as a rate -- the 

number of escapes per 100 average population. The measure should be 

calculated for each facility, each securitly level, and for all facilities 

taken together. Agencies will probably want information on escapes 

quarterly. Since escapes are relatively rare phenoma, and often happen 

in bursts, we recommend calculating running-averages covering the most 

recent twelve months. Single quarter rates are unstable, because the 

number of escapes fluctuates. Also, focusing on single-quart~· data will 

hide longer-term trends. The running-ave·rage, calculated every quarter 

but covering a period of a full year, solves these disadvantages. Even 

very large corrections systems should use the runr.ing-average mode of 

calculation. All systems should use escape rates in addition to recording 

the number of escapes, since only rates can correct for facility size and 

make comparisons among facilities possible. 

POTENTIAL DATA SOURCES 

Data for this measure come from several places: handwritten escape/ 

capture or incident repor.ts, done by hand and collected in a facility's. or 
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system's central office; computerized records of these reports; and computer-

prepared tallies. All corrections departments should hay. ~c l.ast one of 

these data sources available to them. 

USING THIS MEASURE 

Corrections managers looking at escape rates should first perform simple 

analyses which give a broad overview of performance. After locating trouble 

spots, they may then want to probe beyond performance information itself~ 

to explain performance differences. 

t-' 
To gain an overview of system performance, Measure 1 should be calculated 

separately for each facility in the system, and arrayed to show improvement 

or deterioration in performance over time. Exhibit 2-1 shows a five-year 

history of escape rates from North Carolina minimum security youth facilities. 

The "average" performance line in Exhibit 2 ... 1 reflects escape rates from 

eleven minimum security youth facilities. The exhibit also displays data 

from two of the eleven facilities, to illustrate the use of "average" and 

"best" performance as standards for comparison. Facility A performs more 

poorly than average from 1974 through most of 1976, then improves to average 

performance. But its escape rate remains significantly higher than 

Facility B's (the "best" performer) for most of the period under review. 

The trend for all eleven facilities represented in the average shows 

performance improvement over the five-year period -- the &verage escape 

rate drops from approximately 22 escapes per 100 inmates per year in 1974 

to approximately 13 escapes per 100 inmates per year by 1978. Since 

Facility B has consistently outperformed the other facilities in this goal 

area, managers might want to ask themselves what Facility B does right, and 

attempt to duplicate its procedures in other facilities which need to improve 
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Exhibit 2-1 

ESCAPE RATES FOR ELEVEN MINIMUM SECURITY YOUTH FACILITIBS OVER A FIVE-YEAR PERIOD 
(4-Quarter Running Averages) 

/ ---,Facility A 
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'" 8. 20 
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O~ ______________ ~ ________________ ~ ______________ ~b-______________ ~~ __ _ 

197" 1975 1976 1977 1918 

I. The "Av.erage" line represenu an average escape rate for eleven facilities, exeiudlng Facility A 
and Facility B. 

Derived 'rom d"ca In the North Carol In. Dep.rtment of Correetlons Statlstlc.l Abltr.ct. 197~-1978, by dividing the nu.b.r of 
escapes for eac:hAl"'quart.r PQrlod by the IV. rage population for the period, for .ach facility. Each data poInt In Exhibit 
2-1 rapresent~ I 12·month period ending with tho calendar quarter shown In the chart. 
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their performance. Exhibit 2-2 shows the rather extreme differences in escape 

rates among the same 11 minimum security youth facilities. The worst facility 

has more th.1:\n five times as many escapes per 100 inmates as the best~per-

forming facility. 

After using performance data like those in Exhibits 2-1 and 2-2 to learn 

that different facilities at the same security level have significantly 

different escape rates, managers might want to proceed beyond performance 

measurement itself, to explore some of the main reasons why they think this 

happens. They could then decide what corrective steps to take, if. al'1y. 

Thinking about minimum security facilities, from which by far the highest 

proportion of escapes occur in IDQst corrections systems, managers might 

want to ma~e the following comparisons to help identify factors that affect 

performance: 

• facilities with fences vs. those without; 

(l facilities with work release programs vs. those without; 

• facilities near environmental features that encourage escapes 
(such as facilities near major highways, cities, etc.) vs~ 
those which are not; 

• faci~:f:t:[t1s with higher or -lower proportions of different 
types of inmate; 

• facilities with high vs. medium vs. low staff-inmate ra.tios; 

• facilities with high vs. medium vs. low inmate t,urnover rates; 

o facilities with high vs. low levels of assaults, disciplinary 
actions, or other indicators of unrest. 

DATA COST AND QUALITY 

Data on escapes and on facility populations are routinely available 

and reasonably accurate in corrections departments. With these data, five 

staff days were required to develop running-average escape rates for five 
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Exhibit 2-2 

COMPARATIVE ES.CAPE RATES 
FOR 11 MINIMUM C.USl'ODY YOUTH FACILITIES 

. ;. ..... ' 

F 

Faci 1 ity 

G H J K 

GD-6 

Adapted from North Carolina DOC Statistical Abstracts, 1976-1978 by 
div.iding number of escapes by average population for each faci'i~y 
~~ese data are averages of esc~pe rates reported during th~ pe;iod: 

-,..."" ..... ____ --.::=,,--~l.ln!!!ilar displays c;o.u,ld be constructed to cover any time per'1od of 
interest. !. > -- .. 
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years of data on each of North Carolina's 79 facilities. North Carolina's 

Statistical Abstracts, produced quarterly from computerized records, 

provided the basic data to make these calculations. It would subsequently 

take about one day per quarter to update escape rates for all of North 

Carolina's 79 facilities, and proportionally less time for systems 

with fewer units. If a state were interested in doing the 

detailed analyses suggested above, approximately 2 - 4 additional staff 

days would be needed for tabulations and preparation of displays. If you 

want these detailed analyses on a routine basis, it would be best to 

computerize theD. 

How facilities define an "escape" poses the basic problem of data 

quality for Measure 1. Although corrections departments usually have a clear 

official definition of.~~at counts, as an escape, individual facilities may 

differ in their enforcement practices. 

For example, an inmate returning from work-release a few hours late 

We may be counted as an escape in some facilities but not in others. 

reviewed escape/capture reports in North Carolina to see how much of an 

inconsistency problem existed. We found no serious differ~nces among 

facilities in which events t ey cons~ ere 0 _ • h 'd d t be pscapes Any state planning 

to make cross- ac~ ~ty compar~sons f 'I' 'of escape rates should take some time to 

assess how consistently facilities apply the official definition of an 

escape to particular events. Once one determines' that usage. is consistent, 

or takes s·teps· to -make it so if important inconsistencies exist, comparisons 

between facilities within a system will be meaningful. 

Should a department wis'h to compare escape rates from its own sys·tem 

with t.hose of other state, systems, it WOtlld be wise to check with the com

parison states to find out what they use as their working definition ~f 
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an escape. States may differ over criteria for what counts as an escape 

and, therefore, escape data from different states may not be comparable. 

Criteria for escapes would need to be standardized and consistently applied 

in order for this measure to provide accurate comparative data between 

different state systems. 

ALTERNATIVES 

The most commonly used measure of security failures is a simple count 

of escapes during a given time period. We strongly recommend that departments 

calculate the rate given by Measure 1 in addition to a simple count, because 

the rate allows you to make better comparisons of performance for facilities 

with different numbers of inmates. It is far too easy to make the mistake 

of looking at the number of escapes from two facilities, registering the fact 

that each has had ten escapes during the past quarter, but forgetting that 

one of them has three times the number of inmates as the other. The larger 

of these two facilities has the better performance record, but this fact 

often slips by because only the raw count of escapes appears on a report. 
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ESCAPE SERIOUSNESS 

2A: ESCAPEES RETURNING WITH 
NEW.CRIMINAL CHARGES 

AVERAGE POPULATION 

Incarceration should protect the public from additional crimes by 

---r-~---~ 

convicted offenders so an index of escape seriousness should measure the 

extent to which escapees commit new crimes. A "serious" escape thus 

designates one which results in new crimes, whereas 'an escape with a 

relatively low probability of endangering the public is less serious. 

Measure 2a shows escapees recaptured with new criminal charges (not 

including a criminal charge for the escape itself), in proportion to the 

average population of a facility or system during the base measurement period. 

Measure 2a parallels Measure 1. It gives a "serious escape rate", whereas 

Measure 1 gives a total escape rate. Measure 2a will, therefore, always 

represent the "serious" portion of the total number of escapes given by 

Measure 1. 

POTENTIAL DATA SOURCES 

Data for Measure 2a would come from official documents which accompany 

recaptured escapees, such as Escape/Capture Reports. Most corrections 

departments are informed if new criminal charges are pending against 

escapees at the time they are returned to custody. To calculate Measure 2a: 

• Take, as your base for "average population", the figures 
for the same time period during which the escapes occurred; 

• Count the escapes that have been returned to prison with 
new criminal charges, selecting a consistent lag time after 
which to make this count (since some number of escapees do 
not return for long periods of time after escape). 
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We recommend counting all' returns during the 
base period plus one month after the end of the 
h~se period, because about two-thirds of escapees 
were returned to prison within that time in our 
North Carolina test of escape seriousness measures. 
Extending the lag-time to three months will only pick 
up about 8 percent more escapees, so the extra wait 
does not seem worth the trouble. Do not count any 
returns during the lag-time month of inmates who 
escaped before or after the base period. 

• Maintain a log of escapees returned on new charges as they 
come in, rather than waiting until the end' of a reporting 
period and attempting to reconstruct a tally by searching 
through files; 

e Add up the logged entries, divide by the average population, 
and multiply by 100 to get the "serious escape rate" per 
100 average population for the reporting period. 

USING THIS MEASURE 

Corrections managers can use this measure to indicate whether efforts 

to minimize serious escapes have worked. Tracked over time, this measure 

shows whether the rate of serious escapes is increasing, d.ecreasing, or 

remaining constant. One could also calculate separate "serious escape 

rates" for people promoted to minimum custody from each m.edium security 

facility. Then, if these rates differed significantly say, one medium 

security unit promoted people who were twice as likely to escape and commit 

new crimes as those promoted from the other medium security units -- managers 

could evaluate promotion practices. 

DATA COST AND QUALITY 

Data for Measure 2a can be obtained from the documentation accompanying 

escapees when they are returned to prison. In North Carolina, approximately 

70 of the 906 prisoners who escaped during 1978 were returned on new charges. 

Even if a single log entry took a clerk 5 minutes, logging 70 entries adds 

.~ 
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up to less than one work day per year to produce Measure 2a. 

Although Measure 2a uses data available to most corrections departments, 

it has some shortcomings of data quality and interpretability. Because it 

counts only new crimes of recaptured escapees, it misses crimes committed:·py 

escapees not yet recaptured and may not even count all the crimes committed 

by those escapees who have returned to prison. We cannot tell what proportion 

M 2a misses, but it is probably some substantial number of new crimes easure. • 

h 1 remain at large, the more chances they have to since t e onger escapees • 

resume criminal activity. In our discussion of ':Alternatives" below, we 

describe other possible ways to measure the danger of new crimes by escapees. 

These alternatives cost more and require more extensive research than 

Measure 2a. Since measures of escape seriousness may not have a very high 

. departments, we have suggested Measure 2a despite priority with correct~ons 

its deficiencies. 

ALTERNATIVES 

~'EASURE 2B: 
ESCAPEES WITH HIGH "BASE 
EXPECTANC..Y.. SCORES" FOR RECIDIVISM 

AVERAGE POPULATION 

Escape seriousness can be approached as an after-the-fact assessment 

(as in Measure 2a) by looking at the crimes actually committed by recaptured 

escapees. On the other hand, Measure 2b treats escape seriousness 

as a predictive problem by calculating "base expectancy scores" for all 

escapees. These scores estimate the probability that escapees will commit 

new crimes, based on individual characteristics and prior history of escapees. 

They are usually used to predict recidivism upon official release from 

prison but can serve equally well as predictors of new criminal activity by 

- ---- .. '----------~----~-----------------------------------------------------------------
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escapees. Measure 2a thus tells how many escapees are known to have 

committed new crimes, whereas Measure 2b tells how many escapees are 

predicted to constitute a serious risk to the public of new criminal acts. 

Many corrections departments are familiar with attempts to predict 

recidivism and have developed ways to calculate base expectancy scores 

on released inmates. Base expectancy scores usually combine information 

from individual inmate records into an index. Procedures for computing 

the scores needed for Measure 2b will exist only in those states which have 

already invested the effort to develop a formula for calculating base 

expectancy rates. Common data elements used in such indices are the number 

of prior convictions or incarcerations, age at first commitment, history 

of highly repetitive crimes (auto theft, forgery, burglary), index offense, 

history of chemical dependenc~, history of job stability, and the like. 

Exhibit 2-3 displays one such index -- the Salient Factor Score developed 

by the U.S. Parole Commission to assist in making parole decisions. If 

your department has not already developed a base expectancy scoring 

procedure, you probably do EE! now consistently record the necessary data 

elements. We recommend Measure 2b to those states already using base ex-

pectancy rates. Other states will need to do some significant amount of 

work to obtain Measure 2b .. 

States using Measure 2b as a measure of escape seriousness will need to 

decide what scores to count as "serious" and what scores to count as 

relatively inconsequential. For instance, with the Salient Factor Score 

of Exhibit 2-3, which has a range from 0 to 11 (higher scores indicate a 

lower likelihood of commiting ne~11 crimes), you might count all escapees ~l1itb 

Salient Factor Scores of 0 through 4 as serious escapes -- that is, those 
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Exhibit 2-3 

SALIENT FACTOR SCORE* 
(REVISED) 

Name 

- r- -- --- ----

Item A-----------------------------------------------~------------------~ 
No prior convictions (adult or juvenile) = 3 
One prior conviction = 2 
Two or three prior convictions = 1 
Four or more prior convictions = 0 

Item B------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
No prior incarcerations (adult or juvenile) = 2 
One or two prior incarcerations = 1 
Three or more prior incarcerations = 0 

Item C------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
,Age at first commitment (adult or juvenile): 

26 or older = 2 
18 - 25 = 1 
17 or younger = 0 

*Item D------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
Commitment offense did not involve auto theft or check(s) 

(forgery/larceny) = 1 
Commitment offense involved auto theft [X], or check(s) [Y], 

or both [Z] = 0 

*Item E-------------------------------------------------~-----.-----------~ 
Never had parole revoked or been committed for a new offense while on 

parole, and not a probation violator this time = 1 
Has had parole revoked or been committed for a new offense while on 

parole [X], or is a probation violator this time [Y], or both [Z] = 0 

Item F---------------------------------------------------------------~--~ 
No history of heroin or opiate dependence = 1 
Otherwise = 0 

Item G--------------------------------------------------~---------------~ 
Verified employment (or full-time school attendance) for a total of at 

least 6 months during the last 2 years in the community = 1 D 
Otherwise = 0 

TOTAL SCORE-------------------------------------------------------.------
*FiCom: P.B. Hoffman, B. Stone-Meierhoefer & J.L. Beck, "Salient Factor Score 

and Releases Behavior: Three Validation Samples." U.S. Parole 
Commission Research Unit Repdrt #15, August, 1977, p. 21. 

. ---~~----------~----~---------------
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escapees constitute a serious risk to the community of new crime. 

Another reason for consigning Measure 2b to alternative status is 

that it measures probabi1it~es. not actualities. It estimates only the 

potential seriousness of escapes. Of course, even Measure 2a misses those 

new crimes not known to the police and corrections officials, and other 

research suggests that these may be the majority of new crimes committed. 

While Measure 2b is merely suggestive of the actual risk of new crime, it 

has the advantage of being available whether or not escapees are recaptured, 

which Measure 2a does not. (J~easure 2a assumes that any escapee still at 

large has not committed any new crimes.) 

A third possibility parallels Measure lSb for recidivism, and the reader 

is referred to' our presentation of that measure. Measure lSb uses computerized 

records of police and court transactions, accessed by using the name, race, 

sex, and date of birth of the person for whom you want information, to 

d~termine whether inmates have been arrested for new crimes. A few states 

have developed such a system, often referred to as an Offender-Based Tracking 

System (OBTS), but most have not. If your state has an operational OBTS, 

. computing Heasure lSb for escapees rather than ex-offenders will be somewhat 

more expensive than Heasure 2a but the information you get will definitely 

be more complete. Departments interested in this option should r2ad all 

the factors discussed with regard to the data quality, costs, and procedures 

for Measure lSb. 

Since each alternative has its advantages balanced by disadvantages, 

each corrections department will have to choose which approach to 

measuring escape seriousness best suits its reporting needs and its level 

of sophistication in data handling. 

t, 
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CHAPTER THREE 

MEASURES OF LIVING AND SAFETY CONDITIONS 

MEASURE~' INMATE VICTIMIZATION 

3A: NUMBER OF INCIDENTS OF INMATE VICTIMIZATION 
llUBJ.NG BAS E PER I OD 100 
AVERAGE INMATE POPULATION DURING BASE PERIOD X . 

3B: Nur~BER OF INMATES VICTIMIZED DURING 
BASE PERIOD 
AVERAGE INMATE POPULATION DURING 
THE BASE PERIOD 

3c: PROPORTION OF I~MATES WHO FEEL THEIR PERSON 
AND PROPERTY ARE SAFE IN PRISON 

DESCRIPTION 

Prisons should strive to assure inmates of freedom from fear of in-

jury or extortion by other inmates, and to reduce incidents of victimization. 

Events considered victimization for purposes of these measures are: 

homicide, assu1t, forced sex, and strongarming or extortion (threat of 

force to extract material goods, services, or other advantage). Measure 

3a gives the average number of victimization incidents per 100 inmates 

during the base period. If you use a base period other than one year, you 

may also want to annualize the figures you obtain from Measure 3a. Measure 

3a spreads victimization incidents over the entire inmate population. How-

ever, in reality some inmates may experience more victimization than others. 

We therefore also suggest Measure 3b, which gives the proportion of the 

prison population who have experienced one or more victimization episodes. 

---.... -----~---.----~---

The higher the reading you get on Measure 3a, the more incidents of victi

mization you have on your hands; the higher the reading on Measure 3b, the 

more widespread is the victimization among the entire prison population. 

POTENTIAL DATA SOURCES 

Data for Measure 3a and 3b come from special surveys of inmates or 

from prison discipline or rule violation reports. Special surveys (see 

Appendix A for an example) provide a more comprehensive reading on inmate 

victimization that discipline reports. 

Inmate victimization surveys provide data for Measure 3a, 3b and 3c.* 

Such surveys have both advantages and disadvantages. Advantages include 

the ability t~ get a more accurate and complete . reading on what actually 

happens to inmates, and to assess their level of fear of victimization at 
the same time. The primary disadvantage is the time and special effort it 

takes to develop and administer a survey. Because official records appear 

to miss a substantial proportion of victimization incidents, we strongly 

recommend that corrections departments conduct an inmate survey once a year 

to obtain data for Measures 3a, 3b and 3c. A n additional advantage is that 

the same inmate survey can collect data for th f o er per ormance measures as 

well (e.g., Measures 4 and 5). 

We tested an inmate survey in North Caroll."na. Th e survey appears 

quite feasible, and was of interest to corrections management. Appendix A 

contains the questionnaire we used,· c·orre"'tl." 0 
~ ns agencies may want to adapt 

this form for their own use. The r It f h esu sot e North Carolina test are 

reported in Exhibit 3-2. Death records will supply information on homicides. 

* Measure 3a and 3b use Questions 12, 16, and 24. Heasure 3c uses 
Questions 7,8,~,13 and 21. Procedures for conducting an inmate survey are 
given in Appendix A. 

' . 
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Discipline reports are an alternative source of information for 

Measur.e 3a. They have the advantage of being a readily available source of 

data, but discipline reports will significantly underestimate the actual 

number of assaults, sex and strongarming. With regard to sexual victiIDiza-

tion, the discipline procedures of many prison systems do not distinguish 

between voluntary sexual acts and coercive or victimizing sexual acts. 

Since any sexual act is grounds for disciplinary action in these systems if 

known to prison authorities, calculation of victimization rates involving 

forced sex will not be possible. 

USING THESE MEASURES 

Corrections managers may want to compare victimization rates among 

facilIties at different security levels, and among different types of inmates, 

such as younger versus older inmates. Exhibit 3-1 illustrates comparisons 

among minimum, medium, and maximum security adult and youth facilities in 

North Carolina, using data from computerized records of assaults. Exhibit 3~1 

suggests that offender age (youth in particular) is more significantly re-

lated to the number of assults reported in disciplinary actions than is 

security level. The exhibit also indicates thatassaqlt rates have signifi-

cantly increased in medium security youth and maximum security facilities 

over the three years reported. These data should prompt managers to explore 

the causes of the increases. Before acting on the data in Exhibit 3~1, a 

corrections manager would need additional information. Do facilities 

follow a consistent philosophy in making disciplinary charges? Could the 

higher rates of assault in youth facilities stem from a policy of more 

stringent enf/r~~ement of prison rules for youthful offenders, whereas 

guards overlook more incidents in facilities which house older offenders? 
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Exhibit 3-1 
(Measure 3a) 

• • • • 

ASSAULT RATES IN NORTH CAROLINA FACILITIES FOR THREE YEARS. BY SECURITY LEVEL 

76 77 78 76 77 78 
j1INIHUM YOUTH MINIMUM ADULT 

76 77 78 
MEDIUM YOUTH 

FACILITY SECURITY LEVEL 

76 77 78 
MEDIUM ADULT 

76 77 78 
MAXIMUM 

(mos t 1 Y adu 1 t) 

, GD-S. 

Sourc.: Data from North CarolIna Department of CorrectIons Annual Statlltlcal Abstract, 1976-78. 
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EXHIBIT 3-2 

MEASURES 3a AND 3b, AS REPORTED ON AN INMATE SURVEY (N=153) 

ASSAULT 

TYPE OF 
VICTHUZATION 

STRONGARMING 

FORCED SEX 

AU. INCIDENTS 

MEASURE 3b --
PERCENT OF 

SAMPLE REPORTING 
AT LEAST ONE 

INCIDENT DURING THEI 
PRECEDING MONTH 

4% 

3% 

2% 

MEASURE 3a --
ANNUALIZED RATE 

OF VICTIMIZATION 3 
PER 100 INMATES 

72 per 100 

54 per 100 

31 per 100 

143 per 100 

• 

1. The survey used a ooe-month recall period because memories fade and inaccurate reporting occurs 
the longer the time period assessed. 

2. Some inmates reported more than one type of incident. Some inmates also reported more than one 
assault or mure than one strongarming incident during the past month. 

3. The annualized rate was calculated as: 

• 

w 
N 

Number of incidents reported on the survey for one month 
Number of inmates completing the survey X 12 months X 100 

SOURCE: Special survey of felons with sentences of 4 or more years entering North Carolina prisons 
between February and April, 1979. This sample represents approximately 15% of admissions to 
North Carolina prisons, but about 60% of the inmate population at any given time. Experiences 
of short term inmates may be different. 
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If so, then the differences in Exhibit 3-1 may reflect enforcement policy, 

not victimization differences. But if enforcement policies and working 

definitions of assaults are similar across facilities, then the data reflect 

differences in victimization. 

Analysis of victimization by type of activity (assaults, strongarming, 

forced sex) will help corrections managers determine what kind of action is 

needed to reduce victimization. These data will have to come from question-

naires or inmate surveys, since most prison disciplinary reporting systems 

will not coincide with important types of victimization. Exhibit 3-2 . 

presents data on self-reported assaults, strongarming and forced sex experi

enced by 153 North Carolina inmates. Exhibit 3'~2 suggests that victimiza

tion happens to only a small proportion of the prison population 

each month? but that those people are on the receiving end of significant 

and repeated victimizing incidents. These data point to the need to iden

tify and protect the few heavily victimized prisoners. On the other hanJ, 

during the course of may months' incarceration, a fairly high percentage of 

inmates may experience at least one victimizing incident. Jan Schreiber of 

our advisory group reports 28 percent of inmates saying they have ever been 

injured by another inmate during their present prison term~ 47 percent report 

at least one theft during the same period.* Tracking victimization rates 

based either on surveyor dis'ciplinary data over time will indicate any trends 

in safety levels. They will provide management with feedback on previous 

efforts to reduce victimization. 

* Jan Schreiber, et al., V'ictimization in State Prisons~ Boston; 
Social Science Research Institute, 19_80. Draft Final Repor't of National 
Institute of Justice Grant No. 78-NI-AX-0122. 
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Other results from the North Carolina inmate survey illustrate the 

ways in which corrections managers can use information to guide performance 

impr?vement. In the North Carolina sample, the more inmates perceived 

staff in their own facility as fair, knowledgeable about what went on in 

their units, and in control (Question 29 of Appendix A), the less danger 

inmates felt for their persons and their property, the less they reported 

knowing about ~ictimizing behavior on the unit, and the less victimization 

they reported for themselves. These findings occurred regardless of 

security level of the unit or the inmates' living arrangements (multi-

person cell, dormitory, etc.). 

To reduce both victimization itself and the fear of victimization, 

agencies might teach staff these behaviors and skills, emphasizing fair 

treatment of inmates and demonstrating a determination to protect inmates 

from each other. 

DATA COST AND QUALITY 

Individual administration of an inmate victimization survey will take 

15-20 minutes of inmate time per inmate to fill out the survey, and 15-20 

minutes of staff time per inmate to instruct each inmate about how to fill 

out the survey and be available for questions. If a facility must establish 

special procedures to conduct the survey rather than tying administration 

to some routine procedures, 2 to 3 days of staff time per administration will 

be need'ed to plan and carry out sample selection and get inmates to the right 

place at the right time. Data preparation and analysis time should take 

about 2 days of staff analyst time per 100 inmates surveyed for each time 

the survey is administered (probably once a year), Moos (1975) has found 
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sp..mple sizes of between one-fourth and one-thl.·rd of the population of a 

unit, randomly selected, to provide reliable indicators of unit climate and 

other environmental characteristics. (In this context, "reliable" means 

that you get the same answers from asking a sample of inmates as you would 

from asking all inmates.) We bel' . 1 l.eve eqUl.va ent sample sizes will provide 

acceptable estimates of victiml.·zatl.·on rates (M easures 3a and 2b) and 

especially levels of fear and concern about . Vl.ctimization (Measure 3c). 

Total amount of staff time needed for the victimization survey, for 

each 100 inmates, ranges from 10 days l.·f the survey co"d i h l.ncl. es w t some 

other routine procedures to 15 days if it must be specially arranged. This 

time will spread over more calendar days, but the actual time devoted to 

the effort should not exceed these esti~.~.~ ... _ns. Th 
~~ ~ e corrections department 

calculating these costs should bear in ml.·nd that once • the commitment is 

'made to conduct a survey, Measures 4a ~ 40, 5e and 10c become Possible; 

so the investment buys more than victimization data~ important as that is. 

If a department cannot do an inmate survey~ but does want routine feed

back on victimization rates, it can use disciplinary 
• records of assaults. 

These will not cover the range of types of victimization, but will at least 

provide "tip of the i b ". f ce erg l.n ormation to corrections managers. If 

assault reports are ct· d ompu erl.ze already, creating tables for feedback 

purposes should not take more than one day of 
analyst time per year. If 

assault reports are not computerized, but are logged 
by officials in charge 

of disciplinary procedures at each facility, it wl.·ll 
take between one and two 

days per year per facility t . 
o extract the necessary information from the logs. 

The time needed depends on th . f e Sl.ze 0 the facility and the number of inci-

) 
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dents involved. This time estimate assumes that only the number of inci-

dents, the facility, and the security level will be recorded, and data 

analysis will have to be restricted accordingly. 

Conducting an inmate survey improves the completeness and consistency' 

of data on victimization, but raises questions about when and how to admin-

ister it. We asked inmates involved in pretests of our questionnaire 

whether they and other inmates would be more likely to answer honestly if 

it was administered individually and privately or in a group situation. 

Under either circumstance, no names or identifying information would be 

asked on the questionnaire. Most inmates favored individual administration; 

many inmates said that no amount of reassurance about anonymity would 

reduce their suspicion if the slightest chance existed that someone could 
-

look over their shoulder while they' filled out the survey. In the North 

Carolina test, inmates filled out the survey at the time they came in for 

a post-test medical examination (see Measures 9 and 10), but most correc-

tions departments will not regularly have such an appropriate oppor.tunity 

for giving a victimization survey. Other possibilities are: 

• 

• 

• 

administer it to 
with counselors, 
person with whom 

a sample of inmates as they keep appointments 
teachers, unit administrators, or any staff 
all inmates must have a private mEeting; 

administer it to a sample of inmates as they go through routine 
pre-release procedures; 

create special procedures to administer the survey individually 
to a sample of inmates each year. 

Corrections departments could choose whichever administration procedure is 

easiest to administer, given local conditions. See Appendix A for suggested 

procedures for conducting inmate surveys. 
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Relying on official records of disciplinary incidents for data to con-

stnlct Measure 3a has serious drawbacks. Official disciplinary reports 

depend on staff knowledge of victimization and consistent use of disciplinary 

proc1edures (victimization events of equal seriousness consistently receive 

equivalent charges and punishments). But staff most likely will not know 

about certain types of victimization, such as strongarming or forced sexual 

incid"mts. And different staff, as well as staff in different facilities, 

will almost certainly not apply disciplinary procedures consistently. The 

recomnlended data source, inmate surveys, can be time-consuming to administer 

but yi.elds more complete self-report information about the amount of victi-

mizati.on inmates actually experience. Surveys can also assess Measure 3c, 

inmate: fear levels, that disciplinary reports will not capture. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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PRISON ATMOSPHERE 

PROPORTION OF INMATES EXPRESSING DISSATISFACTION 
WITH PRISON COMDITIgNS (INDEX SCORE DERIVE~ FROM 
INMATE SURVEY DATA) 

CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION ENVIRONMENT SCALE** 

These measures of prison atmosphere provide a way for officials to 

"take the temperature" of a prison, and to discover what aspects of prison 

life cause inmates most distrass. Measures 4a and 4b both require direct 

assessment of inmate feelings and perceptions through a questionnaire given 

to a sample of inmates. 

Measure 4a uses data from the survey given in Appendix A, or any sur-

" 

vey that taps similar dimensions of prison life. Questions tap (dis)satis-

faction with safety (Questions 7-8), staff control (Questions 25-29), living 

conditions (Questions 30-31), boredom/level of activity (Question 34), 

sanitation (Questions 30-31), food (Question 32), medical care (Question 33), 

and recreational opportunities (Question 35). Perceptions of over-

crowding (Questions 30-31) may be included as part of Measure 4a, treated 

separately as in Measure 5e, or both. In addition, we include perceptions 

of safety, both of one's person and one's property, as part of Measure 4a, 

although they also serve as indicators of victimization (Measure 3c). 

*See Appendix A~ Questions 1 through. 35~ 

**This scale, developed by Rudolph Moos and associates, has been used 
in many cot:'rec tional settings. Moos' book, Evaluating Correctional and 
Community Settings (New York: Wiley, 1975), describes the'scale and its 
uses extensively. The boo~ also provides reliability and validity data, 
and numerous points of comparison to correctional settings where Moos has 
used the scale to assess prison environment. The short form of the CIES is 
repro~uced in Appendix A, pages A-16 to A-18. 

--~ 
I 
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Measure 4b, the Correctional Institutions Environment Scale (CIES), assesses 

dimensions of relationship (involvement, support, expressiveness), program 

t " al orientation personal problem orientation) and system (autonomy, prac J.C , 

maintenance (order and organization, clarity, staff control). It is the 

only scale measuring institutional environment currently available. 

crJ."tJ."cs, some corrections managers may feel it is Although it has its 

better than anything else they have at the present time. Measure 4a covers 

living conditions. Measure 4b concentrates mostly on programmatic aspects 

of corrections environments. 

We have not tested either Measure 4a or 4b in their entirety, although 

m~ny questions that provide data for Measure 4a were contained on the 

questionnaire used in the North Carolina test (Questions 7,8,9,13,21,25-29). 

Measure 4b (the CIES) is a fully-developed and extensively used instrument. 

Measure 4a contains some questions pretested on our North Carolina sample, 

and some questions added later which have not been tested. Any department 

interested in these measures should pretest the questionnaire on a small 

sample of inmates to determine whether it is appropriate for local condi-

tions and meaningful to inmates,. 

POTENTIAL DATA SOURCES 

All data for Measures 4a and 4b come from a special survey of the in

mate population. None of the data presently exist in corrections records. 

Questions that gather data for thes~ measures can be asked along with 

questions for Measures 3a~c (inmate victimization}. See Appendix A for 

suggested questionnaire format and procedures for conducting an inmate 

survey. 

-- ".-----~-----.-------
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USING THESE MEASURES 

Since no absolute way exists to say how much dissatisfaction is too 

much, corrections officials using Measures 4a and 4b will have to decide 

for themselves what level of dissatisfaction constitutes a source of con-

cern. As managers use these measures from one period to the next, patterns 

and differences in levels of satisfaction will have more meaning than any 

single reading. Major increases in dissatisfaction from one time period to 

another, or evidence in single facilities of unusually high dissatisfaction 

should prompt prison officials to explore the reasons and search for ways 

to reduce dissatisfaction. 

Inmate responses to the CIES (Measure 4b) can be compared over time and 

across facilities. Moos (1975) also gives average facility ratings for 

several types of facilities (juvenile, minimum adult, etc.). These average 

ratings are summari~s of findings in the many facilities that have used the 

CIES. A corrections manager could compare inmate responses in his own 

facility to Moos' average responses to get additional perspective on how to 

interpret inmate feelings in his facility.* 

_ . *Moos (1975?i1~~~~!ilt~Q-.. %~l(.~ti4L.w~ys to use his CIES to get one-time 
- .t~~~irigsoit ins t:i !;uti'ona1 -cliiilate. Staff as well as inmates can fill out 

the CIES, and both can be asked to fill it out as the unit really is, and 
as they ideally would like it to be. Managers can use several sets of 
discrepancy scores to discover potential difficulties. Real-ideal discrep
ancies of inmates, real-ideal discrepancies of staff, and inmate-staff dis
crepancies can be plotted and used as feedback to generate discussion about 
how to maintain or improve institutional climate. 
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DATA COST AND QUALITY 

Administrative costs and considerations of when and how to conduct an 

inmate survey have been discussed in relation to Measure 3. Adding the 

questions for Measure 4a to the inmate victimization survey adds between 

5 and 10 minutes per inmate to fill out the survey form. Adding the CIES 

short form (Measure 4b given in Appendix A) takes between 10 and 15 minutes 

p.er .. inmate·. A department should :encounter no administrative costs for in-

cluding Measures 4a and 4b other than those necessary to collect Measures 

3a, 3b and 3c. 

Data for Measures 4a and 4b need not come from the entire prison popu-

lation. Moos (1975) reports that samples of approximately 50 percent of 

the population of small facilities (those with fewer than 40 inmates and 

fewer than 20 staff) and 25 percent for larger facilities are adequate to 

provide reliable readings on the CIES. These samples must be randomly 

selected. We have assumed the same sample sizes to be appropriate for 

Measure 4a.* 

The CIES yields results that staff and inmates see as reasonable 

descriptions of their facilities. These results provide meaningful feed

bal~k to corrections staff and administrators. The CIES has been used in 

many different correction facilities, by both outsid(~ researchers and 

corrections managers. Thus, we feel quite confident in recommending the 

CIES as.Measure 4b. The set of questions comprising Measure 4a have no 

---------- ------

*See App·e.ndix A for a discussion of sampling, including whether to 
sample or use the whole population, and what sample size is large enough 
for particular purposes. 
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similar pedigree. We suggest them because they describe dimensions of 

prison atmosphere perceived as relevant indicators of unrest by our advi

sory group members. Because growing institutional tensions often initially 

surface as complaints about food, med.ical care, lack of activity, fears 

of victimization and lack of staff control, we designed the questions for 

Measure 4a to assess these feelings directly. We do not propose these 

questions as true reflections on the state of the food service or recrea

tional program; rather, complaining about services should be taken as a 

reading on the "temperature" of the institution. 

Measure 4a assesses specific living conditions as inmates experience 

them. Measure 40 focuses heavily on programs--whether the correctional 

environment tries to help inmates deal with personal problems or with prac-

tical problems of earning a ll.°ving ttO 1 or ge l.ng a ong in the community. 

Managers could use the results of Measure 4a to review performance in keep

ing inmates safe, clean, occupied, and treated fairly. Measure 4b would be 

more useful for determining whether the institution's program as inmates 

perceive it corresponds to the program that staff are trying to deliver. 

If inmates see the program very differently from the way corrections man-

agers want the program to be, managers should try to fO d l.n out why, and what 

they can do to b ° h" rl.ng t e program-as-perceived" closer to the "program-as-

intended." 

II 
i 
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MEASURE:: OVERCROWDING 

5A: SEVERITY OF OVERCROWDING = 

t'B' J , 

DESCRIPTION 

INr-1ATE DAYS SPEt.IT IN OVERCROWDED CONDITIONS 
TOTAL NUMBER OF INMATE DAYS 

PRIVACY = NUMBER OF INMATES HOUSED 
IN SINGLE CELLS OR CUBICLES 

AVERAGE POPULATION 

We recommend measures of severity of overcrowding and of privacy. 

-,---r, ----

Measures of other aspects of overcrowding are left for discussion as alter-

natives. 

Severity of overcrowding (Measure Sa) summarizes the extent to which 

inmates live in space considered inadequate by the American Correctional 

Association (less than 60 square feet per person is inadequate). 

several different ways to calculate the value of Measure Sa: 

There are 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Every day, determine the number of 2inmates livi~g in space 
of less than 60 square feet (80 ft in segregat~on), add 
thes,e figures by the week, month or year to get the .number 
of "overcrowded inmate days." Divide this number by the 
total number of inmate d~ys for the time. period. 

Calculate the square footage of cell blocks, dormitories, 
or other sub-areas within facilities. Divide by 60 (or 
80 for segregation areas) to get the ":':;;'·"lcity." . C~llnt 
the inmates housed in each sub-area dai.f' If da~l~ count 
exceeds capacity, the entire daily count is housed ~n over
crowded conditions for that day. Add up the daily c~unts 
from all days on which the population excee~ed :a~ac~ty to 
get the number of "overcrowded inmate days. D~v~de by 
the total number of inmate days. 

Calculate the square footage of the ,living"areas. in ~n 
entire facility. Divide by 60 to get the capac~ty. 
Follow procedures for calculating (2). 

- -----~--------------~----------
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The first method of calculating "overcrowded inmate days" yields the 

most accurate assessment of the space available to each inmate, because it 

uses the actual space around each inmate bed rather tha.n taking an average 

for a sub-area or a whole facility. We recommend the first method of calcu-

lation for this reason, and because it does not allow days when the popula-

tion falls below capacity to compensate for Qvercrowded days. It also 

recognizes that all inmates experience overcrowding when population exceeds 

capacity, not just the proportion of inmates who are "over capacity.1Y 

Measure Sb, degree of privacy accorded inmates, approaches the over-

crowding problem from the perspective of privacy rather than square footage. 

McCain and colleagues (1980)* have recently shoWlt significant mental health 

effects of overcrowding. These effects were associated as much with 

psychological feelings of privacy than with actual space available to in-

mates. Inmates in single cells who had less actual square footage per 

person than inmates in multi-person cells had fewer negative symptoms and 

feelings than their technically less crowded counterparts. Similarly, 

introduction of one-person cubicles providing a signif.icant amount 0.£ 

privacy into domitory situations r.educed the effects of dormitory housing 

from the most severe negatiVE mental symptoms to levels approximating 

single cell occupancy. Since space requireme.nts are in tended to reduce the 

negative consequences of overcrowding, and since single cells or cubicles 

in dormitories reduce those negative consequences, we recommend Measure Sb 

as a more direct way to assess performance in this area of humane treatment 

than a measure based on technical adherence to a 60 square foot criterion. 

* ~kCain. Garvin, Verne C. Cox and Paul B. Paulus, The Effect of Prison 
Crowding on Inmate Behavior. Final report on LEAA Grant No. 78-NI-AX~0019. 

---~-,----
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POTENTIAL DATA SOURCES 

For Me~sure 5a, al~ corrections departments keep records of averag~ 

population, from which they can calculate the total number of inmate days. 

Calculation of Measure 5a by the first method given above requires measure

ment of the space around each bed and classification of each bed area as 

adequate (60 square feet or more) or inadequate (less tha.n 60 squate feet). 

The daily count should include. the number of inmates housed in in.9.dequate 

space. Weekly or monthly assessment 0f Measure Sa may suffice if a prison's 

population does not fluctuate much. 

Obtaining Measur.e Sa using the second or third method of calculation 

described above will require a one-time estimate of the square footage 

available in sub-areas or whole facilities. Thereafter, simple comparisons 

of population to capacity will yield Measure Sa. For Measure 5b, departments 

will need to begin recording the number of inmates housed in single cells 

or cubicles. Monthly, or at most weekly, recording of this figure would 

provide adequate precision for Measure Sb. 

USING THESE MEASURES 

Both Measures Sa and Sb register progress or lack of it in providing 

d h · Managers should obtain these measures for inmates with a equate ous~ng. 

each facility, and may also want to summarize the measures by security 

level. Changes over time will also be important. 

DATA COST AND QUALITY 

It will probably take one or two weeks per facility to determine 

capacity. The larger time estimate will probably be needed to provide the 

"spa.ce-per-bed" information necessary for the recommended method of 

, 
r 

calculating Measure 5a. Assessing capacity need only be done once, unless 

capital improvements expand capacity or more beds added to dormitories or 

cells reduce previously adequate space to inadequate space. Determination 

of single cell/single cubicle capacity for Measure 5b can occur at the same 

time. 

Once a department identifies adequate and inadequate space (for 

Measure Sa) and single cell/single cubicle capacity (for Measure 5b), it 

should establish a policy that adequate space and/or single cells/cubicles 

should always be filled before assigning inmates to other living quarters. 

It will then be easy to calculate both Measures Sa and Sb by comparing the 

inmate population to capacity.* 

It should take someone at each facility no more than one hour each 

month to calculate Measure Sa, assuming the facility's population is stable 

enough that a reading on Measure 5a one day each month will t~apture the 

extent of overcrowding without too much distortion. If facilities send 

these calculations to the central office each month, it should not take 

more than one day of analyst tim€": per year to calculate both Heasure 5a 

and 5b even for a large system like North Carolina's. 

ALTERNATIVES 

Three alternative ways to measure overcrowding could be used to 

* Suppose a facility has 50 adequate living spaces and 50 inadequate ones. 
If the population is 100 inmates, 50 are overcrowded, and Measure 5a=50 
overcrowded days per 100 inmates-.50. If the popUlation goes to 120 
and the extra 20 inmates are added to the already inadequate space, 
this leaves 50 inmates in adequate housing and 70 inmates overcrowded. 
Measure Sa = 70 + 120 = .58. If the extra 20 inmates tl1ere housed in 
previously adequate space, making 20 previously single cells into inade
quate double cells, Measure 5a = 90 + 120 = .75. If all inmates have 
inadequate space, Measure Sa = 1.00. 
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supplement the information from Measures Sa and Sb. 

Measure 5c: average population 
capacity 

This way of calculating overcrowding is probably the most widespread among 

corrections departments today. It will underestimate overcrowding, since 

days during which population drops below capacity can compensate for days 

above capacity. Its accuracy also depends on how precisely you define 

"capacity." (See the discussion above of the recommended way to define 

capacity). Nevertheless, severely overcrowded systems will find Measure5c 

accura,te enough for their purposes. 

Measure 5d: "program beds" 
total beds 

Several corrections administrators suggested the desirability of a measure 

of overcrowding which considers how many people an institution can accomo-

date in its programs, regardless of its physical space. A "program bed" 

would be defined as a single cell bed whose occupant has a meaningful 

assignment: every weekday (work, school, training, drug or alcohol treatment 

program, or other major time commitment). By this measure, an institution 

is overcrowded to the extent that it cannot keep inmates busy at significant 

activities most of the time. 

Measure 5e: inmates reporting feelings of overcrowding 
all inmates 

Perceptions of overcrowding among inmates can supplement Measures Sa 

and 5b to indicate the human side of physical arrangements. McCain et ale 

found that "social densityll (feelings of overcrowding) had at least as im-

portant effects as physical density on illness complaints and other negative 

conseqilences of overcrowding. Corrections departments could include questions 

----~~--------~------------------------------------------------------
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on crowdedness as part of the survey to ass~ss victimization (Measures 3a, 

• 3b and 3c) and prison atmosphere (Measures 4a and 4b). This would require 

little additional administration or data analysis time. Appendiz A contains 

suggested question formats for asking inmates how overcrowded they f~el 

• (Questions 30 and 31) • 

) 
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j··1EASURE 6: SAfETY Of PRISON BUILDI~GS AND PHYSICAL SURROUNDINGS 

6A: fREQUENCY Of SAFETY 
fAILURES 

NUMBER Of INJURIES/ACCIDENTS 
= DURING BASE PERIOD 

AVERAGE POPULATION DURING 
BASE PERIOD 

x 100 

6B: SERIOUSNESS Of 
SAfETY fA I lURES = 

DAYS lOST fROM WORK OR OTHER 
ASSIGNMENT DURING BASE PERIOD X ICC 
AVERAGE POPULATION DURING 
BASE PERIOD 

DESCRIPTION 

We follow the lead of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

(OSHA) and focus on the number of accidents or injuries to inmates ,as;;----

measures of the safety of prison environments. Measure 6a, the frequency 

of safety failures, counts the numbers of accidents or injuries occurring 

during a base period, and compares that to the total population to produce a 

rate. Measure 6b, the seriousness of safety failures, provides information 

on the consequences of accidents and injuries--specifically, the work-

related consequences of losing time from work, school, or other assignment 

due to accident or injury. Measures 6a and 6b include all incidents, whether 

industrial, recreational, or other miscellaneous injuries and accidents. 

They should also be calculated separately for these types of incident since 

corrective actions will'dif·',"j,r depending on where most injuries occur. We' 

recommend using OSHA's definitions of reportable injuries and work-loss 

days. This will permit comparing ~teasures 6a and 6b across correctional 

jurisdictions, or to data available from non-prison sources such as private 

sector accident rates. For OSF~, an incident counts as a reportable injury 

if it resulted in medical attention beyond first aid, resulted in loss of 

consciousness, or involved loss of work days beyond the day of the injury. 

- ---- .. ~---------------------------------------------------------
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A "work-loss day" is time lost from work beyond the day the injury occurred. 

Each succeeding weekday until return to equivalent work counts as a work-

loss day. 

POTENTIAL DATA SOURCES 

Prison industries are required to use these OSHA definitions to report 

industrial accidents annually to OSHA, so these definitions should not be 

foreign to some staff in every corrections department. Staff familiar with 

maintaining records of reportable injuries and work-loss days could help 

medical and other staff develop recording procedures for injuries unrelated 

to work settings. 

Departments may have an Accident/Injury Report form which they require 

to be filled out for each accident or injury. We found that reports of 

accidents and injuries occurring in prison industries appear to be much 

more reliably completed than reports of other accidents. This probably 

stems jointly from the pressures of national regulatory agencies such as 

OSHA on prison industries and the business-related need to track non-

productive (sick) time. Recreational and other accidents and injuries 

(including those from assaults) often go unreported unless inmates them-

selves seek medical attention and admit the cause of their injury. Inmate 

reporting is least likely when fighting with oth~\r inmates caused an injury. 

To be of most use to corrections departments, reports of accidents or 

injuries must contain all the necessary information. The most common piece 

of missing information at present pertains to consequences: how many days 

was the inmate off work or other assignment due to the injury7 Most 

corrections departments should be able to produce Heasures 6a and 6b now for 

work-related injuries, assuming they annually fulfill their reporting obli-

gations to OSHA. Probably no corrections department presently has data 
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adequate to construct Measures 6a and 6b for all accidents and injuries 

occurring in prison. Added work will probably need to be done to bring 

accident/injury records up to some acceptable level of completeness before 

Measure 6a and 6b for recreational and other miscellaneous injur.ies will be 

meaningful. ("Miscellaneous" injuries falls. catching fingers or hands in 

cell dbors, etc.). 

USING THESE MEASURES 

Measures 6a and 6b can be used to compare facilities to each other, or 

facilities over time. In addition, these measures can be compared to non-

prison data. In general, prisoners should experience no more accidents or 

injuries than people outside prison. Measures 6a and 6b, calculated 

separately for work related accidents and injuries, can be compared to 

OSHA information* to answer the question: "Do inmates working in 

prison industries or other prison jobs have as few or fewer work-related 

injuries, with similar or different consequences as a private sector worker 

performing similar tasks?" Similar comparisons of Measures 6a and 6b 

for non-work injuries and accidents can be made to National Center for 

Health Statistics data.** Exhibits 3-3 and 3-4 illustrate comparisons of 

* Bureau of Labor Statistics, Report 586, Occupational Injuries and Illness 
in 1980, U.S. Department of Labor, Table 1. This report, issued in March 
each year, reports injury and illness rates for over 400 industries, 
with a IS-month time lag (March, 1980 report gives statistics for 1978 
injuries and illnesses). The report can be requested free of charge from 
the Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statististics, Wasnington, D.C. 
20212. _ State health or labor depa,T.tments and university libraries will 
probably ha.ve co pies. '. __ . 
~ational Center for Health Statistics, Department of Health and Human 
Services, Series 10, Current Estimates from the Health Interview Survey, 
reports injury and accident rates from several non-work causes. Pub
lished every year, providing data collected during the previous year 
(1980 report provides 1979 data). The report can be requested free of 
charge from the National Center for Health Statistics, Department of 
Health ServiceD. 3700 East-;·:est Hiehu."l.Y. IlyattDville, ~fd. 20782. State 
health depnrtnentD and university libraries will r.lODt likely have cO:li·cc. 
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Exhibit 3 ... 3 
(Measure 6a) 

'.":' 

• • • 

FREQUENCY OF SAFETY FAILURES: PRISON INDUSTRIES COMP!~D TO PRIVATE SECTORl 

• ~~. 

" ~ '. 

~' ~' ,~ 

I • I I -1978 1979 .1978 1979 
Unit I Unit 2 

MINNESOTA. PRISON INDUSTRIES 

25 
:.:.:.:.:.:.:.~ 
::::::::::!:::::~ 
:!:::::::::::::!: ................. ........... ' ..... ...•............. ................. ..........•...... ..... " ........•.. ................. ................. ..............•.. ................. 
:!:!:::!:::::!::: ...............• ................. ..•............. ..........•..... ................ .•.............. 

22 ........ ...•.•......••.. 
•••••••••••••• !) • 

••••••••••••••• a . ..•.......•.... 
:::::!:::::::::: ................ ....•........... ................ . .............•. 
• •••• 0 •••••••••• ..... " ......... . 
~~ttt~~ ................ .•.............. 
:!:::::::::!:::: 

18 . ....... " ..... . ............. ' .. 
•••••• c, ••••••••• 

~~~~~rm~~~~ ................ 
::!::::::!:::::: ................ ................... .·.·.·.·fI·.·.·.· . ..•............ . .............. . .:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: 

Selected Industries Roughly 
Equivalent to Ac·tlvltles In 
Unit 1 and Unit 2--19782 

US PRIVATE SECTOR 

. : .. : 

• 

I; Calculated using the BLS-OSHA definitions of reportable Injuries and the 8LS formula: number of InJurlel divided by number of houri 
worked In year. multiplied by 200.000. An Injury "countsll If It results 11'1 medical attention beyond first ald. loIS of consciousness, 
or loss of work days beyond the day of the' accident. 

2. The first column of private lector Industry resembles work activities In Unit I. The other two columns resemble work activities In 
Unit 2. A dep.rtment should select private sector parellels to each shop or activity where Inmates work. 

Sourcel: Hlnnesota: data collect~d from prison Industries. Private lector: ·BLS Report 586, Occupat.onal InJurle. end Ilines •• s 1n 1978, 
u.s. Department of Labor. 
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Exhibit 3-4 
(Measure 6b) 

• • • • 

SERIOUSNESS OF SAFETY FAILURES: WORK-LOSS DAYS IN PRISON AND COMPARABLE PRIVATE SECTOR INDUSTRIES! 
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Un 'It Unit 2 

MINNESOTA PRISON INDUSTRIES 

Selected Industries Roughly 
Equivalent t6 Actlvltles

2
1n 

Unit I and Unit 2--1978 
US PRIVATE SECTOR 

GD-Ill 

Calculated usIng tho BLS-OSHA definitIon of ~~rk-105s InJurl~5 and the DLS formula: number of work-loIs days divided by number of 
hours worked Inyear, multiplied by 200,000. An Injury "counts" as a work-loss Injury If It results In time lost from work beyond 
the day the Injury occurred. ~~ch day thereafter until ret'Jrn to eqlll,'/alent \'~ .. k counts as a work-loss day. 
The first column of private .ector Industry resembles work Qctlvltle~ In Unit I. The other two columns resemble work activities In 
Unit 2. A department .hould select private .ector perellels to each .hop or actl"!lty where Inmates work. 

Sources: Hlnnesot.: date collected from prison Indultrle.. Private sector: BLS Report 586, Occupational InJurl~. and Illnesse. In '978, 
U.S. Oeportment of Labor. 
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work-related injuries in some Minnesota facilities with rates in comparable 

activities in the private sector. OSHA annually publishes injury and work-

loss-day information for over 400 categories of work activity. Most prison 

work activities can be matched with OSHA work categories. These comparisons 

could then provide corrections departments with performance levels to equal 

or better in the area of inmate safety. 

DATA COST AND QUALITY 

1£ someone (safety officer, nurse, etc.) keeps a routine log of 

accidents and their consequences (days lost), annual compilation of these 

data will take about one day for each 1000 average population. Analysis 

time would be one half to 1 day, total, if either the log or the pertinent 

information on the accident report is computerized. If data are neither 

computerized nor logged, but accident reports are routinely and consistently 

filled out and assembled in one place (so no one has to go to individual 

inmate medical files to.retrieve them), it will take about 3 days of 

analysis time per 1000 average population. If neither computerization, 

log, nor single storage space for reports exists, the first effort should 

focus on bringing recording activities up to one of these levels. Data 

collection would be prohibitively expensive if searches of individual 

medical jackets are necessary. 

Much data will probably be missing or incomplete at present. Recrea-

tional and other non-work injuries were frequently missing i1i the system we 

looked at. Also, the medical person filling out the initial report often 

did not enter the number of sick days granted to the inmate; sometimes 

inmates receiyed additional sick days after the first diagnosis, and 

these almost never appeared on the official record. Therefore, if a 

corrections department uses Measures 6a and 6b for non-work injuries, some 

I 
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improvement in record-keeping will probably be needed. 

ALTERNATIVES 

Departments may also want to compile data on the number of accidents 

and injuries not severe enough to qualify within the OSHA definition of 

"injury" or "work-loss-day," but which still pose significant management 

or medical problems in the prison setting. For instance, we found in 

Minnesota that, depending on the year and facility, 55 to 87 percent of 

all accidents and injuries that received medic.al attention did not qualify 

as "OSHA injuries." These injuries required only simple first aid 

(lacerations, foreign bodies in eyes), yet they took considerable 

medical staff time and each resulted in at least 1-2 hours time lost 

from work. There were also a large number of injuries that only caused 

the inmate to lose a. single day of work (the day of the injury). This 

means that a significant proportion. of work t:lLme may be lost to prison 

industries in "same-day" injuries. Therefore, we suggest that a correc-

tions department consider including in the data system the total number of 

work-related injuries that requir,e ~I!X. medical attention, and the amount 

of time the inmate loses from work each time an injury occurs. The data 

in Exhibit 3-5 illustrate the differences between these more inclusiYe 

variations and Measures 6a and 6b. The differences in Exhibit 3-5 

indicate that a corrections department will likely care about the time loss 

and associated management problems from minor but high frequency injuries. 
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Exhibit 3-5 

COMPARISON OF ALL INJURIES AND ALL LOST WORK TIME TO OSHA-DEFINED INJURIES AND WORK-LOSS DAYS 
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I. All hours 10lt from work due to Injury were summed .nd the tot_I divided by e'ght to produce "d-rs" of lost work time. 

Sourc:~: 009;;;. from 1978 ~rhon Industries Injury r~eords and InflrmlirV 10810. 
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MEASUBE 7: SAtqTATION 

7A: NUMBER Of CLEANLINESS DEFICIENCIES 
TOTAL POSSIBLE DEFICIENCIES 

7B: NUMBER IS SERIOUS HEALTH HAZARDS PRESENT 
TOTAL POSSIBLE SERIOUS HEALTH HAZARDS 

DESCRIPTION 

Meaaure 7a reflects a general concern for cleanliness and sanitary 

living conditions. It sums the number of deficienc.ies received during 

a sanitation inspection to provide an overall score for a facility. This 

procedure assumes that each deficiency has about the same'importance. 

A corrections agency could refine Measure 7a by weighting each deficiency 

according to expert judgment of their relative importance. The forms used 

by the Minnesota and North Carolina health departments (See Appendix B) 

do this type of weighting. However, in testing the appropriateness of 

Measure 7a, we used both the number of violations and a scoring system 

which weighted each violation using health department judgments of 

seriousness. Both procedures yielded the same rank order of facilities. 

We therefore suggest the simpler procedure of counting number of viola-

tions for Measure 7a, especially as Measure 7b will pinpoint those facili-

ties with serious health hazards. 

Measures 7a and 7b rely on standardized inspection forms that provide 

a checklist of possible deficiencies. An inspector gives a facility a 

score based on conditions wh:1,ch do or do not meet inspection standards. 

Measure 7b focuses on deficienc:ies defined as serious health hazards such 

as storing or handling food in ways that permit spoilage or contamination, 

storing or using poisonous or ot.her hazardous materials inappropriately, 
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or improper disposal of sewage and other liquid waste. The state health 

department can readily inform corrections officials which conditions are 

considered serious health hazards; these conditions vary quite little 

among states.* Appendix B contains inspection forms used by the health 

departments of Minnesota and North Carolina, and the sanitation components 

of the North Carolina Department of Corrections inspection form. Comparing 

these forms reveals a great deal of similarity in content and assessment of' 

the seriousness of each deficiency. Corrections departments will need to 

set their own level of expectation for Measure 7a as to how many clean

liness deficiencies constitute unacceptable performance. For Measure 7b, 

none of the serious health hazards comprising Measure 7b should exist, 

or be allowed to continue if discovered. The goal for Measure 7b should 

be "zero." 

POTENTIAL DATA SOURCES 

Data for Measures 7a and 7b will come from inspections by qualified 

inspectors employed either by state health departments or corrections 

departments. Some corrections departments already have their own sani-

tation inspectors and inspection standards. Some states regularly have 

state health department sanitarians inspect state correctional facilities, 

and receive copies of the written reports showing which deficiencies exist. 

These states can use data from state health department inspections to 

* Serious health hazards are those scored "5" on the Minnesota Health 
Department form or "6" on the North Carolina Health Department form. 
These comprise Measure 7b. All other potential deficiencies are part 
of Measu.re 7a. 
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construct Measures 7~ and7b. Some departments do both, some departments 

neither. To construct Measures 7a and 7b, at least one source of inspec-

tion results, health department or corrections department, will be 

necessary. If a state presently has no routine inspection program, an 

arrangement with the state health department to do annual inspections will 

probably work best. This arrangement will save a corrections department 

from needing to find or train qualified inspectors; health departments 

train their sanitarians extensively to increase the consistency of 

ratings among sanitarians. 

USING THESE MEASURES 

The usual displays over time and across facilities will identify 

changes in facility compliance with health standards. Changes in Measurss 

7a and 7b over time are particularly relevant because sanitation and 

health hazard deficiencies should be construed as orders to improve 

facility maintenance, and in the case of serious health hazards, to 

adequately protect the health of inmates. Once drawn to a superintendent's 

attention., we would expect performance to improve for those conditions 

under management control. Because eliminating some health hazards will 

take capital expenditure, a corrections dlapartment may also want to use 

the inspection process to identify those faciJities or parts of facilities 

where only renovation or replacement (capital investment) will eliminate 

unsanitary and unhealthful conditions. In North Carolina, corrections 

and health department inspectors used the inspection process to identify 

needed renovation or replacement even though the inspection forms do not 

explicitly cover them. Exhibit 3~6 illustrates a comparison of health 

inspection ratings (Measure 7a) given in 1978 to those given in 1979. As 
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Exhibit 3-6 
(Measure 7a) 
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NORTH CAROLINA DIVISION OF PRISONS INSPECTION RESULTS: 
TOTAL VIOLATIONS IN Kl'rCHEN, DINING, LIVING, AND SEGREGATION AREAS 
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EXHIBIT 3-7 

PHYSICAL PLANT IMPROVEMENT NEEDS 1 
IN 35 NORTH CAROLINA FACILITIES 

Number of facilities needing the 
Improvement Need . improvement 

1978 1979 

Install central heating 1 2 

Redo kitchen 6 4 

Replace sewage system 3 2 

Rebuild dormitory 1 0 

Replace toilets/bathrooms 
2 9 10 

1. 50 percent of the 35 facilities had at least one of the capital 
improvement needs shown in this table. 14 percent had two or 
more. 

2. Changes in standards from porcelain to F,tainless steel commodes 
produced this high number of facilitier; needing to replace toilet 
fixtures. 

SOURCE: North Carolina Corrections Department Inspection Reports, 
1978 - 1979 

.' 
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the exhibit shows, health department inspectors did note marked improvement 

in cleanliness and sanitation from 1978 to 1979 in a number of facilities. 

Exhibit 3-7 demonstrates one way to use data collected during inspections 

to document the nature and extent of capital improvement needs related to 

sanitation and health. 

It may also be appropriate to compare performance on Measures 7a and 

7b to the performance of other community facilities serving large popu-

lations. The ratings of school, college or state hospital kitchen facili-

ties could be compared to corrections facility ratings for cleanliness and 

serious health hazards. Most health departments use the same inspection forms 

~: 
" for all these institutions, making comparisons possible. Corrections departments 

,i could get these comparative data from their state's health department if 

they wanted to make such comparisons to non-correctional operations. 

DATA COST AND QUALITY 

Costs of producing Measures ia and 7b depend heavily on the present 

availability of inspection reports. 

1. State health department inspections. If the state health depart-

ment presently visits all corrections facilities at least annually 

and provides the corrections department with a ,written report of 

the inspection and its results, corrections will incur no addition-

al costs for data collection.- About two to four days of analyst 

time will suffice to produce Measures 7a and Tb for 25-30 facili-

ties. Even if your corrections department has not assembled the 

written health department reports in a central place, the health 

department will have them filed centrally. An additional day 

spent in'the health department's offices will supply the data 
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f M 7 d 7b In North Carolina and Minnesota, we found 
or easures a an • 

it necessary to get health department data directly from the health 

department, since corrections officials did not have the various 

reports in one place. 

If the state health dep~rtment does.!!£! currently "IJ'isit all 

corrections facilities at least annually (and some do not because 

such facilities may not legally be under' their jurisdiction), the 

quickest and most reliable way to get data for Measures 7a and 7b 

is to negotiate with the health department to perform such inspec-

tions. Their sanitarians are trained for the job, and a corrections 

department wou.ld not have to hire and train its own inspector(s). 

This approach should not require any expenditure from the correc-

tions department. 

2. Corrections depa~tment inspections. If your department 

presently has inspection personnel who inspect each corrections 

1 using a standard format, the time needed 
facility at least. annual y 

d 7b f corrections data will be the same 
to produce Measures 7a an rom 

as needed for health department inspections: 2-4 days of analysis 

time per 25-30 facilities. 
If the format chosen parallels the health' 

, correct;ons results can be crossed-checked with health 
department s, ... 

results t o determine the accuracy of corrections in
department 

spections. 

3. No inspections done at present. If your department does ~ . 

presently inspect each correctional facility for sanitation and 

cleanliness at least annually, you would be much better off arran-

ging such inspections with the health department than developing the 
t 
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internal capability for inspections yourselves. See the cost 

estimates above for health department inspections. 

Using inspection data for performance measurement always poses the 

problem of consistency--wi1l different inspectors, or the same inspector 

at different times, reliably give the same condition approximately the same 

rating? Training and monitoring inspectors can reduce consistency problems, 

but probably will never eliminate them. Departments should conduct periodic 

checks of a small sample of inspectors' ratings. If ratings seem inaccurate 

or inconsistent, additional training may be needed.* 

* In No:-th Carolina, :ach geographical area has its own corrections depart
ment ~nspector and ~ts own health department inspector. We compared the 
number of deficiencies given to 35 facilities in three geographical areas 
by t~e cor:ections and health inspectors. The corrections inspector was 
cons~stentiY lower than the health inspector in two of the three geo
g:-aphica1 areas, the three health inspectors were fairly consistent 
wHh each other, and the corrections inspector in the third geographical 
area g~ve r~t~ngs.equiva1ent to the health inspector in that area. For 
sheer ~dent~hcat~on of health prob1e:ms, the health department inspec
tors should probably be followed. However, both sets of ratings 
(~ealth an~ corrections) produced identical rank orders of faci1ities-
:ach set o~ ratings identified the same facility as the most in need of 
~mp:-ovement, as the least in need, and so forth. So either set of 
:-at~ngs would serve to target facilities where the gre.atest effort to 
~mprove should occur. 

1 
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MEASURE 8: FIRE SAEEIY 

8A: NUMBER OF FIRE-RELATED DEFICIENCIES 
TOTAL POSSIBLE FIRE-RELATED DEFICIENCES 

8B: NUMBER OF FIRES 

DESCRIPTION 

Measure 8a summarizes the fire risk present in a correctional facility. 

It summarizes the number of fire hazards found in an institution during a 

fire safety inspection, using a standardi~ed list of risk factors as the 

basis of scoring. Corrections departments will need to review common fire 

inspection checklists (such as the exampl2 given in Appendix B, pp. B-IO ff.) 

with state or local fire marshals to select elements relevant" to corrections 

facilities. Unfortunately, the usual fire inspection checklists have some 

drawbacks for corrections purposes: (1) many items have no relevance for 

prisons (e.g., exit doors being unlocked at all times); (2) many trivial 

violations can increase a facility's score on Measure 8a without necessarily 

reflecting higher fire risk; (3) such lists omit major contributors to fire 

danger in prisons (e.g., losing keys, not having a secure area where fire-

endangered inmates can go). Corrections departments will therefore have to 

construct a relevant checklist using several sources for specific items. 

State and local fire marshals can help with this task. 

An adequate fire risk checklist for corrections needs to include factors 

contributing to the risk of fire starts and the risk of fire spread and conse-

quent damage to persons and property. Certain kinds of fires such as those 

. /.- attributable to arson, smoking, and ignition of hazardous materials may be 

controllable by more stringent supervision of flammable material storage, ac-
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cess to flammable material and, for smoking-related firlf~s, closer control 

ove'r when and where smoking is allowed. Checklist iteIIls should reflect prison 

policy and prison practice regarding these factors associated with fire starts. 

Most fire-prevention factors affect fire spread and consequent damage 

rather than preventing fires altogether. Checklist items should reflect the 

presence or absence of structural/physical plant and policy factors associated 

with fire spread. Structural factors include enclosed stairwells, adequate 

fire doors and sprinkler systems, and secure areas to which fire-threatened 

inmates can be transferred. Policy factors include housekeeping practices 

that eliminate trash and other flammable materials, written policies and 

procedures covering fire emergencies, actual practicf:! of fire drill procedures 

(including movement of inmates), and extra sets of k'eys for emergency use. 

~leasure 8b counts the number of fires during a given time period. A 

department might report separately the number of fires it handled solely with 

correc'ticns department personnel, and those for whic:h it required outside 

assistance from local fire departments. We found ill one Minnesota facility 

that only one fire out of the 28 fires occurring during the first six months 

of 1979 required outside assistance to extinguish, suggesting that most fires 

are small and readily contained. Separate counts of fires by controllability 

is another valuable way to use Measure 8b. The bas,ic objective with this 

separation is to identify conditions whose improvement might prevent future 

fires or reduce damage from fire spread. Thus! the categories of intereS~ 

are "fires which better inspection and corr.ection of deficiencies might have 

prevented," "fires which better inspection and correction of deficiencies 1tli.ght 

have contained to lesser amounts of damage~" and "other fires." One would use 

the data from the first two types to upgrade conditions that otherwise might 

cause future fires. 
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POTENTIAL DATA SOURCES 

Most corrections departments probably will not currently have the data 

to construct Measure 8a. State or local fire marshals accustomed to 

conducting inspections of residential facilities should be invited to 

inspect corrections facilities on a regular basis. Even in departments 

where this now happens, written reports of inspection findings are usually 

in narrative form and follow no set p,attern; scoring the reports or deriving 

a measure such as Measure 8a from them is thus impossible. Corrections 

departments and state fire marshals should work out a consistent reporting 

format relevant to correctional facilities. If fire marshals then conduct 

inspections and corrections officials construct Measure 8a from their 

reports, corrections managers could put together a coherent picture of 

progress toward meeting fire safety goals. 

Most corrections departments will also have t~ change some recording 

practices for Measure 8b. We commonly found that no central tally existed 

of the number of fires in a facility or system as a whole. Thus depart-

ments had no reading on increases or decreases in fires at particular 

facilities or in the system as a whole or about the frequency of fires 

ensuing from controllable causes. Data on the number of fires should be 

reported from each facility quarterly or annually to central corrections 

officials who would then construct Measure 8b for the department as a whole. 

Ideally these reports would also contain information about who put out 

the fire (corrections or local fire departments) and the causes of fires 

(controllable and not controllable). 
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USING THESE MEASURES 

Measure 8a should be displayed and used iu the same way as Measures 7a 

and 7b. Improvements i:'1 these measures over time indicate that managers 

have responded appropriately to deficiencies; continued high numbers of de-

ficiencies indicate unresponsiveness to fire risk. Departments might seg-

ment Measure 8a into these deficiencies an agency can remedy. relatively 

easily (such as repairing or replacing fire alarms or fire extinguishers, or 

instituting fire drill procedures) versus deficiencies whose reduction re-

quires significant capital outlay (suc:h as i;prinkler systems and upgrading 

exit doors). The more management-controllable risks should be eliminated 

quickly, whereas deficiencies requiring investment to correct will probably 

require a much longer time frame (although they are probably more important 

for reducing fire loss). 

Exhibit 3-8 displays Measure 8b separately by fire cause as recommended 

above. The data cover one facility during a six-month period. (Exhibit 3-8 

also contains information about the consequences of fires, both property 

damage and injuries. We discuss these additional data under "Alternatives" 

below.) Exhibit 3·~8 shows a significant proportion of fires due to arson, 

smoking, and improper disposal of hazardous materials. At least some of these 

fires might reasonab.ly have been prevented by better enforcement of fire 

safety precautions and contol of flammable materials. The supplemental infor-

mation on fire cost suggests that all fires during the reporting period were 

small and had few serious consequences. Managers could use data like these to 

target fire hazard situations amenable to control, and take steps appropriate 

to reduce fire risk in those situations. 

,\ 
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EXHIBIT 3-8 

FACILITY FIl<E INCIDENCE SIX-MONTHS SUMMARY 
(Measure 8b arrayed using supplemental information on causes and consequences) 

Fire Cause 

Arson 

Smoki ng 

Improper Disposal of 
Hazardous r,1ateria 1 s 

fH see 11 aneous 

RATE PER 1000 

Number of Fires 
(Measure 8b) 

14 
.' 

5 

4 

5 

28 

Dollar Loss from 
all Fires 

(Heasure 8c) 

$ 796 

$ 140 

$ 15 

$ 198 

$1 , 156 

1. Abrasions resulting from assisting with fighting a fire 

SOURCE: Minnesota Department of Corrections Fire Safety Records, 
January - June, 1979 

Injuries 
(Measura Jhll 

1 

0 

0 

1 

21 

I" 
I 
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DATA COST AND QUALITY 

Cost of inspections are generally borne. by state or local fire ma:cshals, 

although the superintendent or assistant superintendent of each facility 

would need to spend time with the il,~pector during each tour of his insti

tution to learn what hazards exist and hO'N he might correct them. The 

costs of complying with fire safety standards cannot rightly be included in 

the costs of obtaining Measure 8a. These inspection data have the same pro

blems of consistency discussed under Measures 7a and 7b. However, deciding that 

a fire extinguisher works or not, or that stairwells are enclosed, are 

easier judgments to make than whether or not a dormitory is "clean 

enough." Therefore we expect data for Measure 8a, based on fire marshal 

inspections, to be more consistent and reliable than those for Measure 7a. 

We have included Measure 8a even though fire risk is not technically 

an outcome. Our advisory group felt strongly that a measure based on fires 

alone was too "after-the~fact.7t They wanted information that could direct 

corrective action to prevent fires before they happened. Managers can use 

feedback on deficiencies to eliminate fire hazards without waiting for fires 

to occur. Because ha.zardous conditions. are to some extent under management 

control, performance feedback in this area could significantly affect the 

safety of a facility . 

ALTERNATIVES 

A department may also want to estimate the consequences of fires in 

terms of property damage to state property and personal property (Measure 8c) 

and injuries (Measure 8d). Exhibit 3-8 presented data based on these distinc-

tions. A fire or safety officer in each facility would need to estimate 

these consequences for each fire. The challenge here lies in estimating 

I. ) • 
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the dollar loss for each fire in much the same way that insurance investi-

gators make these estimates. If a department cannot hire or borrow a 

person trained to make these estimates, some in-service training for depart-

ment personnel might be necessary. In the two departments we worked with, 

only one facility had information on dollar loss and injuries for all fires. 

Appendix B gives the log format that facility used to record fire consequen

ces. We do not recommend trying to convert dollar loss and injury statistics 

into rates (e.g., "dollar loss per 1000 inmates"), just as we left Measure 8b 

as the simple numbe.r of fires rather than "fires per 1000 average population." 

Damages from fires fluctuate too extremely to produce meaningful rates unless 

the population base is very large (such as a city). For instance, in 

fiscal year 1978, one Minnesota facility has 54 fires. One of these fires 

involved approximately $13,000 in property damage. The total property 

damage for ~ fires was approximately $17,000. Average fire damage 

excluding the large fire is $75 per fire. Ave~age fire damage including 

the large fire is $315 per fire. The latter figure distorts the size of 

the usual fire, making them appear more costly than they really are. Proper 

caution should therefore be exercised in summarizing fire consequences. 

These alternative measures will prove most useful for targeting areas for im-

provement rather than serving as overall indicators of effectiveness. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

MEASURE OF INt-fATE HEALTH 

MEASURE 9: INMATE PHYSICAL HEALTH. STATUS 

9A: HOSPITALIZATIONS x 100 
AVERAGE POPULATION 

9B: SICK DAYS 
AVERAGE POPULATION 

£C: ~~ATHS FROM NAiuRAL CAUSES X 1000 
AVERAGE POPULATION 

DESCRIPTION 

9c assess the physical health status of the inmate Measures 9a, 9b and 

population. of med;cal care available to inmates will obvious-The quality ... 

of the inmate population, but is not the ly affect the overall health status 

only factor determining the population's overall healthiness. Health status 

reflects many aspects of prison life, including diet, recreational oppor-

level, l ;"';ng conditions, and the health status inmates tunities, activity ... v ... 

bring with them on admission. These measu.res are important for several 

reasons. First, they address the most general level of concern with inmate 

health--regardless of cause, how healthy or unhealthy is the popula

tion? Second, they are commonly accepted indicators of health status for 

any population. Third, because they ~ commonly accepted, data for non-

i.ncarcerated populations are normally collected by other agencies and readi-

ly available for making comparisons to inmate health. This means that cor-

I 
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rections departments can assess whether inmates have more or fewer health 

problems than non-incarcerated people with similar characteristics. Finally, 

these measures are reasonably easy for corrections departments to generate, 

since the relatively simple procedure of keeping logs of relevant informa-

tion will suffice. Prison records are likely to contain all the informa-

tion for Measures 9a, 9b and 9c; one would therefore not need to search in-

mate medical files or physically examine inmates. 

Measures derived from physical examinations and changes in the physical 

condition of individual inmates are discussed under "Alternatives." We 

place them there because they cost significantly more to produce than 

Measures 9a, 9b and 9c. However, these alternative m:easures of change in 

inmate conditions during incarceration directly reflect a maior concern of 

correct ... ons managers -- whether inmate health deteriorates in prison. Even 
" 

the data from entry physicals without follow-up exams can provide important 

baseline data about inmate health if collected cons,i3tently and summarized 

judiciously. Corrections officials willing to invest the resources necessary 

to obtain this information should consider gathering the data for Measures 

9d and ge, as described below. 

POTENTIAL DATA SOURCES 

Many corrections departments already maintain manual logs or monthly 

summaries of infirmary or hospital activities from which to compute Measures 

9a, 9b and 9c. Some departments have already computerized these records. 

The information most often missing, in our experience, was the number of 

sick days, whether those were actually spent in bed, or the inmate did not 

have to fulfill work or other assignments due to medical problems. Prison 

records would need to include this information if a. department wants to use 
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all the measures of inmate physical health status. 

USING THESE MEASURES 

Measures 9a, 9b and 9c should be .analyzed separately by facility to 

highlight any differences that might suggest where to focus improvement ef-

forts. Comparing facilities to each other at one time period, and comparing 

each facility to its own past performance should reveal performance problems 

or improvements. These uses of Measures 9a, 9b and 9c parallel the uses of 

many other measures already presented. Exhibits 4:-1 and 4'-2 give examples 

of these comparisons for Measures 9a and 9b, for four Minnesota facilities 

over two or three years of measurement. 

In addition to the usual between-facility and over-time comparisons, 

these measures of physical health status have non-prison pa-rallels that cor'-

rections officials can use as comparisons for their own performance. These 

comparisons have become more important because recent court judgments have 

established inmates' rights to adequate medical care. The National Center 

for Health Statistics annually publishes health statistics for the non-

incarcerated population, calculated separately for different age-sex groups. 

* Using the comparisons to prison populations, corrections managers can iden-

tify the progress of their facilities toward maintaining a prison population 

as healthy as comparable individuals outside of prison. Exhibits 4-1, 4-2 

and 4' -3 also illustrate these comparisons. The horizontal lines in Exhibits 

*The National Center for Health Statistics, a part of the Public Health 
Service in the Department of Health and Social Services (formerly HEtV'), pub
lishes several series of national health statistics every year. Comparisons 
for Measure 9a can be found in Series 13, Short-stay Hospital Utili-
zation; comparisons for Measure 9b can be found in Series 10, Current Esti
mates frqm the National Health Interview. Both publications report data for 
~he preceding whole year, so 1978 publications would contain 1977 data. Avail
able from NeRS, Department of Health and Human Services, 3700 East-West High
way, Hyattsville, Maryland 20782 . 
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Exhibit 4-1 
(Measure 9a) 

HOSPITALIZATIONS 

• • • 

o~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~--~~~~~~--~~~~~-
17. 18 79 77 79 11 78 79 77 79 71 78 79 

MINN DOC TOTAL UNIT.l UNIT 2 UNIT 3 UNIT ~ 
Approx. ADP (1850) (950) (120) (600) (55) GD-13 

• 

_,._,--"""'v--_--~_~ .~."..... 

• 

* Horizontal' Inea d •• lgnlt6U.S·. average for approximate age-sex group and provide non-prison comparison. for correctlon's p.rfo .... nc •• 
Data for tkam come frem National Center for Health Statistics, Public Health Service, DHEW, Serle. 13. I~l, !b2!!:Stay HOlplta' 

Utilization. 1977. 

Source: Prllon dati obtaln.d from re~ords at Minnesota corrections facilitle •• 

.-.' 
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UNIT I 
Approx. ADP (950) 

• • 
'II 

• 

E1.<hibit 4-2 
(Measure 9b) 

• 

DAYS LOST DUE TO HEALTH REASONS 

UNIT 2 
(120) 

79 78 

UNIT i 
(600) 

• 

79 

• 

79 
UNIT It 

(55) 

• 

GD-'It 

• Horl~gntai lins. d •• lgnace u.s. average for approximate age-sex group and provide non-prison comparisons for cotAt.ctlonl performan, •• 
Data for them como from Nltlonll Center for He.lth Statistics, Pub", Health Service, DHEW, 1.,le. 10, 1126. Curr.r.t_E.tIMlte. from 
the Hellth Intervlow Survey. 191Z··'work-lols dlVs for U.S. "1Ies~ davs of b.d dlslbility for U.S. fem.le.. • 

Source: Prison d.tl obtllned from record •• t "Innesota correction. f.cliities. 

, ~, 
J 
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Exhibit 4-3 
(Measure 9c) 

DEATHS IN PRISON 

Expected* Actual+* 
WHITE HALES 

(5900) 

• • 

Expected* Actual** 

NONWHITE HALES 
(7600) 

GD-15 

• Based on Iue-,.x-rlc. 'peclflc rites for non-Incarcerated North Clrollnl populltlon. DIvisIon of Vital Stltlstlcs. Horth CarolIna Hellth Deplrtment. 

•• • ••• d on act .. 1 d .. th ..... , ••• d OV., the yeo,. 1976. 1977. 1978. WhIt ... I. d .. th. fOf tho •• ,..r. tot.led 50, non-whIt ... I. deaths for those ~.Ir. totaled 39. 

I j' 

• • 
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4-1 and 4-2 represent national averages for the non-incarcerated population. 

Exhibit 4-1 shows that two Minnesota facilities are at or below the national 

average for hospitalizations (Measure 9a) and two facilities exceed the 

national average substantially during the three years covered. 

Exhibit 4-2 (of Measure 9b in Minnesota) shows that the inmates of one 

prison (Unit 4) experience significan~ly more days of sickness than similar 

non-incarcerated people. Medical managers ought to inquire why this happens, 

and take steps to improve the health of this facility's inmates. Two other 

facilities appear more healthy than their non-prison counterparts. 

Exhibit 4-3 (of Measure 9c in North Carolina) raises the interesting 

question of why imprisonment appears to produce higher-than-average white 

death rates but lower-than-average nonwhite death rates. The "expected" 

rates have already been adjusted to account for the life expectancies of 

males of the same age and race as those in North Carolina prisons. This 

pattern is consistent over the three years of data. available in North Caro-

lina. If the pattern holds, prison officials might want to explore why this 

happens. 

DATA COST AND QUALITY 

Data for constructing Measures 9a, 9b and 9c require record-keeping at 

the facility level in the form of logs. Some corrections departments may 

do this now, but our experience indicates that some significant portion of 

th'e data necessary for these measures will not exist, or will not lend itself 

t() easy retrieval. Hhere departments do not already keep logs of appropriate 

data, they will have to begin if they want Measures 9a, 9b and 9c. Time 

estimates for collecting data for these measures are: 

Measure 9a: 1 hour per year per facility if the facility keeps a log 

i. 4 
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of hospitalizations and how long inmates stayed in the hospital. The cost 

of keeping the log itself, and of doing a monthly or quarterly tally, depend 

on the facility's papulation. As a rough estimate, it should take about two 

minutes per entry to record a hospitalization in the log book, and a maximum 

of 1 hour per month, assuming about 4 hospitalizations per month per 500 

population, to type up monthly summaries of hospitalization activity. 

Measure 9b: One day per year per facility if (a) the facility keeps 

an infirmary log and tallies it monthly, and/or (b) the written record of 

the daily count includes the number ot. people considered sick that day and 

the facilicy saves the daily count records. Most corrections departments 

have some official way of designating that an inmate is ill or excused from 

work or other assignment for medical reasons. However they label j.t ("sick, II 

"lay-in," "medical idle" are some commonly used terms), the daily count 

records should contain the number of inmates in this status every day. The 

days inmates spend in an infirmary or hospital should also be ~ounted. If 

these data do not already appear in the count of "sick days, I'. they should be 

included before calculating the final value of Measure 9b. If facilities do 

neither (a) or (b), they will have to begin doing one or the other. In-

eluding the number of inmates on sick status in the daily count records 

appears to be the most reliable method. Someone will need to keep all the 

daily counts, tally them, and report them to a central offj.ce manager. 

If a department wants to compare its record on sick days to statistics 

for the non-prison population, it should keep separate counts for clays on 

which illness confines inmates to their bed or cell versus days on which 

a medical condition restricts an inmate's normal activities (no work or 

school), but the inmate is not sick enough to need bed rest. 
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Measure 9c: Facilities should log each death, along with its cause 

and the age, sex, and race of the deceased, using a standard format provided 

by the central corrections office. They should send these death reports to 

the central office each year. Surprisingly, we found little reliable written 

information on deaths in either system we worked with. Minnesota staff knew 

t~ho had died in prison, and the surrounding circumstances, but we found no 

single information source for the whole system. North Carolina's computerized 

information system could report if someone was released from corrections cus-

tody by death, but not whether' that person was incarcerated, on parole, or on 

escape at the time of death, nor what caused the death (homicide, suicide, 

or natural causes). Only in the last two years has the central office asked 

individual facilities to report all deaths, with cause and other identifying 

characteristics, to the central office. They had no way to verify that faci-

lities had indeed sent reports of all deaths. Because of these data pro-

blems, we spent two days of staff time analyzing one computer run to verify 

the manual records of in-prison deaths and calculate in-prison death rates 

for three years. Logs of in-prison deaths, including information on the 

age, race, and sex of deceased (to make comparisons to non-prison death rates 

possible), would have cut this time to two hours of staff time per year for 

the entire system, without having to use the computer. Measure 9c produces 

a "death rate" by calculating the number of deaths, on the averag~, for 

every 1000 inmates. This rate will probably only be reliable for large 

systems with a subetantial number of deaths (North Carolina had about 50 

per year). Even so, it should be calculated as a three-year running average 

to adjust for fluctuations from year to year. 

Departments should also tally the number of deaths, by cause, for each 

year. Fo+ small departments this tally would substitute for Measure 9c; in 
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large departments it would provide basic information whereas Measure 9c would 

allow comparisons to non-prison death rates. Assuming a stable prison popula

tion, these annual numbers will provide meaningful ~'ear-to-year comparisons. 

If prison population rises, as it almost certainly will, annual fluctations 

in sheer numbers of deaths should be interpreted with caution. 

When corrections departments or individual facilities collect apprcpri

ate data for Measures 9a, 91~ and 9c, the data themselves al?pear reasonably 

complete and accurate. Problems arose fat' us most often with respect to 

~easure 9b (sick days). Recording of sick days was sometimes haphazard, and 

often facilities did not save these data even when they produced them on a 

daily basis for institution management purposes. Regular use of th~s 

measure would reauire more reliable data storage. 

ALTERNATIVES 

Fe recommended I'1easures 9il, 9b and 9c as primary measures o-f inmate 

physical health status because they are relatively cheal? and easy to collect. 

In this section we discuss two measures that compare inmate physical c~ndition 

at intake to that existing after some' time in prison. These measures rely 

on physical examinations of individual inmates. A department interested 

in 'improving inmate health should collect both of these measures (Measures 

9d and ge) to add depth of understanding to the population data. Measures 

9d and ge are highly desirable for assessing the specific conditions which 

cause the greatest inmate health problems. However, they are quite expen

sive to generate, and are relatively more difficult to interpret because 

data based on physician examinations and laboratory tests will always 

have more consistency and reliability problems than Measures 9a, 9b, 

and 9c. Some departments will want to collect these measures despite 
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their cost, because they reveal actual changes in physical condition which 

occur in prison. If these measures indicate that inmate health deteriorates 

in prison, corrections managers will want to take steps to improve this 

situation. 

MEASURE 9D: PERCENT OF INMATES WHOSE SCORES ON AN INDEX OF HEALTH 
SCREENING FACTORS IMPROVED OR WORSENED BY ONE YEAR 
AFTER ADMISSION 

Exhibit 4-4 gives one possible index to use in constructing Measure 9d, 

based on laboratory analyses of blood and urine samples plus information on 

wieght, blood pressure and smoking behavior. Medical ~ersonnel gather these 

data at intake and again after inmates have spent some time in ~tison. The 

results of the two examinations are comnared to produce ~easure 9d, which 

gives the change in health over time, as indicated by the screening factors. 

Abnormal readings on these factors alert a physician to potential health 

problems. Health screening factors do not conGtitute positive identification 

of disease. They are suggestive rather than definitive. They should be 

interprp.ted in conjunction with the results of Measure ge to provide the 

most meaningful information on inmate health. Hmvever, because laboratory 

tests provide the basic data for Measure 9d, consistency and reliability 

should be greater than examination data. -We therefore recommend both types 

of measure. 

MEASURE 9E: PERCENT OF INMATES WITH INCREASED OR DECREASED 
NUMBERS OF ABNORMAL CONDITIONS OF BODY SYSTEMS 
BY ONE YEAR AFTER ADMISSION 

Fur Measure ge, an examining physician detects and records abnormali-

ties during direct physical examination of inmates. Physical conditions 

count as abnormalities only if they require present medical attention or 

' ..... , 

) 
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Exhibit 4-4 

SUGGESTED INDEX OF HEALTH SCREENING FACTORS 
(MEASURE 9d) 

The index has a range of 0 to 14, and should be scored using the following 
specifications: 

smoking behavior 

obesity 

hypertension 

tuberculosis reactivity 

venereal disease 

blood and urine glucose 
(possible diabetes) 

hematocrit (or hemoglobin) 
levels (anemia) 

liver function (hepatitis, 
alcohol-related liver 
damage) 

serum cholesterol 

o = none 
1 = 1 pack or less per day 
2 = more than 1 pack per day 

o = normal weight 
1 = between 10% and 29% overweight 

or 10% or more underwei"ght 
2 = more than 30% overweight 

o = normal 
1 "" borderline 
2 = definite 

o = no 
1 = yes 

o = no 
I = yes 

o = blood and urine normal 
1 - either blood or ulrine abnormal 

o = normal 
I = less than 35% hematocrit 

o = blood and urine normal 
I = blood B.U.N. or blood or urine 

bilirubin abnormal 

o = normal range 
I = above 90th percentile of serum 

cholesterol readings (approxi
mately 270 mg%) 
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monitoring for future recurrance (e.g., a history of mental illness requires 

though the inmate has no present symptoms). The body sysmonitoring, even 

terns assessed by this measure are regularly listed on prison medical examina-

tion forms, and include: Head, face, neck and scalp; nose; sinuses; mouth 

( 1 d · d l'f phys~c~an notes it)·, ears; eyes; lungs and and throat inc u ~ng enta ~ __ •• 

, - bd and viscera,' anus and rectum; endocrine; chest; heart vascular; a omen 

d 1 extremities; spine and other musculo-skeletal; genito-urinary; upper an o\o!er 

. (This is North Carolina's skin and lymphatics; neurological ~ psyc,hiatr~c. 

Other states have somewhat different lists). list of body systems. 

measures (9d and ge) reQ.uire examination of individual Both alternative 

d · 'on and again at a subsequent time inmates at two points in time -- at a m~ss~ , 

d ·· ~ome proportion of inmates will not stay such as one year after a m~ss~on. ~ 

in prison one year, but these short-term inmates will also be less likely 

to experience prison-induced changes in their health. Our advisors felt 

that prisons should hold themselves ~~countable most for the health status 

of the inmates comm~tte c. . d to th~{r care for longer n,eriods of time, hence the 

* one year reexamination period. 

The first examination records • the ~nmate's health status upon adm~ssion, 

for which the prison system has no responsibility. If inmates are less 

healthy than the general public at admission, and departments do not detect 

this through admission examinations, any health problems detected on later 

examinations may be attributed to prison conditions rather than to inmate 

.--- * The ACA recommends complete ohysical examination~. Lur long-tenn in
, :~~ every two years (annually for inmates over SO). L: ~ departme~t :o~= 
~~i~s with this recommendation, changes in physical cond~t~on from exam~~a 
~ion to examination should be compared using Measures 9d an~ ge.to rev:a 

. f . t or deterioration ~n inmate health w~th ~ncreas~ng patterns 0 ~mprovemen ~ 

time in prison. 

'. 

;< 
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health at intake. Doing only admission examinations (the current practice in 

most corrections departments) obviously cannot reveal what effects prison 

living has on inmate health. Most corrections departments do not; now collect 

data adequate to calculate measures ge and 9f. There are three major issues 

of data availability and quality with these measures: 

(1) FOLLOW-UP EXAMS: If an agency does not now do any routine follow-

up examinations (e.g., annually or every-2-years), obtaining follow-up data 

will require substantial additoinal expense. Examinations for 200 inmates 

in North Carolina required approximately 23 medical staff days, 5 days for 

clerical and coordinating tasks, and transportation costs to get inmates to 

exam locations. 

(2) RECORDING AND SUMM.ARIZING EXA.M RESULTS: You need not re-examine 

all inmates. For purpOses of these measures, samples of 200-300 inmates will 

suffice. A sS11l1?.le of this size will give a rough estimate of changes in 

phYSical condition among inmates for the corrections sy~tem as a whole. It 

is not large enough top,,=rmit comparisons among facilities. Even with pre

* coded exam fonus, recording of exam results ,appears quite unreliable. In 

their present state, therefore, nhysical ex~nination results require a sub-

stantial amount of time to code for use as performance feedback (e.g., about 

4 days/IOO exams), since the analyst must read the whole written record 

to determine the actual findings. Coding and analysis might take as much as 

*For instance, the nurse may discover when taking the medical history that 
,~n inmate takes medication to control epilepsy» but the physician does hot re
cord an abnormality in the neurological body system. Or the handwritten notes 
show the physician ordered a special diet and insulin for an inmate's diabetes, 
but did not 'Check' o-ff an abnormality in the endocrine system. These discrepan
:i~s happened frequently in our North Carolina test, and are very familiar to 
anyone tr~ing to use medical records for evaluation purposes. 
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20 staff days to complete for a sample of 300-400 inmates, assuming that all 

exam records can be assembled in one place. Adequate computerization might 

save some of this time, but its usefulness-would depend on more uniformity 

in recording practices than currently exists. Coding poses the prinCipal 

» time-consuming element. Routine follow-up examinations and analysis of their 

results would cauble the necessary data preparation and analysis time. 

Improving reliability means convincing the medical staff of the impor-

» tance of recording exam results consistently. Even good coders cannot com-

pensate for information misrecorded by the examiner. Obtaining consistency 

in medical records is not a task unique to corrections, but it is no less 

t vital to accurate feedback on performance for all that. 

(3) UNIFORMI1~: Once a uniform set of screening factors and body 

systems has been selected, revising a state's intake exam format to include 

t all items requires a one>.-time investment in reformatting and briefing 

examiners. It might also entail the expense of additional tests, such as 

for determining serum cholesterol levels 0 

These measures estimate the effects of incarceration on itimate health. 

A corrections department would strive t.o limit or eliminate changes for the 

worse on both measures. Of course, worsening conditions could arise from a 

J variety of factors, including declining medical care or changing prison condition::; 

(e.g., diet, level of exercise, sanitation). Some causes may be detectable 

upon examing what, specifically, changed. (For instance, increased anemia 

would suggest needed improvements in inmate diet, whereas decreased eye 

problems would indicate that inmates in need of glasses had received them). 

These data would alert correctional managers to health problems that needed 

• further investigation. Exhibit 4-5 shows the extent of change in Measure 
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Exhibit 4-5 
(Measure 9d) 

4 

• • • • 

CHANGES IN POTENTIAL HEALTH PROBLEMS WHILE INCARCERATED: 
PROPORTION OF INMATES WITH ABNORMAL RESULTS ON SCREENING TESTS AT ADMISSION AND AT POST-TESTl 

SCORE AT POST-TEST 

o 2 3 
or more 

· . . . . . .. . .............. . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ...... . · . . . . . .. . .............. . • ••••••••••••• !I' •••••••• · . . . . . .. . .............. . · •... " . . . . . . . . .. . ........ . 
o 40% :.:.: 16% .:.: •• :.:. 5% :.:.: :.:.: 2% .:.:. 

• • • •••• 0 ••• • • •• · . . ... . . . .... ~ . . . .. · . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ...... . · . . . . . .. . .............. . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ...... . · . . . . . .. . .............. . 
• •••••••••••••• II •••••••• 

~ :.:.:.:.:.:.:.: .. :.:.:.:.:.:.:.: ................ . . . . . . .. . ...... . 
CI) • • • • • • • • • • 

en 12% :.:.: 2% .:.:. e:.:. 2% :.:.: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ...... . x ........... " .... ' .... , ...... ' .. , 

Total 
at Ad

mission 

63% 

20% 
Q , •••• ' •••••••••••••••• ' ••••••••• 

< ~--------~~~~~~~~~~~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:+-------~ 
t- •••••••• 
<C :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:. 

&I • • •• 

UJ 2 8% :.:.: 3% .:.:. 
c:a:= ••••••••••••• o ....... . 
U ••••••• " ••• (l." •• 
en •••••••••••••••• 

3 
or more 

Total 
at 

Follow
up 

45% 

2% 

30% 16% 9% 

14% 

3% 

LEGEND AND SUMMARY 

• Get worse. 
30 percent have more abnor
malities at post test than 
at admission. 

~ • Got better. 

GD-Ih 

8 percent have fewer abnor
malities at post test than 
at admissions 

More than half (60%) have 
at least one abnormality 
at one or both testlngs. 

I. S~rlng: obeslty·, If 10-29* overweight, 2 If more than 30' overweight; hypertenslonml It bOrderline, 2 If definite; glueos .. 1 If 
blood or urine abnormal. 2 If both abnormal. hematocrit-I If less than or equal to 35'; liver funetlon-I If blood a.U.N. ~ blood ~ 
urine ~llrubln abnormal. 2 If two or more abnormal. Index range- 0-9. 

Source: North Carolina _ntry and retest examination results 9 months later. N-92. 

..... 

• 

l ---
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9d for a sample of North Carolina inmates from intake to reexamination 

nine months late!·. The exhibit indicates that a significant percentage 

(30%) of this inmate sample have "less healthy" scores on the index of 

screening factors after nine months' incarceration than they did at intake. 

Fifty-five percent of inmates tested had at least one abnormal screening 

factor at the follow-up examination compared to 37% at intake. Medical 

managers would need to look at these data in greater detail, to pinpoint 

factors over which they might have some control. 

Exhibit 4-6 displays data from Measure ge on the same sample. Examina-

tion of these results might cause prison medical officials to ask what 

treatment ~r organizational factors succeeded in reducing illness or abnor-

malities in one-fourth of t.he intake sample, as opposed to those conditions 

which caused deterioration in an additional one-fourth. Possible means for 

improvement for the 20 percent with at least one stable abnormality might 

also concern these managers. 

A department might also want to calculate Measures 9d and ge separately 

for younger and older inmates, if sample size permits. Older inmates might 

be expected to show deterioration in health regardless of what happens in 

prison. But significant worsening of younger inmates' health would signal 

potentially serious problems that need correction. At the very least, cor-

rections departments should make better use of intake medical information 

than most now do. The indexes used for measures 9d and ge could be calculated 

for all inmates using the findings from intake medical exams. These could 

provide baseline medical information on inmate health even without measuring 

changes in health status while in prison. 
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Exhibit 4-6 
(Heasure ge) 

• • • • 

PROPORTION OF INMATES WITH CHANGES IN BODY SYSTEM ABNORMALITIES FROM ADMISSION TO POST TEST1 

NUMBER OF ABNORMALITIES AT POST TEST 

o 1 2 3 
or more 

Z '. I, •• I ••• I, ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• o . • . . . . .. . .............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..... . 
• • • • • • •• 0 ••••••••••••••• 

CI) •••• ,' ••••• 1 •••••• ' •••• 1 •••••••••••••• '. 

ut 0 32% .:.:. 9%,:':': :.:.: 2% :.:.:. ·:·:·2% .:.:. 
x :.:.: ..... : .. :.: .. :.: ....... :.:.: :.:.: ..... :.:.: 

Total 
at Ad

mission 

"5% 
Q ••••• 1 •••••• ,' •••••• 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••• '. 

e:( ~ ______ ~~~~~~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~ ______ ~ · . . . . . .. . ..... . I-- •••••••••••••••• 
c:C :.:.:.:.:.:.:.: •• :.:.:.:.:.:.:. ................ · . . . .. .. . . 
~ 1 13% .:.:.6% .:.:.: :.:.: 3% :.:.: · . . . . . .. . ..... . 36% ................ 
I- •••••••••••••••••• c·.·.·.·.·.·. · . . . . . .. . ..... . 
~ ~------~~~~~~~~~~'~.~.~<~'.~.~.~.r.:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~------~ 
~ ...... . 
~
........ . ...... . ....... ........ . . . . . . . 
o 2: 4% :.:.: 2% :.:.: z . . . . 
a::t •••••••••••• -•• 
<C 0 •• _ - ••• - •••••• . . . . . . . . 

11% 

~ ~------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~.~.~.~.~.~.*-------~ 
o 
a:: 
&II 3 
~ or more 
::J 

3% 8% 

z ~ ______ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ______ ~ ______ ~ 
Tot.1 

at 
Follow

up 

52% 25% 13% 10% 100% 
(na~H ) 

LEGEND AND SUMMARY 

.' Got worse. 
2" percent got worse between 
admission and post test. 

. ~ - Got better •. 
2" percent got better between 
admissIon and post test. 

68 percent'had at least one 
5ystem abnormality at one 
examination or both. 

I. Body IVltems Included are: Head, face. neck and scalp. nose; Iinusel; mouth and throlt (Including dental If phy.lclan note. It); ear.; 
_ye.; lungl and che.t; heart; vlscular system. abdomen and viscera; anus and rectum; endocrine; genlto-urlnary; upper and 1000r extr .. -
Itlel; Iplne and other musculo-skeletali skin and lymphatlcl; neurologic; psychiatric. 

Source: North Caroll~a admlsllon and post-telt examInatIon resultl nIne monthl later. N-91. 
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MEI\SURE 10: INMATE MENTAL HEALTH STATUS 

IDA: NUMBER OF SUICIDES AND SUICIDE ATTEMPTS 

lOB: NUMBER OF REQUESTS FOR MEDICATIONS TO ALLEVIATE 
MENTAL DISTRESS 

AVERAGE POPULATION 

10c: PROPORTION OF INMATES WITH SYMPTOMS OF MENTAL 
DISTRESS 

DESCRIPTION 

In developing measures of inmate mental health status, we faced disag~ee-

able choices among the most desirable and meaningful indicators, those for 

which data were most likely to exist now, and those for which existing data 

allowed meaningful interpretation. Measures lOa and lOb comprise those 

measures most available to corrections departments now, which lend themselves 

to meaningful interpretation. Measure 10c provides the most informative 

reading on inmate mental health status should a department decide to invest 

the resources to collect it. 

Measure lOa lists the number of suicides and suicide attempts during 

the measurement period. Suicides occur too infrequently even in large 

systems to justify calculating a suicide rate. For instance, North 

Carolina, a large system with approximately 15,000 inmates, averages only 

two suicides per year. For cross-system comparisons, managers will have 

to use some ratio of suicides to average population, because only rates 

will yield meaningful data when comparing systems of different sizes. 

Measure lOb gives the proportion of the inmate population which feels 

enough pressure or mental distress to want tranquilizing medications for 

relief. 
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Measure lOc uses data from standardized mental distress symptom check

* lists to estimate the effects of prison on inmate mental health. ~e strongly 

suggest that departments which really want to know how stressful imprison-

ment is for inmates conduct an annual survey of inmates to find out, using 

standardized assessments of mental distress. Such a survey should use a 

randomly selected sample of the inmate population who have been in prison 

six months or more. Conducting an identical assessment either at intake or 

release, which would be administratively easier to do, will not tell depart-

ments what they need to know. For example, incoming inmates will express 

relatively high anxiety levels because they do not yet know how they will 

adjust to prison life. Changes from intake to followup (9 months later) in 

our North Carolina test reflected adjustment to prison (lowered anxiety) 

more than anything that prison officials could act upon. Our work in North 

Carolina, including admission and follow-up testing of a sample of 150 in-

mates, convinced us that prison officials will learn little about the ef-

fects of prison, per se, on inmate mental health using information obtained 

at intake, or comparisons of follow-up information to intake informatio~. 

In addition, we suggest that the survey ~se measures which assess in-

mates' sumptoms of distress rather than their underlying personality, sin.ce 

prison officials probably want to reduce the levels of mental distress symp

toms, not to change personalities. Thus, instruments which directly tap 

depression, suicidal thoughts, anxiety, psychosomatic compla:'11ts, obacscivc-

*Some instruments that appear useful for prison en.vironments are: 1) Zung 
Depression Index (Zung, H.l.J'.K., A Self-Rating Depression Scale. Archives of 
General Psychiatry, 1965, Vol. 12, p. 63); 2) Brief Symptom Inventory (Dero
gatis, L. SCL-90 Revised Version Manual I. Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins 
School of Medicirie, 1977); 3) Profile of Mood States (McNair, et al., EITS 
Manual for the Profile of Mood States. San Diego, CA: Educational and In
dustrial Testing Service, 1972). See Appendix A for a short (58-item) ver
sion of Derogatis' Brief Symptom Inventory. 
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* compulsive behavior, an • d parano;a or incipient violence toward self or others 

are best for purposes of assessing the effects of prison on inmate mental 

health. Data for Measure 10c can be collected along with the victimization 

survey (Measures 3a and 3b) so as~to capitalize on the administrative arrange

ments necessary for selecting and scheduling inmates. 

POTENTIAL DATA SOURCES 

Corrections departments already keep track of suicides for Measure lOa 

through their death statistics. Suicide attempts are less likely to be re

corded in a single, easily accessible place, but records should exist in 

psychological records and mental health units. Rather than attempt to re-

trieve these data from individual inmate fi1es~ mental health worker!? in 

each facility should begin a log of suicide attempts, summarize the log 

periodically and send the figures at least annually to the central correc-

tions office for processing. 

Since Measure lOb totals requests for medications to relieve mental 

tension, departments will have to develop a system for logging requests even 

if the inmate does not ultimately receive the medicine. At present, most 

departments will not have information on requests. Measure lOb should be 

based on requests to be the most valid indicator of inmate mental distress. 

a ciepartment may need some time to develop a logging system for reHowla\#.ar, 

quests. Actual use of medications to relieve mental distress could serve as 

a temporary substitute for requests. 

Measure 10c requires inmates to fill out a questionnaire that asks about 

* See footnote on page 91 and Appendix A for possible instruments. 
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symptoms of mental distress. No corrections department presen.tly collects 

such data. Procedures for gathering this information are provided in Appen-

dix A, along with a sample of one possible assessment instrument (pp. A-19 

to A-2l). For maximum efficiency and minimum cost, data for Measure 10c 

should be collected along with those for Measure 3a, 3b, 4a, and 5e. 

USING THESE MEASURES 

As with the other measures, Measures lOa, lOb, and 10c can be arrayed 

on a year-to-year basis for a single facility or a system as a whole, in 

faci1ity-to-faci1ity comparisons, and by any special breakouts corrections 

managers deem important. For these measures, relevant comparisons include 

security level, inmate characteristic~ (age, sex, race, length of sentence), 

level of facility overcrowding (Measure 6a) or degree of idleness among 'in-

mates at different facilities. 

DATA COST AND qUALITY 

Logging suicides and suicide attempts will take about two minutes per 

log entry. It will then take approximately one day of staff time to cumu-

late, total, and develop a display for Measure lOa. Someone at each facility 

will have to report the number of suicides and suicide attempts to the cen-

tral office each year. Suicide data should be accurate, but departments will 

have to define what behavior "counts" as a suicide attempt. Staff should 

believe that the inmate's actions were seriously directed at ending his 

life before they count a behavior as a suicide attempt. Self-mutilation 

(self-infliction of wounds, burns, cuts, etc.) where no serious chance of 

death was intended should not be counted as a suicide attempt. 

Development of a system to log requests for medication to relieve 
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mental distress (Measure lOb) will take some time. The measurement system 

coordinator and the working group guiding the performance measurement effort 

should consider what staff people will most likely receive these requests 

and when. If most requests occur at sick call, a log to be filled in by 

medical staff will probably suffice. Under this circumstance, logging 

should take about 2 minotes per entry, tallying the logs at each facility 

will take one or two hours per quarter at each facility. Annual compilations 

of these facility tallies should require one or two days of analyst time to 

cumulate the data and make data displays. If inmates request medications 

from non-medical personnel, these people will probably refer them to sick 

call. Therefore the use of logs at sick call will probably be adequate for 

collecting Measure lOb data. In lieu of logs recording inmate requests, a 

department could use pharmacist records of prescriptions actually dispensed. 

If the- prescr;',.bing physician or luental health worker keeps a log of pl:escrip

tions written, Measure lOb will require one minute per log entry and about 

one-half day of staff time to tally. If the corrections pharmacist provides 

the information, it should take an hour a quarter to produce tallie.s, and 

no more than an hour a year to add them up and calculate Measure lOb. 

Since pharmacists uaually keep records of drugs dispensed, by drug type, 

making tallies quarterly for "mental health" medications should. be easy. 

" 1" d" t" Measu:i:'e lOb summarizes the number of requests for menta_ me ~ca ~on. 

It may easily register a high number of requests if a few inmates ask for 

such drugs every day. If a department is seriously concerned about this 

type of "inflation," it can make the additional calculation of what propor

tion of the inmate population makes at least one request for medication to 

r~lieve mental distress each month. l{hile more accurate as an indicator of 

the extent of mental distress in prison, this variation is significantly 

'. .. 
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more time-consuming to derive. It requires someone at each facil.ity to 

assess the number of people requesting medication each month, rather than 

simply counting up the number of requests. Such a tally could add about an 

hour a month to facility workload for a small facility (about 100 inmates) 

and up to on.e day per month for a large facility (100 inmates or more). 

Data for Measure 10c come from an inmate survey (see Appendix A for a 

description of procedures to conduct this survey). Assuming these data are 

collected at the same time as those for Measures 3a. and 3b, additional costs 
\ 

to obtain a reading on inmate mental distress should run ... apnroximately 10 

to 12 psychology staff days for administration p~r 100 inmates surveyed, 

two days of data preparation time per 100 inmates, and 2 days of analyst 

time (regardless of the number of inmates surveyed) to analyze the data and 

prepare displays for management use. 

Use of standardized instruments to measure inmate mental distress should 

yield accurate readings since these procedures have been widely used and their 

quality well-supported for many different client groups. 

ALTERNATIVES 

lwo obvious indicators of mental distress among inmates are the extent 

to which inmates desire counseling to ease psychological problems, and the 

extent to which they require mental hospitalization. Unfortunately, most 

correctional systems do not have enough counseling or hospitalization 

available to meet inmate needs, so what they do have always gets maximum 

utilization. A measure based on counseling hours or mental hospi~alization 

days may therefore not v~ry eVer time, sinCe its value is controlled by 

availability, not by need. If three counselors work eight hours a day, 

a measure ~rf' inmate counseling hours received will always show 120 hours a 
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week, whether or not 120 inmates, 240 inmates, or 360 inmates want counsel-

ing. A major system change resulting in more available counseling hours 

than inmate need would make "counseling hours per 100 average populati6n per 

year" a meaningful measure. 

Another alternative measure might rely on inmate requests for 

counseling or hospitalization. Departments would have to devise some 

system that facilitated making requests even when staff belie\7ed inmates 

would not have their requests honored. tole can readily envision correct,i.'>l'lS (:'-

systems with so little assistance available for mentally distressed inmates 

that staff resist passing on inmate requests unless the situation has reached 

almost emergency proportions. Under these circ,umstances, the number of re-

quest,1il 'will equal the number of inmates hospitalized or seen by counselors, 

since only requests destined for success ever enter the record-keeping sys-

tem. In systems short 60 staf.f equipped to deal with mental distress, in-

mates them,eelves may also censor requests they might have made were services 

more available. Thus, until services exceed demand~ m$asures based either 

on requests or act~-i-<!'J.service delivery will likely underestimate actual need, 

and will not reflect changes in levels of mental distress. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

INTERMEDIATE PRODUCTS DEI PROGRAMS AND SERVICES 

The measures presented in this chapter summarize "intermediate" pro-

ducts; they do not reflect final impacts on inmates or the public. We did 

not originally plan to include them. However, since corrections departments 

have legal obligations to provide some of these services (such as education 

for juveniles), and the moral and increasingly legal obligation to provide 

high quality medical and mental health care, and because corrections managers 

may have uses for these measures, W~ include this chapter. 

MEASURE 11: IMPROVEMENTS IN BASIC 3KILLS 

l1A: GENERAL EQUIVALENCY DEGREES (G,E,D,) EARNED 
GENERAL EQUIVALENCY EXAMINATIONS TAKEN 

lIB: PERCENT OF INMATES ENROLLED IN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS 
WHO SHOW IMPROVEMENT IN SCORES ON THE WIDE-RANG~ 
ACHIEVEMENT TEST (WRAT) (OR ANY EQUIVALENT TEST) 
PER MONTH OF SCHOOL ATTENDANCE 

MEASURE 12: VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMPLETED 

12: VOCATIONAL CERTfFICATES AWARDED 
INMATES ENROLLED IN VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS 

DESCRIPTION 

We deal with Measures lla, lIb, and 12 together because their content 

and interpretation are similar. Measures 11a, lIb and 12 rely on some 

formal testing mechanism to determine that inmates have acquired basic or 
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vocational skills through participation in prison programs. Thus, Measures useful, Heasures lla, llb, and 12 should be calculated separately for each 

11a and 12 assess what proportion of inmates trying to acquire and demon- educational or vocational program. This will let managers analyze which 

strate a particular level of achievement have actually done sOo Measure programs may need to improve their performance. Data displays showing 

11a assesses basic skill learning, whereas Measure 12 summarizes vocational program-specific or over-time performance should follow the format of other 

skill learning. Measure llb reflects the effects of particular alilounts of similar displays elsel-7here in this marmal. 

program attendance (months in school) on basic skills such as reac;1ing and 
DATA COST AND QUALITY 

arithmetic ability. 
The administrative costs of Measures 11a and 12 are borne by public 

POTENTIAL DATA SOURCES schools, colleges, or state Departments of Education 0 Corrections depart-

Administration of tests for the General Equivalency Degree (Measure ments may have to support the purchase of separate General Equivalency 

11a) and certifications of vocational training (Measure 12) usually happens Degree examirlations, which in North Carolina cost approximately $10 00 for 

in agencies other than corrections departments. Both of our test states each examination taken. Corrections departments receive computerized 

relied on local community colleges, vocational-technical schools, and the results of these tests, and would need only to develop displays for these 

state Department of Education to do the testing needed for Measures 11a and data. This would take approximately one day of analyst time per year for 

12. North Carolina, and probably other states as well, keeps a master log t~e whole corrections system, because the data for displays will already 

of vocatlonal training program assignments and completions (certificates be categorized and summarized. 

gained). Measure 12 is easily calculated from this type of log. Some departments already produce Measure 11b, so they would incur 

For Measure lIb corrections agencies can administer appropriate little extra cost for this measure. Assuming that cor.rections departments 

standardized achievement tests. Both test states use the Wide-Range already have the data available for Measure 11b because they use standard-

Achievement Test (WRAT) at intake to assess literacy and other basic skill ized achievement tests at intake and in their basic education programs, 
) 

levels for all incoming inmateso ~finnesota also uses the WRAT at least computing educational achievement due to educational programs and developing 

annually to produce Measure 11b. displays for Measure 11b should take 1 or 2 days per year of analyst time. 

USING THESE 11EASURES ALTERNATIVES 

Displayed for the corrections system as a whole, the measures can show Measures 11a, 11b and 12 all reflect the progress of students enrolled 

changes over time. These changes should reflect efforts to improve educa- in courses, which means that the students involved have expressed an inter-, 
tional services 0 An erosion in performance would signal a need to examine est in acquiring new basic or vocational skills. Many corrections depart-

educational activities to discover ways to improve performanceo To be most ments believe their obligation to impart new skills extends only to those 
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inmates who want to learn and who demonstrate this motivation by taking 

courses. But some departments may take a larger view of their charge, feel-

ing their objective encompasses teaching literacy and other basic ski.lls to 

all who need them. Need in this case would be assessed at intake as inmates 

gave sub-standard performances on the WRAT or equivalent standardized test, 

or by the absence <?f a high school diploma. Departments v7ith this broader 

sense of th~ir educational missicn should modify Measures Ua and llb 

accordingly. Measure lla would become: G. E. D. 's earned 
Inmates without high school 
diplomas at intake 

Heasure llb would become: Percent at discharge reading (or other skill) 
at 5th grade level or better 
Percent at intake who could not read (or 
othe.:r: sld.ll) at 5th grade level 

To construct these alternative measures a department should identify all 

"needy" inmates at intake. At discharge their files should be reviewed to 

determine if they contain any evidence of educational achievement. 

Measures lla and llb would thus tell what parcentage of the "needy" in-

mates entering prison during a base period accomplished some educational 

objectives. 
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MEASURE 13: INDICATORS OF MEDICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE 
DELIVERY 

13A: PERCENT OF CONDITIONS RECEIVING THE SAME DIAGNOSIS 
FROM DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS PHYSICIANS AND OUTSIDE 
EVALUATOR PHYSICIANS 

13B: CONDITIONS REFERRED FOR TREATMENT BY 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS PHYSICIANS 
CONDITIONS REFERRED FOR TREATMENT BY 
OUTSIDE EVALUATOR PHYSICIANS 

13c: 

DESCRIPTION 

PERCENT OF CONDITIONS TREATED IN ACCORD WITH "BEST 
CURRENT PRACTICE" 

Measures l3a, l3b and l3c (unlike Measures 9a-f and lOa-e) evaluate 

the actlml medical and mental health care deliver.ed to inmates. They 

do not summarize inmate health status, but reflect instead the adequacy 

of medical and mental health service delivery. Factors which might 

affect general measures of inmate health stacus (Measures 9a-f) should not 

greatly affect measures of service adequacy. But Measures l3a, l3b and l3c 

do rely on the availability of a criterion of excellent performance. 

Unfortunately, all institutions grappling with the need to evaluate 

medical and mental health care run into the difficulty of what to use 

as this criterion of excellent performance. One cannot realistically 

use "cures" as the standard practice since even the best current practice 

cannot cure many conditions. The best answer to this dilemma so far 

has been to use private physicians operating under American Medical 

Association auspices to check the work of prison personnel in the health 

~----------------------------------"-'------~-'-------.-.. ----.. -
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services.* Measures l3a, l3b and l3c address the question: "Do pri-

soners receive medical care equivalent to current knowl~dge and reasonable 

practice in non-prison settings?" To answer this question, Measures l3a, 

l3b and l3c compare the performance of prison health services personnel 

to that of outside evaluator physicians. The outside evaluator physicia.n' s 

performance is assumed to be the standard against which to assess the 

prison physicians' performance. Measures l3a and l3b assume that both 

prison and outside physicians independently examine the same inmates, and 

an analyst compares the number of conditions detected, diagnosed, and 

referred for treatment by the two physicians. This dual examination 

can take place at intake or at some time set aside for a special examina-

tion of a cross-section of current inma.tes. Conducting the dual examina-

tion at intake has several advantages: 

• Prison physicians must examine incoming inmates at this time. 

• No special scheduling of inmates or prison physicians is 

necessary, since the timing coincides with routine prison 

activity. Only outside examiners need special scheduling. 

• In corrections departments with diagnostic and reception 

centers, inmates are gathered in a few locations for intake 

exams, making coordination with outside examiners easier. 

• The intake physical is the prison medical system's primary 

* 5te Anno, B. J., and C.A. Hornung, "Summary of an Evaluation of the 
American Medical Association's Program to Improve Health Care in 
Jails," paper presented at the Second National Workshop on Criminal 
Justice Evaluation, Washington, D.C., September, 1978 for a 
description of one extensive LEAA-sponsored p~oject successfull~ 
using this approach. See also Key to Health 1n a Padlocked Soc1ety, 
Office of Health and Medical Affairs, Lansing, Michigan 48913, 
January, 1975. 
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way of k~owing what health problems need attention, and is 

the only occasion at present when every inmate has contact 

with the medical staff. If performance is poor at this time, 

the health of all inmates may suffer. 

For Measure l3c, outside evaluator physicians would randomly select 

cases from prison medical files of care delivered after inmates had spent 

some time in prison, and review these for treatment delivered in accord 

with "best current medical pract.ice." This procedure would function in a 

way similar to the activities of professional standards review organizations 

(PSRO's) in hospitals and medical centers outside of prison. It would assess 

the adequacy of on-going medical care, just as Measures l3a and l3b (if con-

ducted at intake) assess the adequacy of medical attention received at intake. 

Pr9cedures for Measure l3c should be scheduled to coincide with those of 

Measures l3a and l3b, so the presence of outside examiners is used to greatest 

advantage. 

POTENTIAL DATA SOURCES 

The records of physical examinations conducted at intake by prison 

physici~ns provide the information on detection, diagnostic, and 

referral activity of prison medical services. Prison medical records of 

ongoing treatment provide the data for review for Measure l3c. Correc-

tions departments interested in pursuing Measures l3a, l3b a~a l3c will need 

to contact their state medical society and negotiate a cooperative 

arrangement to use private physicians who are willing to participate in 

periodic examinations of prison health performance. If the physical 

examinations by independent physicians are recorded on forms similar to 

those used by prison doctors, the two can be compared to produce Mea-
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sures 13a and 13b. Some rating scheme for evaluating the medical records 

would need to be devised for rating the sampled medical records to pro-

duce Measure l3c. Consultation with local professional services review 

organizations (PSRO's) will provide corrections departments with the 

latest techniques for accomplishing this review. 

USING THESE MEASURES 

Measures 13a and l3b provide obvious targets for service improvement, 

should prison medical personnel fall short of the performance standard. 

Failures to diagnose or treat serious conditions should be taken as 

strong signals to upgrade services. These measures should be calculated 

separately for each facility delivering treatment, to detect problems at~ 
.j , 

c individual facilities and treatment to detect differences in performance, 

between medical services at different facilities. Managers can also use 

Measures l3a and l3b to show performance changes at medical facilities over 

time. Medical managers might want to array Measure l3c by disease or 

condition, to see if prison physicians often treat some conditions 

incorrectly while adequately treating many others. This pattern might 

indicate areas of knowledge in which physicians have fallen behind current 

practice. In-service training might then attempt to correct any deficiencies. 

DATA COST AND QUALITY 

We have no direct experience with the cost or quality of these 

measures. Managers interested in them should contact the evaluators of 

the AMA Jail Project (see footnote, page 102), their state medical 

society, or local PSRO's for their best judgment on cost., reliability, 

and usefulness. Our best information suggests that independent physician 

examinations can cost at least $100 each. Additional expenses for coor-
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dinating and administering the examinations and analyzing the data make 

these measures very expensive to obtain unless some arrangement can be 

made with physicians to donate all or part of their services. 

Obviously such potential costs mean departments would want to 

sample rather than looking at all possible intake exams and subsequent 

treatment. Sampling for Measures 13a and 13b would best be done by 

pi.cking particular weeks or months every year and looking at all 

inmates admitted during those periods. Measure l3c could also be based 

on samples of treatment delivered, taking for instance, all cases seeking 

treatment during a single week or month. Gathering data from medical 

examinations for Measures 13a, l3b and l3c and for Measures 9d and ge 

(change in inmate health status from intake to follow-up) will probably 

cost a great deal relative to most other measures proposed in this 

manual. A department may only be able to afford one of these procedures, 

and will have to consider numerous factors in deciding which measures 

to pursue. On balance we recommend establishing adequate performance 

on Measures 13a, 13b and 13c before pursuing Measures 9d and ge, if you 

must choose between them. We say this because Measures 13a, 13b and 

13c assess the accuracy and adequacy of medical services (and of medical 

personnel). Corrections departments must rely on their own medical staff 

to conduct the intake and follow-up examinations necessary to provide data 

for Measures 9d and ge. Without confidence in medical staff performance one's 

confidence in the value of Measures 9d and ge drops. Therefore, we must 

suggest investing the resources in Measures 13a, 13b and 13c until a depart

ment feels confident that its medical staff do diagnose and treat most con-

ditions in need of care. Then the diagnostic data they supply for Measures 

9d and ge will carry most weight. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

MEASURES OF POST-RELEASE SUCCESS 

MEASURE 14: POST-RELEASE EMPLOYMENT SUCCESS 

14A: PROPORTION OF RELEASEES WITH EARNINGS OF AT LEAST 
$X DURING THEIR FIRST (SECOND~ ETC.) YEAR AFTER 
RELEASE. 

14B: 

DESCRIPTION 

PROPORTION OF RE~EASEES WITH EARNINGS IN AT LEAST 
TWO (THREE~ FOUR) QUARTERS OF THEIR FIRST (SECOND~ 
ETC.) YEAR AFTER RELEASE. 

Measure l4a assesses the earnin~s success of releasees. Measure l4b 

assesses the regularity of employment of releasees. These measures reflect 

the extent to which releasees from prison have become legally self-supporting. 

Measure l4a focuses on the financial success of releasees, in terms of how 

much money they earn. Measure l4b assesses how regularly releasees work. 

Corrections systems can influence performance on these measures through edu-

cation and training programs, pre-release planning, parole supervision and 

job search assistance. 

POTENTIAL DATA SOURCES 

Parole records may contain data to construct Measures l4a and l4b for 

inmates on parole, if a high enough proportion of inmates leave prison on 

parole, and if they stay on parole for long enough to provide a meaningful 
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follow-up period. These conditions are not met in many states. 

The Florida Department of Corrections has receRtly operationalized a 

computer-based parole information system that records' employment data every 

six months. Neither of our test states (North Carolina or Minnesota) ob-

tained or recorded post-release employment information adequate to construct 

these measures even for parolees. Some states may actually have the intc"r-

mation in their pa~ole records (for example, New Jersey), but retrieving it 

is such a laborious manual effort and one fraught with reliability problems, 

that they have never thought the payoff justified the cost. 

Two other data sources exist in most states that provide a feasible 

and relatively easy means to measure post-release employment success. 

These are the records maintained by state .departments of economic security 

for une~ployment insurance purposes (called "wage entitlement" records), 

and the state income tax records of state revenue departments. Six states 

do not have state income taxes: Florida, Nevada, South Dakota, Texas, 

Washington and Wyoming. Twelve states do not record wage entitlement infor-

mation in a way that makes it useful to corrections departments (Hawaii, 

Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, 

Rhode Island, Wisconsin, Utah and Vermont). Measure l4b cannot be construct=d 

without wage entitlement data. No state misses both of these potential data 

sources ~ so any correct'ions department interested in pursuing Measures l4a 

and l4b would be able to negotiate with at least one of the two agencies 

(economic security or revenue) to obtain relevant data. 

A corrections department should contact the Economic Security and/or 

Revenue agencies in its state and work out specific arrangements to obtain 

these data. We called these agencies in a sample of 12 states to find out 
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whether they could participate in such a joint venture with corrections depart-

ments. We found no legal or technical restraints that would prevent them 

from cooperating with corrections departments, but all said they would have 

to see the details of specific arrangements before they could make a firm 

commitment. All said they would be open to developing a working relationship 

with the corrections department in their state. 

State Departments of Economic Security (DES) receive quarterly infor-

mation on wages paid to employees in }:lbs covered by unemployment insur-

ance. DES saves these reports for five calendar quarters. Revenue depart-

ments operate on a calendar year basis. Therefore, if a corrections depart-

ment wants data covering the same time period from both departments it will 

need to get DES data for the four quarters corresponding to Revenue's calen-

dar year. 

We first thought that DES records would be more complete than Reve-

nue's, because DES relies on employers for reporting whereas Revenue 

depends on ex-offenders to report their own income. However, the lure 

of tax refunds promotes many income tax filings even from people whose 

earnings fall below the mandatory filing cutoff. DES records also miss 

earnings from jobs not covered by unemployment insurance. The two data 

sources thus miss earnings information for approximately equal percentages (20%) 

of ex-offenders. DES records are both more detailed than Revenuefs 

(number of quarters with earnings, number of employers in a given quarter) 

and more flexible because of quarterly reporting. A good combination 

approach might be to obtain information from DES for the entire sample, 

because DES has the most detailed information, including all the data for 
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Measure 140. Then, request information from Revenue only on releasees 

who show no earnings reported to DES. The most complete coverage would 

result from obtaining earnings data on the same sample from both DES and 

Revenue, if you have both in your state and both will cooperate. 

In order to access the income information available through state 

economic security or revenue departments, correctio~s departments ~ 

have the social security numbers of their releasees. Some corrections 

agencies consistently record social security numbers and have them 

computer-accessible. Some make sure that if inmates don't already have 

a social security number, they do not leave prison without getting one. 

Some states only haphazardly record social security numbers, and some 

states do not even have a place on any official form for recording the 

number. Minor problems may occur with criminal offenders who have more 

than one social security number. The information contained in economic 

security or revenue records is desirable enough that corrections depart-

ments should take the trouble to record social security numbers even if 

they may receive some misuse from criminal offenders. 

USING THESE MEASURES 

Measures l4a and 14b indicate the level of success achieved by prison 

rehabilitation or training programs. A department can use these data to 

make several interesting comparisons. Suppose it wants to know whether 

prison programs have turned out higher percentages of legally self-supporting 

releasees ')ver several years. Calculating Measures l4a or l4b separately 

for the first 12 months post-release of each "graduating class" and arraying 

the results as we have done in Exhibit 6-1 would show whether inmates re-
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(Measure 14a) 
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HYPOTHETXCAL DISTRIBUTION OF POST-RELEASE EMPLOYMENT SUCCESS DATA: PERCENT OF WORK-RELEASE 
AND NON-HOPl<-RELEASE INMATES EARNING $5,000 OR MORE DURING THEIR FIRST 12 MONTHS POST-RELEASE 
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ceiving training on special programs in prison did consistently better or 

worse than inmates without. 

A department might also want to know whether inmates' earnings increase 

or decrease as a result of specfal training after they have been out in the 

community for several years. Use of social security numbers and Economic 

Security/Revenue data will answer this long-term follow-up question quite 

easily. Simply resubmit the same social security numbers to the Economic 

Security or Revenue agency several years post-release, and compare the re-

suIts to the performance data from the first year post-release. 

Measures l4a and l4b can also compare the performance of parolees 

versus unconditional releasees, work-release inmates versus non-work re-

lease people, or graduates of any in-prison educational or vocational pro-

gram versus non-graduates. The measures can serve as evaluative feedback 

for specific programs designed to improve the post-release employment be-

havior of inmates, as well as giving an overall reading on the employment 

performance of all inmates after release. 

Exhibits 6-2 and 6-3 exemplify the use of post-release employment data e 

Exhibit 6-2 gives the approximate 1978 earnings covered by unemployment 

insurance of a random sample of male inmates released from North Carolina 

prisons in the fourth quarter of 1977. Exhibit 6-3 shows the number of 

calendar quarters in which these same inmates had some earnings during 

1978. Both Exhibits 6-2 and 6-3 also illustrate some differences among 

types of inmates. Neither age or the number of prior incarcerations seem 

to make much difference in determining what inmates earn during their 

first year post-release, but inmates serving longer sentences appear to 
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Exhibit 6-2 

Percentage of 1977 Male Re1easees with 1978 earnings (Measure 14a)1 
(N=109) 

Earnings Reported to ESC 

$1 - 1,999 $2,000 - 4,999 $5,000 + 

All re1easees 
in sample 

by age 

16-21 
22-30 
31 + 

by time served 

0- 6 months 
7-12 months 

13-24 months 
25+ months 

by number of prior 
incarcerations 

0 
1 
2+ 

33% 

26 
33 
37 

43 
26 
32 
22 

23 
30 
36 

37% 

48 
33 
34 

38 
43 
39 
22 

24 
44 
29 

19% 

13 
24 
17 

17 
17 
14 
35 

16 
19 
36 

11% 

13 
10 
11 

3 
13 
14 
24 

15 
..., 
t 

0 

1Random sample of 109 Fourth Quarter 1977 re1easees from North Carolina Department 
of Corrections. 

Source: North Carolina Employment Security Commission wage entitlement data. 
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Exhibit 6-3 

Regularity of Employment in 1978 Among 1977 
Male Releasees (Measure l4b)1 

Quarters with earnings Reported to ESC 
Releasees 

None 1 or 2 

All 33% 30% 

bX age 

26 39 
16-21 25 33 22-30 

37 29 
31+ 

bX time served 

43 37 
0- 6 months 

26 30 
7-12 months 25 

13-24 months 32 

25+ months 22 11 

by number of prior 
incarcerations 

34 29 
0 

30 33 
1 21 
2+ 36 

lRandom sample of 109 Fourth Quarter 1977 releasees from North Carolina 

of Corrections. 
Source: North Carolina Employment Security Commission wage entitlement 
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3 or 4 

37% 

35 
41 
34 

20 
43 
34 
67 

37 
37 
43 

Department 

data. 
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do slightly better on release. The sample size in our North Carolina test 

was too small to interpret these data with confidence, however. 

~10ther comparison of potential interest to corrections managers is 

how the post-release earnings of inmates stack up against the average 

incomes of never-incarcerated individuals. All states publish information 

on per capita personal income, median family income, income levels 

considered poverty line for that state, and so on. Corrections departments 

could use wage entitlement or revenue data to calculate approximate "per 

capita" incomes of ex-offenders, and compare these to statewide per 

capita incomes. Revenue data would work best in this comparison because 

they include all income rather than just income earned ia', jobs covered by 

unemployment insurance. 

DATA COST AND QUALITY 

Data for these measures can be obtained through the following 

procedures: 

1. Decide what groups of inmates to compare to each other on post-

release employment success. For instance, a department could 

compare parolees to unconditional re1easees, or graduates of some 

in-prison vocational training programs with th~se who received no 

training. Select as many mutually exclusive groups as desired, 

but remember that the more groups, the larger the total sample 

must be, and the more work the Departments of Economic Security 

and Revenue (DES/REV) must do. 

2. Select a random sample of re1easees from within each of the 

groups designated in Step 1. Subsamples should contain about 

100 inmates per group (four groups thus require a total sample 

I 
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size of approximately 400 releasees). We suggest 100 as the 

smallest number of inmates per groups based on expected cell 

size in the different income categories (see Step 4 below). 

Also,DES/REV needs to maintain confidentiality with respect 

to any information that might be attributable to individuals. 

Therefore, any data summary expected to contain cell sizes 

of less than 10 individuals would probably be unacceptable 

to DES/REV in most states. Larger sample sizes will increase 

the confidence one can have in the results you get. 

3. Prepare a list of the social security numbers in each sub

sample to send to DES/REV (if you had four groups, and had 

therefore generated four subsamples, you would send four lists 

of social security numbers to DES/REV). 

Decide, probably in consultation with DES/REV, what levels of 

---r---~---.--- -,-- .... --

. Our North Carolina test used income to use as categor1es. 

four categories: those with no reported income; those with 

reported incomes between $1 and $1999; between $2000 and $4999, 

and $5000 and over. We used the results of our North Carolina 

test to derive the sample sizes recommended in Step 2. We 

looked for the income category containing the smallest number 

of releasees, which turned out to be those with incomes over 

$5000. Eleven percent of the sample fell into this category, 

To assure the confidentiality of DES/REV information and to 

have confidence in the results of this procedure, cells must contain 

at least ten individuals. If eleven percent of the sample are 

'expected in the smallest cell, a sample size of at least 100 

will be needed to assure ten people in the smallesG cell 
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(100 x 11% = 11 people). Therefore, we recommend samples 

of at least 100 inmates for each group to be assessed for post-

release employment success. 

5. Send the lists of social security numbers and the income 

categories to DES/REV. To make DES/REV's job easier, include 

a blank table such as Exhibit 6 -4, so that DES/REV only needs 

to fill in the cells with numbers and percentages. 

6. DES/REV does a computer search, by social security numbers, 

identifies the incomes of releasees, fills in the blank table 

with the appropriate distributions (i.e., the number, of 

persons in each square of the table), and returns the 

completed table to the corrections department. This means 

that the corrections department will not know post-release 

income information for individual releasees, but will know 

the overall success rates of each subsample, and of the 

entire sample of releasees. 

Cost. Developing the list of social securi,ty numbers for each sub-

s~mple (assuming the corrections data system maintains a computerized record 
. " 

of them) requires approximately one person-week per year of a corrections 

analyst's time to do the computer programming, data analysis, and display 

involved for a sample of 500 releasees per year. Our estimates from our North 

Carolina test indicate it will take a Department of Economic Security or 

a Revenue Department approximately one person-week per year for a sample 

of 500 to supply the income information after receiving the social security 

numbers from corrections. 

Coverage. Since access to these data rely on social security numbers, 

coverage is the proportion of' releasees with known social security numbers. 
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Exhibit 6-4 

SAMPLE TABLE OF POST-RELEASE EMPLOYMENT SUCCESS 
TO BE COMPLETED BY A DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC SECURITY OF DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE 

INCOME LEVEL FOR THE PERIOD 

SUB SAMPLES $0 $1 - $1999 $2000 - $4999 $5000 - More 

N % N 
% N % N % 

Parole + Training (N=100) 

Parole but no Training (N=lOO) 

No Parole + Training (N=lOO) 

I 
No Parole and No Training (N=100) I 

I 
TOTALS 

• • 

TOTALS 

100 

100 

100 

100 

400 
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In North Carolina this was 80 percent. Coverage is under Department of 

Corrections control, since it can decide to record or establish a social 

security number for all inmates if it wants to. 

Reliability and Missing Information. In our North Carolina test, we 

tried both data sources. Data from DES and Revenue agreed on the level 

of releasees' earnings about 80 percent of the time. Since these 

departments will not release information that could be associated with 

particular individuals, this "agreement" between data sources means that 

if one source says a releasee earned between $2000-$4999, there was an .80 

probability that the other source said the same. There is really no 

feasible way to combine the information from the two sources, so correc-

tions departments should report the results separately if they use both 

sources. Any average earnings levels reported using DES or Revenue 

data should be qualified to indicate the probable inaccuracies in the data. 

With respect to the error rate of transcribing information (social 

security numbers) from corrections records to subsample lists, we found 

only 2-3% mistakes, which is an acceptable error rate. 

Measures l4a and l4b have the following problems: 1) Individuals 

without known social security numbers cannot be included. 2) DES data 

cover only those occupations covered by unemplo)~ent insurance. They do 

not include income from uncovered occupations such as railroad or govern-

jobs. 3) Income from some occupations (e.g., agricultural, household 

domestic, construction, and church) :ts often underreported to DES by 

employers, and these occupations figure strongly in the types of work 

often done by ex-prisoners. 4) Data from the Revenue Department depend 

on self-report by ex-prisoners when they file tax returns, but cover the 

• 
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types of income potentially omitted from DES records. 5) Revenue files tend 

to omit some percentage.of low-income people whose incomes fall below the 

mandatory filing cut-off ($2,000 in North Carolina). Ex-inmates may be over-

represented in this group. 

Despite these weaknesses, the partiaJ compensations that could be 

achieved by using both DES and Revenue as complementary data sources and 

the absence of any viable alternative source of information on post-

release employment success make DES/Revenue data a very attractive source 

for these measures. 

Timing. Because prisons release inmates continuously throughout the 

year, post-release.periods checked for employment success will not be 

exactly comparable for all ex-offenders. For instance, suppose a department 

wants to det~rmine the employment success during the four quarters of 1978 

for inmates released during 1977. For inmates released in January 1977, 

1978 would be the second year out, but would be the first year out for 

those released in December. It isn't fair to lump these experiences 

together, since employment stability may be very different for the first 

twelve months post-release and the second twelve months. Parole require-

ments may force inmates to work during the irr~ediate post-release months 
. "'~ 

-r.JhGnthey are on ·parole-.> People not on parole may have difficulty find-

ing work, and may not stabilize for several months post-release. It is 

very desirable therefore to shorten the period of release from a whole 

year to one quarter. This will hold to a minimum, the discrepancies in ad-

justment time between inmates released early and late in the period. 

We recolamend selecting samples of re1easees from among those inmates 

released during a single calendar quarter. If a department expects to use 

both DES and Revenue data, it will be best to use fourth-quarter re1easees, 
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for the next full calendar year (or the second, and check employment success 

third, etc., calendar year). Using the four quarters of DES data and the 

calendar-year basis of revenue data will then produce equivalent follow-up 

periods. If it wants to use only DES data, it would not be constrained by 

calendar years as with Revenue data, and therefore could obtafn information 

on post-release performance during any four-quarter period that was conve

nient to both corrections and DES personnel. Using only fourth-quarter re

leasees may introduce some bias into the samples, because these releasees 

may differ from those released in other quarters. If a department uses 

fourth-quarter releasees only, compare the demographic characteristics of 

the sample with those for other releasees to assess any ways the sample 

may differ from the general characteristics of all releasees. If differences 

occur you will then need to interpret the results keeping these in mind. 

ALTERNATIVES 

Using DES/REV files may at first appear not only new but unduly 

sophisticated. However, this procedure actually costs less, is more 

accurate, covers more releasees, and lends itself more to regular and 

repeated use than alternative approaches. 

Use of Parole Records. Unfortunately, the parole records of most 

states have significant shortcomings for Measures l4a and l4b. First, not 

all inmates go out on parole, nor do all inmates initially on parole 

remain on parole for the same amount of time. Some stay on parole for 

only a month or two. States vary in the average length of time they 

maintain inmates on parole, but only very few states would be able to 

track a significant proportion of inmates past the first year post-release 

because a significant proportion of inmates leave parole custody during 
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their second year out. Second, parole files often miss substantial 

proportions of the information needed for these measures. In our tests, 

data had never been recorded or were sometimes recorded in the wrong place. 

In many cases parole supervision forms were not in the files. Third, in 

our tests in North Carolina, errors in transcribing key information about 

wage or employment status affected the accuracy of our findings for 30 or 

40 percent of our parole sample. Because official forms often were missing, 

information came from chance references in paragraphs of other documents 

in the records. This meant a complete reading of each record to find 

what information existed, and resulted in very slow as well as incomplete 

data retrieval. From our test in North Carolina and review of the data 

quality in other states' parole records, we concluded that states will 

only be able to use parole records as a feasible source of data for 

Measures l4a and l4b if they: 

• Have computerizrad parole records; and 

• Are reasonably certain their parole officers do in fact 
complete all forms and supply the needed information; and 

• Place most inma.tes on parole and inmates stay on parole 
for long enough to provide an adequate follow-up period. 

If a state wants to use parole reports for these measures, we recom-

mend a computerized system such as Florida's. Exhibit 6-5 shows Florida's 

reporting form, which a parole officer completes for each parolee every 

six months. All information reported in the boxes on this form enters 

the computer. Exhibit: 6-6 illustrates the type of performance feedback 

possible with computerized parole records, using a measure of employment 

status (employed full-time, part-time, underemployed, etc.). Florida's 

reporting system would also make computation of Measures l4a and l4b 

possible. 
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Exhibit 6-5 

Fl.ORIDA OEPARTMEhrW'CORRECTlor.s 

Progress 
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Exhibit 6 ... 6 

INMATES ONDER PAROLE SUPERVISioN F"f 1977-78 
PERCENTAGE OF VOCi\.TIONALtoY CE.~TIFICi\.'!'ED AND NON 

CERTIFICATED INMATES BY EMPLO'rn..~ STATUS 

2.5 2.4 

St1Jdent 

___ .... 1 Certificated ~ Non-Certificated 

Source: Job History Follow-up Study, Bureau of Planning, Research 
and Statistics, Florida Department of Correction, June 25, 1979. 
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Follow-up interviews of a sample of releasees would provide the most com-

, h {nd~cators of rehabilitation, such as marital stability plete data, s~noeot er. • 

or stability of living arrangements, could also be collected fr.om releasees 

1 However, cost of follow-up interviews on a regular basis is themse. ves. 

h d t ' s departmen~ presently does routine follow-up very hig , an no correc 10n -

on releasees after they leave parole custody. Good estimates of the cost of 

doing follow-up interviews run between $100 and $200 per interview to obtain 

a 70 percent response rate. Mlathods to cut these costs of in-person interviews 

which work with non-prison populations do not work well with ex-offenders. 

The experiences of our advisory group members with mail and telephone tech

niques indicates that typical mail rates of response range from 5 to 10 

percent, while typical mail/telephone com~ination rates range from 20 to 40 

percent. Since responders to either of these approaches are almost. certainly 

a biased subset of all releasees (probably toward the more stable and law

abiding end), a corrections departme.nt could not meaningfully interpret 

results from such incomplete returns unless it was willing to count all non

responders as unemployed or otherwise failing to perform adequately. 
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REC ID IV I sr·, 

RELEASEES REH~CARCERATI=!) I~l PRISO~! ~'HTHIrl X YEARS 
TOTAL MUMBER OF RELEASEES DURING BASE PERIOD 

We recommend a measure based on reincarceration as the basic recidivism 

measure because the data for it are routinely available to corrections 

departments. Data for any measure based on arrests or convictions are 

presently difficult to obtain and, if available, are of uncertain complete-

ness. They may also pose some serious problems of coding and interpreta-

tion. However, if and when a state develops an operational statewide 

reporting system containing arrest and conviction information, it should 

consider the alternative measures discussed below. The alternative 

measures, based on arrests and reconvictions rather than reincarcerations, 

capture a higher proportion of releasees' criminal behaviors, since many 

arrests and some reconvictions do not lead to reincarceration but should 

still be counted as evidence of new crimes. Recidivism measured by arrests 

or convictions will also appear faster than incarceration data ~ince the 

legal system takes some time to process offenders from arrest to rein-

ca..rcerationo Thus measures based on rearrest or reconviction meet 

criteria of completeness and timeliness better than a reincarceration-

based measure and should be preferred if the data exist to calculate them. 

Finally, all measures of recidivism probably undercount new crimes by 

releasees, since many crimes will never result in arrest. A statewide 

reporting system may omit minor offenses involving only jail sentences; 

Minnesota's system does not record these incidents. And measures based on 

known crimes :i.n a single state or jurisdiction leave out any new crimes 

co~~itted elsewhere. 
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We recommend Heasure l5a based on reinca"rcerations because, to counter .. 

balan.ce its obvious gaps in coverage, Measure l5a has one c'verwhelming 

advantage: corrections departments already have complete access to the 

data relevant to constructing the measure for returns to prison in the 

same state. No other recidivism measure is so easily and reliably available. 

(Correction department files do miss reincarcerations in other states and 

county or city jail terms in any state.) 

For the measure to be timely for cor~ections purposes, a one-year 

reporting period seems appropriate, followed by annual reestimation of 

the failure rate for each cohort of releasees at 24 and 36 months post-

release. 

Each releasee should have the same amount of time to demonstrate his 

success or failure. That is, each releasee should be assessed 12, 24 

or 36 months after the date he is actually released. Unfortunately those 

corrections departments which presently measure recidivism most often use 

the percentage of releasees during a one-year base period who were reincar-

cerated by the end of some subsequent year. Some people released early 

in the base period year will have had as much as one full year more in the 

community than those released toward the end of the base period. Thus, 

their success or failure will not be fully comparabV~ to persons released 

late in the base year. Measure l5a avoids this lack of uniformity in the 

follow-up period for assessing success or failure. 

A measure based on reincarcerations will include non-crime parole 

revocations as well as releasees returned for new crimes. A corrections 

department can decide to ignore this distinction, or to report each type 

of reincarceration separately. Exhibit ·;-7 and 6-8 from Minnesota 

-
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Exhibit 6-7 

PERCENTAGE OF RETURNS TO INSTITUTIONS 
As of January 1, 1980 (N-942) 

• 

• • 

O"~~H~C~F-~S~T*V"--~~H~C~F~-S~C~L~--~~NC~F~-~SI~~K~--~~~W~R~~----~H~C~F-~L-L~----~O-T~HE*R-S .. ----.nA~LL--'N~S-T~.---
(297) (207) (55) (77) (272) (3,.) (9"2) 

I NST ITUT IONS 

Source: Minnesota Department of Corrections Report, March, 1980. 
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Exhibit 6-8 1 
"J PAROLE RETURNS (24-36 MONTH FOLLOW-UP) ,1 

359 (38%) Returnees of 942 Paroled in 1977 .c, 
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Department of Corrections illustrate both ways of displaytng Heasure l5a. 

Exhibit 6-7 shows combined reincarcerations, while Exhibit 6-8 separates 

parole revocations from returns for new cr;mes. A d • epartment may also 

want to divide revocations into those due to renewed criminal activity 

and those due to technical violations. This distinction may be particu

larly important for policy-making because a corrections department can set 

policy governing revocations, perhaps discouraging returns to prison for 

non-criminal parole violations. 

POTENTIAL DATA SOURCES 

Corrections departments will have all the data for Measure l5a in 

individual inmate records. Each record shows the data of release. If 

the inmate returns to prison, the record will also show the date of 

reincarceration. To construct Measure l5a the analyst uses either manual 

or computerized techniq~es to calculate the time lapsed between the two 

dates for reincarcerated offenders, and counts those who do not return 

within a specified period of time post-release as "successes." (See below 

under "Data Cost and Quality" for ways to make these calculations.) Since 

most corrections departments already routinely record the number of 

releases during a given quarter or year, they already have the denominator 

of Measure l5a. 

USING THIS MEASURE 

The simplest use of Measure 15a takes all inmates released during a 

given year and asses.ses what percentage have returned to prison within 12 

months. Changes in performance would show up as increases or decreases 

in the recidivism rate from one year's releasees to ~he next year's group. 

"' • 
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Most corrections departments want feedback on recidivism quickly, but 

also want to know what proportion of releasees' return over a longer time 

span such as two or three years. Measure l5a can provide this feedback 

by tracking the releasees from a particular year through several follow~ 

up periods. Exhibit 6~7 illustrates such a tracking system developed by 

the Minnesota corrections department. Minnesota assesses the proportion 

recidivating at 6-month intervals up to two years post-release. By examin

ing the patterns of when people return to prison, officials may be able 

to spot times during which releasees are particularly vulnerable to 

recidivating. Parole programs might then focus on relieving the strains 

of these periods. The bulk of returns to prison appear to occur during the 

first year post-release, and thus may, be amenable to change by changing 

parole practices. 

Exhibit 6-7 and 6.,.8 both use Measure l5a to identify differences i.n 

performance among facilities. Each bar represents a different Minnesota 

facility. Performance differences like those in Exhibits 6-7 and 6~8 

should stimulate thinking about how to bring the poorer performers more in 

line with the better ones. 

Corrections departments might also be interested in the relative 

success or return to crime of releasees who participated in particular 

training programs while in prison, or of those who went out on parole 

versus those unconditionally released. These uses of Measure 15a parallel 

those of Measures 14a and 14b on post-release employment success. Each 

assesses the post-release effects of prison programs, and may lead to 

improvement efforts in programs with poorer records. 
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Exhibit 6-9 

RETURNS BY TYPES OF OFFENSE AND VIOLATION 
J49 (34%) Returned of 1015 Parolees 

• • • 

REVOCATION 
(23' of P.roloes) 

NEW OFFENSE 
(11* of Parolees) 

Prop. • 
Property 
Offenses 

Pers. • 
Offenses 
Against 
Person 

O"~--"--"~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~"~~~~~"~~~~~ 
Prop. Pen.· Prop. Pen. Prop. Pen. Prop. Pen. Prop. Pen. Prop. Pers. 

HCF-STW 
(338) 

HCF-SCL HCF-LL WR OTHERS ALL itl5T. 
(228) (278) (74) (97) (1.015) 

INSTITUTION BY TYPE OF OfFENSE 

Source: Minnesota Department of Corrections Report, March, 1980. 
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Other comparisons likely to interest corrections managers would 

compare the post-release employment of inmates with certain chazacteris-

tics, such as those young and old at release, or those whose commitment 

offense involved property versus crimes against personso Exhibit 6-9 

shows that the rate of return to prison of releasees originally convicted 

of property offences exceeds that of offenders against persons, so the 

greatest share of rehabilitation activities should be directed at the 

property offenders. 

DATA COSTS Alit ~UALITY 

Developing a computer program to search corrections records and 

produce the appropriate calculations will give the most reliable and 

easiest readings on Measure l5a. S i . av ngs .ar~sing from repeated use of 

the measure w:'.\l more than offset th i . . 1 e n~t~a investment to develop the 

computer program. Minnesota Department of Corrections has recently 

developed such a program, which produces reincarceration rates (Measure 

l5a) for each 6-month period up to 24 months post-release for all offenders 

released in a given calendar year. 

The program perf~rms the following operations: 1) identifies all 

inmates released during the base period; 2) searches records for each 

releasee to see if he has returned to prison by the date of the computer 

search; 3) compares date of return to date of release for all recidivists, 

and calculates number of days between release and return; 4) classifies 

all returnees into categories (e.g., return within six months, returned 

within 18 months); 5) formats and prints out the data display (Exhibits 

6-7, 6-8 and 6-9). M;nne t d • so a programme several other reports at the same 

time they programmed the recidivism data for t1easure l5a. Their experience 

~ ---"0-. ----__ ~-----------------------------------
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suggests that between 20 and 25 days of programmer time would be adequate 

to develop computerized reporting of Measure l5a. All departments with 

computerized inmate records should be able to develop such a procedure. 

After making the initial investment, subsequent uses of Measure l5a would 

require no oore than one day of analyst time each time one ran the program. 

If a departm·ent does ~ computerize inmate records , it could still 

use manual procedures on a sample of releasees to estimate recidivism on 

the basis of actual time elapsed since release. All data necessary for 

this task should be in inu~te files. Based on our experience with manual 

searches of inmate records in both North Carolina and Minnesota, it will 

take approximately two staff days for each 100 inmates to locatE.. t'ec:ords, 

ex.tract needed: information, calculate time from release to return for 

inmates recidivating, and format a data display of the results. Manual 

retrieval will probably cost more eventually than comput~rized analysis, 

especially for large sys·tems where one would need to manually cneck the 

recidivism history of many hundreds of inmates. But in lieu of cumputer-

ized inmate records, manual calculation of Measure l5a is possible, and 

better than nothing. 

ALTERNATIVES 

Measure l5a represents a compromise between a desirable and an 

obtainable recidivism measure. As described above, Measure l5a has 

numerous weaknesses which result in underestimates of actual recidivism. 

If a state wants a more accurate indicator of new criminal activity among 

its prison releasees, measures including arrests and/or convictions and 
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contacts with the laH in other states would be preferable to one based 

solely on same-state incarcerations. These would be: 

~1~ASURE 15B: 

~·1F.ASURE lSc: 

RELEASEES R~ARRESTED WITHIN X YEARS 
ALL RF.LEASEES DURING SASE PERIOD 

R~LEASEES RECONVICTED WITHIN X YEARS 
ALL RELEASEES DURING BASE PERIOD 

We considered the folloHing possible sources of data for information 

on arrests and convictions. Each has Heaknesses, but states interested in 

Measure lSb and l5c might be able to reduce or live Hith the drawbacks of 

one or bot:l-t alternatives. 

FBI "rap sheet" data, either manual or computerized. Local law 

enforcement jurisdictions send information on felony and serious misde-

meanor arrests, convictions and incarcerations to the FBI. The FBI main-

tains a "rap sheet" on each criminal. Fingerprint codes provide positive 

identification of individuals. The FBI has both computerized and non-

computerized rap sheets. Use of non-computerized rap sheets for research 

purposes means an FBI employee must find large numbers of rap sheets, 

reproduce them, and send them to the researcher. Some state corrections 

departments have access to the computerized n~.p f·,heets through special 

LEAA computerized crim1.l1al history (CCH) grants. 

The advantages of rap laheet data are: 

• They include information on arrests and convictions as 

Hell as reincar:cerations. 

• They contain data from all states. 

The disadvantages are: 

• Completeness of reporting depends on local and state 

agencies, which are supposed to report felonies and 
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"serious misdemeanors" (defined locally, not nationally), 

but \vhich vary greatly in their reporting diligence and 

completeness. The rap sheets miss many arrests, convictions 

and incarcerations, and also do not tell, for approximately 

half the arrests recorded, Hhether the arrest led to convic-

tion or incarceration. 

• The non-computerized rap sheets require a lot of FBI 

time when used for research purposes. The FBI has 

sometimes been Hilling to provide large numbers of 

rap sheets at one time, but sometimes it has not been 

Hilling. The more we tried to get a reliable answer 

about Hhether states could count on using FBI rap 

sheets for data to compute Measures l5b and l5c, the 

more people told us one could not predict hOH the 

FBI Hould react. States interested in using this 

data source will have to negotiate Hith the FBI themselves. 

• For the computerized ~ap sheets, Hhich are the only 

practical source of rap sheet information on a routine 

baSis, lag tmles of between eight months to two years 

occur between the actual event and the time it appears 

on the computerized record. 

Stape criminal identification bureau records. The LEAA push to develop 

computerized offender-based tracking systems (OBTS) may eventually result 

in a statewide data base that would contain arrest and conviction as well 

as incarceration data. Unfortunately for the purposes of computing 

Heasures l5b and l5c, some states do not plan to develop OBTS and develop-

ment has been SIOH in states that ar.~ trying. 
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Minnesota, one of our test sites, has an operational OBI'S. It is 

d d f 1 arrests and all subsequent events (conviction, suppose to recor e ony 

probation, incarceration, sentence length, parole or release) in that 

arrest cycle. Arrests not resulting in conviction are dropped after two 

years. Computerization began in mid-1977. 

A 

We tested the Minnesota OBTS as a data source for constructing 

Measures l5a, l5b and l5c. We found it feasible to use but not ideal. 

state interested in pursuing OBTS to get data for these measures should 

be alert to the following possible problems which mayor may not occur in 

a state's OBTS. 

• 

• 

• 

"Computerized" means only that a computer searches OBTS 

files to see if the person on whom you want information 

has a criminal record. If he does, OBTS prints out all 

its information 0 An analyst must still read each record 

to determine what has happened to each person since releaseo 

This process takes time, and pressures for sampling releasees 

rather than examining every releasee's recordo 

Parole dates did not always match those from the corrections 

department. 

Dates sometimes do not coincide, so that one finds records 

of convictions, incarcerations and releases without neces

sarily finding the original arrest, or finds a new arrest 

when there is no notation that the persor. has been released 

from prison (often these are formal charges made after 

incarceration for crimes committed earlier). 

If··· 
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• Information is packaged in "arrest cycles," showing all 

events (conviction, probation, incarceration, release) re-

lated to the particular arrest in question. The sequence of 

events is sometimes confusing, as when a person already in 

prison for Charge A is "arrested" for Charge B, which he 

committed before entering prison, while still serving a 

prison term. 

• Some felony arrests are not reported to state identi-

fication bureau files (in Minnesota, these include crimes 

for which an offender is a?prehended on a warrant or 

citation rather tha~ being officially booked). 

• Some misdemeanor arrests get into the files, although 

they are not supposed to be there. 

• OBTS does not record reincarcerations due to parole 

revocation unless there are new criminal charges (30% 

of the reincarcerations in our random sample of 100 

inmates released in 1978 were revocations that did not 

appear in OBTS records). 

If a state has a computerized OBTS system, one day of analyst time will 

be needed to draw a random sample of releasees, one to two days of clerical 

time per 100 releasees to retrieve a computerized record on each releasee 

from the state criminal identification bureau files; three to five days of 

analysis time per 100 releasees to abstract the relevant data from the 

computerizzd records and construct the measures o This totals five to eight 

days of mostly professional time for each 100 sampled releasees per year o 

Sample size will depend on the number of releasees and the number of years 

you want to follow-up. Sampling appears necessary because analyzing the 

- ~-- -~------ ---~--~ - ~--;r- -
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OBTS records and constructing the measures takes so much time. Data can 

be reliably abstracted from the computerized records, but it takes time 

and care. 

Finally, to assess the completeness of OBTS records we checked our OBTS 

findings on reincarceration against the Minnesota Corrections Department's 

own reincarceration records. For a sample of 99 randomly selected 1978 

releasees, we found that OBTS records contained 14 reincarcerations, while 

d d h d 20 OBTS records t hus underestimate corrections epartment recor s s owe • 

reincarceration by 30 percent. A department using its own state's OBTS 

should conduct a similar test for completeness before relying on OBTS 

data. It. should seek reasons for the underestimation, and correct estimates 

from OBTS data if possible. For instance, all six reincarcerations missed 

by OBTS arcse from parole violations which didn't include new criminal 

charges. Minnesota could therefore feel quite confident in OBTS complete

ness with respect to criminal charges leading to reincarceration. Because 

construction of the measure from these data takes considerable time and 

effort even if a state has a functional computerized OBTS system, we do 

not recommend it as a primary measure. But OBTS does provide a viable 

possible source of data to use in constructing Measures l5b and. l5c. We, 

therefore, include this data source and Measures l5b and l5c which OBTS 

makes possible, as alternatives for states to consider if they want 

measures of recidivism beyond those based on reincarcerations. 

I :,;' 
j 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

COSTS 

In Chapters 2 through 6 we discussed each measure and estimated the 

annual costs, accuracy, and possible uses for each. All cost estimates 

derive from our tests of measurement procedures in Minnesota and North 

Carolina. This chapter describes start-up costs for imple,.mem:ing any 

system, plus costs for three different measurement packages--a basic 

package, a package which includes an inmate survey, and a comprehensive 

package covering several desirable alternative measures as well as the 

basics. A corrections agency might decide to begin. its performance 

measurement system with the smallest package and subsequently build up to 

the more extensive (and expensive) options. For the sake of consistency, 

the annual cost estimates in each case refer to a facility housing 500 

inmates. Departments can adjust our figures for smaller or larger 

facilities, or for their entire system. After presenting the three 

measurement packages, we give estil1lates of cost for a relatively small 

corrections system (2000 inmates) and a relatively large system (15,000 

inmates). 

START-UP COSTS 

Chapter 1 outlined a procedure for setting up a performance measure

ment system, including a work group of high-level corrections managers and 

a coordinator. With four people in the work group, plus the coordinator, 

each contributing about 2 months of effort to fully consider each measure, 

'. 
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the initial phase of implementation would require about 10 to 12 months 

of staff time. The coordinator should exp~ct to spend at least another 3 

I 

months 'to work out decails, develop procedures and reporting systems, alert 

facility personnel to data collection requirements, and similar activities. 

Thus departments should expect start-up expenses to run about 12-15 months 

of reasonably high-level staff time. 

THE BASIC PACKAGE 

The basic package includes primarily measures for which corrections 

departments are likely to have readily available data, plus the post

release measures (14a, l4b, l5a). The post-release measures require data 

already available in other state agencies or in corrections departments. 

However, constructing the measures themselves will take some significant 

additional computer work. Our cost estimates assume that you now do not 

log ~r computerize any of the information necessary for the basic package 

measures. If you do presently log or computerize information for any of 

the measures, you can reduce our estimates for the cost of our measurement 

package accordingly. Your only investment for information already computer

ized will be the programming time to develop routine reports and data 

displays. 

Measures included: 1. Escape frequency (escape rate) 
2a~ Escape seriousness (new crimes) 
3a. Victimization (assaults and homicides only) 
5a. Overcrowding (percentage overcrowded) 
5b. Overcrowding (privacy) 
6a. Accidents/Injuries (OSHA-defined) 
6b. Accidents/Injuries (OSHA-defined) 
7a. Sanitation (deficiencies) 
7b. Sanitation (serious health hazards) 
8a. Fire safety (deficiencies) 
8b. Fire safety (number of fires) 
9a. Physical health status (hospitalizations) 
9b. Physical health status (sick days) 

l .~-. 

) . 

9c. 
lOa. 
lOb. 
lla. 
llb. 
12. 
l4a. 
l4b. 
l5a. 
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Physical health status (deaths) 
Mental health status (suicides/attempts) 
Mental health status (medications) 
Basic skills acquired (G.E.D.s) 
Basic skills acquired (literacy, etc.) 
Vocational skills acquired 
Post-release employment success (earnings)' 
Post-release employment success (stability) 
Recidivism (reincarceration only) 

Cost to log all necessary entries: 5 days per year. if a log entry 

takes 5 minutes to make. (See Appendix B for samples of log formats to use 

for recording the information needed for these measures.) These entries will 

of course be distributed over many corrections personnel, depending on 

which information for which measure is being logged. We base this estimate 

on the frequency of most of the phenomena being logged. In our tests most 

incidents for the measures in this package occurred only occasionally to 

a, minority of inmates. 

Cost to make quarterly tallies for each measure: 5-7 staff days per 

year per facility. This estimate assumes one hour per quarter for each 

measure requiring quarterly tallies (Measures 1, 3a, 6a, 6b, 9a, 9b, 9c, lOa, 

lOb, lla, lIb, 12). 

Cost for data analysis and preparation of data displays: 20-25 staff 

days per year. This estimate assumes 5-7 staff days to prepare Measures 

l4a and l4b on post-release employment Sl:~cess, but Aoes not include the 

additional 5 staff days of Departmeri.t of Economic Sl .lrity/Department of 

Revenue time needed to supply the data. Much of this data analysis time 

will not expand significantly whether you do the job for a single 500-

bed facility or a whole system. The larger the system, the less time per 

facility central office data analysts will have to spend to produce the same 

analyses. Once the data from each facility are reported to the central 
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office, our tests indicate that even for a system the size of North 

Carolina's (lS,OOO inmates and 79 facilities), data analysis would not take 

more than 2 or 3 months of staff time every year. 

TOTAL COST: 30-40 staff days per year for a SOO-bed facility, assuming you 
do not now assemble any necessary information anyw'here. 

THE SURVEY PACKAGE 

This package adds a survey of a sample of inmates to the basic 

package. It enables a department to obtain data for these additional 

measures: 3a. Victimization (rates of all types) 
3b. Victimization (proportion of inmates victimized) 
3c. Victimization (perceptions of safety) 
4a. Prison atmosphere (perceptions) 
4b. Prison atmosphere (CIES) 
Se •. Overc rowding (percep tions) 
9d. Physical health status (screening factors) 
ge. Physical health status (body systems) 

lOco Mental health status (symptoms of mental 
distress) 

These estimates assume you will conduct follow-up medical examinations at 

the same time you administer the survey. Since inmate physical examinations 

are expensive to conduct and to analyze, we giv~ two costs: (1)- the 

"survey" package costs excluding Measures 9d and ge, and (2) including 9d 

and ge. All costs are based on a l2S-inmate sample of a SOO-bed facility. 

Costs for the survey package in addition to the costs for the basic package 

are: 

Cost to schedule and transport (if necessary) inmates, and schedule 

appropriate medical, psychological and other professionals: S staff days 

without 9d and ge; 10 staff days including 9d and ge. 

Cost to administer the survey to inmates: 20-25 psychology staff days. 

Inmates will each spend between 1 and 2 hours completing the survey form 

and medical examination. 

'. • 
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Cost to take medical histories and do laboratory tests (nursing) and 

to give physical examinations (physicians) for Measures 9d and ge: 20 days 
," 

of nursing staff time and 20 days of physician time to examine a sample of 

125 inmates. 

Costs for data preparation (coding), data analysis, and preparation of 

data displays: 15 staff days without Measures 9d and ge; 3S-45 staff days 

with Measures 9d and ge included. Two thirds of the staff time in either 

case is taken up by coding and data preparation. Analysis is computerized 

and, relatively Simple. $200-$300 of computer time will suffice to produce 

the necessary analys~s. 

COST: SURVEY ONLY 2-2.5 staff months per year for a 
sample of l2S inmates 

COST: SURVEY PLUS ~mDICAL 
EXAMINATION -

4.5-S.5 months of staff time per year 
for 125 inmates 

TOTAL 
COST: 

TOTAL 
COST: 

BASIC PACKAGE PLUS 
SURVEY -

BASIC PACKAGE, SURVEY 
AND MEDICAL EXAMINA
TION -

3-4 months 

6-7. S months 

THE COMPREHENSIVE PACKAGE 

This package contains all the measures in the basic package and the 

survey package, plus the following additional desirable measures: 

2b. Escape seriousness (using base expectancy scores) 
5d. Overcrowding (program beds) 
6c. Accidents/injuries (all) 
6d. Accidents/injuries (all) 
8c. Fire safety (dollar loss) 
8d. Fire safety (injuries) 

l3a. Service delivery (diagnoses) 
l3b. Service delivery (medical referrals) 
l3c. Service delivery (appropriate treatment) 
lSb. Recidivism (rearrests) 
lSc. Recidivism (reconvictions) 
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APPENDIX A 

SURVEY PROCEDURES AND QUESTIONNAIRE FORMATS FOR 

MEASURES 3a., 3b, 3c, 4a, 4b, 5e, and lOe 

This appendix contains st:t'.p-by-step procedures for conducting an inmate 

survey, plus questionnaire items and scales designed to provide data for 

Measures 3a, 3b and 3c (victimization and fear of vic:timization); 

Measures 4a and 4b (prison atmosphere); Measure 5e (inmates' sense of 

overcrowding); and Measure lOe (symptoms of mental distress). 

PROCEDURES FOR CONDUCTING A SURVEY 

1. Decide which measures you want to include. 

The working group assembled to guide the performance measurement 

effort should decide which goal areas they want to measure using 

questionnaire techniques. They should then read the questionna.ire 

formats provided in this appendix and decide which specific items or 

scales they want to use, whether they want to modify any items (the 

CIES and Hopkins Symptom Check List scales should not be modified 

since their validity depeudson using them as they were developed), 

and, if so, what new items they wish to suC<stitute. 

2. Decide whom to survey and how and when you will administer the 
survey form. 

== The three issues of whom, how, and when to survey are interrelated . 
. -

The major alternatives, along with their advantages and disadvantages, 

are: 

• If every inmate must keep a private appointment with 
a counselor, teacher, unit administrator, or any other 
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staff person at least once after admission. administer 
the survey form at the time they keep this appointment. 
You can take a random sample of inmates, or survey all 
inmates. The biggest advantage of this option is that 
you will not have to arrange separate procedures for 
giving the survey. Its drawbacks are that data collection 
may extend over a long time period (if the appointment 
process goes on all year long), and that inmates will 
probably have spent varying periods of time in prison when 
they take the survey. You can correct for the former 
drawback by sampling only those appointments scheduled 
for a single month or two during the year. The latter 
drawback will disappear if the appointments routinely occur 
after some specified time period, such as six months 
after admission and annually thereafter. Unfortunately, 
although this alternative for administering the survey 
form has the lowest need for additional procedures, most 
corrections departments do not now provide all inmates 
with a routine annual review or private appointment with 
a prison official. Few departments will, therefore, be 
able to take advantage of this mode of administering an 
inmate survey at the present time. 

Administer the survey to a sample of (or all) inmates as a 
routine part of pre-release preparations. This option will 
bias your data toward the responses of shorter-term inmates. 
since, in any given year, more short-termers get ~u7 than. 
long-termers. Also, if you use a pre-release adm~n~strat~on, 
you will not be able to use Measure lOe (symptoms 0: mental 
distress) since inmates' mental states at release d~ffer 
considerably from whatever mental distress they may feel 
during the bulk of their sentence. Heasure lOe will prov~de 
the most meaningful feedback for decision-making about pr~son 
conditions only if it reflects the symptoms of mental 
distress occurring While the corrections department can still 
do something about them (i.e., While the inmates experiencing 
distress still have some significant part of their sentence 
left to serve). 

Create special procedures to administer the survey individually 
to a sample of inmates each year. TM.s option gives you a 
reading on all the inmates in prison at a given time, regardless 
of how long they have been or will be there. The performance 
measurement coordinator should decide how many inmates to 
sample from each facility and should set up comput:rized or 
other procedures for selecting a random sample of ~nmates. If 
inmates must be transported to a facility other than the one 
where they live, transportation arrangements and scheduling 
will have to be done. Schedules should also be created for 
the staff people who will administer the survey fo~. See the 
presentation of Measure 3 in Chapter 3 for cost est~mates for 
administering a special survey, based on the test of these 
procedures in North Carolina. 

t .. 
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3. Develop a written protocol describing every step in the survey 
procedure and the personnel involved. 

You will need to communicate the details of the survey procedure 

to each staff person involved. The protocol should in~lude a 

justification for the survey effort and an explanation of how each 

person's assignment, in connection with the survey, assists the overall 

effort. The protocol should cover each step in the survey procedure, 

from sample selection through explanations to inmates, to where to send 

the survey forms after inmates have completed them. After you send the 

protocol to each staff member involved in the survey and give them a 

chance to read it, hold a meeting of relevan.t staff in each facility 

to give them a chance to ask questions and let the coordinator make 

sure that everyone understands what they need to do • 

4. Use the first week of data collection as a trial period. 

Assume that some parts of the survey procedure will go wrong in one 

or more facilities and use the first ~veek of data collection to iron out 

any difficulties. Call the person in each facility who has primary 

data collection responsibility toward the end of the first week and 

discuss each step of the procedure, looking for things that have gone 

wrong or could go wrong. Work out ways to cope with these difficulties 

and share any solutions with the data collection personnel in other 

facilities. 

5. Analyze and interpret the data.. 

Data analysis should follow the comparisons planned for each 

measure by the working group and coordinator. Interpretation can 

occur at two levels--the "eyeball" level and the level of formal 

statistical tests of significant differences. Technical staff should 
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~pply formal significance tests to performance data, and should 

use the results to help management interpret data trends or 

patterns. Presentation.s to top management should probably be done 

with graphic displays rather than with finely detailed tables of 

numbers. 

6. Arrange feedback sessions for all personnel involved in data 
collection. 

The performance measurement coordinator should take special pains 

to assure that all personnel involved in the data collection effort 

learn the results of the survey and their implications for future 

action. Obviously, you should inform each facility superintendent 

and top corrections officials of the survey findings, but feedback 

directly to the people who do the actual work of data collection 

places their activity in a more meaningful context and helps increase 

motivation to do a thorough job of data collection. 

Sampling Considerations 

It is often not necessary to look at every inetance of a behavior or 

every person in a population to get a good idea of performance. For many 

measures, samples of 100 to 200 inmates will give a sufficiently accurate 

picture for a whole system. tole have suggested random samples to assess a 

number of measures proposed in this manual (Measures 3a, 3b, 3c, 4a, 4b, 5e, 

9d ge 10e l5b and l5c) We have _not recommended speciUc samp] e sizes , " . 
because sample size depends on several factors which may vary quite a bit 

among corrections departments. Instead we provide the following discussion 

of sampling considerations. This section gives some simple guidelines for 

making sampling decisions. They will serve corrections departments in 

gaining a general idea of their sampling needs. However, because of the 
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number and complexity of sampling issues, corrections departments should 

consult a sampling expert before beginning a measurement effort based on 

sampling. * 
1. How big a difference do you want to detect? The smaller the differe~ce 

you want to detect with confidence, the larger the sample you need. For 

instance, suppose Manager A believes a 20% increase in assaults is 

significant and should trigger managers' efforts to reduce assaults, 

but is not worried about any increases of less than 20%. Manager B 

believes an increase in assaults of 5% or more is significant. To 

obtain the same level of confidence in the findings of a victimization 

survey, Manager B would need a larger sample than Manager A. As a 

first step in developing a sampling plan, the working group directing 

the performance measurement effort should specify for each measure 

how big a difference they want to be sure to detect. 

2. What level of confidence do you want to feel about the differences you 

* 

detect? The more certain you want to be that the differences you find 

really exist, the larger the sample you need. For instance, suppose 

Manage'r A (in the above example) wants to be 99% sure that a 20% or 

greater difference is really there, while Manager B only wants to be 

90% sure that his 5% difference exists. The level of confidence you 

select is important because decisions to invest resources to correct 

poor performance depend on your findings. Thus Manager A is saying he 

only wants to act to reduce assaults if he detects a 20% or greater 

You may also want to read a simple introduction to sampling such as 
Slonim, N.J. Sampling: A Quick, Reliable Guide to Practical Statistics. 
New York: Simon and Schuster, 1960. 
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increase in assaults from one time to the next, and he only wants one 

the wrong decision and taking action chance in a hundred (1%) of making 

d h t ch Manager B, on the when assaults really haven It -:.ncrease t a mu • 

act as soon ar. the increase is 5% or more and is other hand, w~nts to 

was not really needed) one time out of willing to be wron~ (action 

ten (10%). Managers A and B have thus made policy decisions about how 

t o pursue reduction of inmate victimization. They aggressively they want 

·~l for planning the sample of their decisions. inform the person respons~u e 

st~ll needs one more piece of information before choosing But the sampler .... 

a sample size. 

How often does the phenomenon you want to detect occur in tEe populatio~? 

The more infrequent the phencmenon, the larger the sample size you will 

need to detect a specific difference at a specific level of confidence. 

Suppose that relatively rare phenomena such as assaults happen to only 

2-4% of the prison population during anyone month (this is about the 

t) You W~ll need quite a large sample frequency we found in our tes s • .... 

to start with in order for it to contain enough victimized inmates to 

give you confidence that the rate of assaults has indeed changed or 

remained constant. For instance" in a sample of 100 inmates, you could 

expect to find 2--... inmates who had been victimized within the last 

month. 'X'he last time you took a survey with a 100-inmate sample you 

found 3 victimized inmates. This time you find 4 victimized inmates. 

How much confid.ence do you feel in claiming that the number of 

d 33% ? Alternatively, if you had a victimized inmates has increase o. 

h change from 30 to 40 victimized sample size of 1000 inmates, t e 

inmates would give you somewhat greater confidence that the increase 

really happened. 

A - 7 

If every inmate can give you a reading on the phenomenon you want 

to measure, your sample size may be quite small. For IDany of the 

measures assessing attitudes and perceptions (Measures 3c, 4a, 4b, 5e), 

every inmate has attitudes and perceives the environment in which he 

lives. Sample sizes for these phenomena are governed by the least 

frequent response you expect. See the discussion of sample sizes for 

Measures l4a and l4b for an illustrat:!.on of how this works. 

4. Desired subsamples - a final considerati~n. All of the foregoing 

discussion assumes you want to detect differences for the prison 

population as a whole. But suppose you want to find out about perfor-

mance in each facility, or a~ung all facilities at each security level 

(as we have suggested in relation to many measures in this manual). The 

same sampling considerations apply to subsan:ples as to whole samples. 

If you wa~t to detect differences of the same size with the same level 

of confidence in subsamples as you have just decided for the whole 

sample you will need to apply the same sampling decision rules to 

each subsample of interest. 

As can be seen from even this very simple presentation of sampling 

considerations, determining appropriate sample size is a complex task if 

you want to do it scientifically. Some give-and-take is of course possible 

between policy-setters and samplers. For instance, once the sampler shows 

the policy-setter the sample size required to fulfill the decisions made 

on points 1~4~ the policy-setter may decide to live with less precision, 

bigger detectable differences, less confidence in results, or fewer sub-

samples to reduce the sample size to within budgetary limits. Sampling 

is often pursued in this ad hoc manner. But if you want to be correct (at 

least to begin with), consult a sampling expert. 
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SURVEY OF PRISON INMATES 

This survey asks about things 
that sometimes happen to prisoners. 
Please answer all questions to the 

best of your own knowledge. 

DO NOT PUT YOUR NAME OR NUMBER ON THIS SURVEY. 

This questionnaire provides data for Measures 3a, 3b, 3c and 4a: 

Measure 3a uses Questions 12, 16 and 24 
Measure 3b uses Questions 12, 16 and 24 
Measure 3c u~es Questions 7, 8, 9, 13 and 21 
Measure 4a uses Questions 25 through 35 

Questions 1 - 29 comprise the survey used in the test of procedures 
for Measures 3a, 3b and 3c done in North Carolina. 

A-9 

SURVEY OF PRISON INMATES 

1. How old were you on your last birthday? (Put an X in the right box.) 

o under 18 o 18 to 21 

2. lfuat is your race? 

o 'to.Thite· o Indian 

o Black o Asian 
, 

o 22 to 25 o 26 to 30 

[] Spanish-speaking 

o Other 

3. How much time have you already served in prison this time? 

o over 30 

[] less than 6 months 

[] 6 months up to 1 year 

[J 1 year up to 2 years 

o 2 years up to 5 years 

o 5 years or more 

4. How much longer do you expect to be in prison this time? 

o less than 6 months 0 2 years up to 5 years 

o 6 months up to 1 }'ear 05 years or mor~ 

[J 1 year up to 2 years 

5. Are you natV' living in a maximum, medium or minimum secu.:rj.ty prison? 

o maximum o medium o minimum 

6. Do you live in a: [J single cell (just you) 

[J cell with one cellmate besides yourself 

[] cell with more than one cellmate 

o dormitory 

l-le would like to knOtY how safe you think the prison is where you live now (the 
prison you've just come from, ~ the Diagnostic Center). Please answer the 
rest of this questionnaire about the prison where you live nOtY. 

*7. Do you feel that your personal property is: 

o very safe o pretty safe [J not very safe [] not at all safe 

*8. Do you feel that you are safe fIom being hit, punched or assaulted by other 
inmates? 

o very safe o pretty safe [] not very safe o not at all safe 

*Measure 3c 
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* 9. How much do inmates assault each other where you live now? 

o almost never Deome Oa lot 

10. When was the last time you know about that an inmate assaulted another 
inmate where you live now? (Mark the line with an X to show how long ago.) 

yesterday 1 week 
ago 

1 month 
ago 

6 months 
ago 

O more than 6 
months ago O 

don't know or 
can't remember 

11. WheIl: they are assaulted, ,,~o inmates in y~ur p~ison usually tell a guard 
or officer, or handle it themselves? 

o usually tell a guard o about half and half o usually handle 
it themseives 

**12. Has anyone assaulted you within the last month? 

*13. 

DYes~ 
How many times within the last month? 

o only once 02' or 3 times o 4 times CPi." more 

How much do inmates strongarm or try to intimidate each other where you 
live now? 

o almos t never o some Oa lot 

14. When was the las t time you know about that someone strong,armed OT. tried 
to intimidate another inmate where you live now?·· (Mark the line' with an 
X to show how long ago.) 

yesterday 1 week 
ago 

1 month 
ago 

6 months 
ago O more than 6 

months ago O 
don't knO".v or 
can't r.emember 

15. ~fuen they are strongarmed, do inmates in your prison usually tell a 
guard or officer, or handle it themselves? 

o usually tell a guard o about half and half o usually handle 
it themselves 

**16. Has anyone strongarmed or tried to intimid~te you within the last month? 

*Measure 3c 
**Measures ~3a l.and 3b 

DYe. 
How many times within the last month? 

o only 'on~ 02 or 3 times 04 times or more 

17. How much do inmates use drugs where you live now? 

o almost never o some Oa lot 

18. When was the last time you know about that someone used drugs where you live 
now? (Mark the line with an X to show how long ago.) , 

I I 
I 

.. ~ 

yesterday 1 week 
ago 

1 month 
ago 

6 months 
ago 

O more than 6 
months ago 

don't know or o can't remember 

19. When another inmate tries 'to get them involved in using drugs, do inmates in 
your prison usually tell a guard or off:tcer, or han'dle it themselv~s? 

o usually tell a guard o about half and half o usually handle 
it themselves 

20. Has anyone tried to get you involved in using drugs within the last month1 

DYes~ 
How many times within the last month? 

Donly once 02 or 3 times o 4 times or more 

*21. How much do inmates force other inmates into sexual acts where you live 
. .... __ ., •• ".. . _ •. _ ... __ ~ .• _. • • •. _ •. __ ..... _ •• -. "e·' ..- ~ -- - ._--

now? 

o almes t neve r Dscme o a lot 

22. When was the last time you know about that someone forced another inmate into 
sexual acts where you live now? (Mark the line with an' X to'show how 
Iong ago:) ." . 

yesterday 1 week 
ago 

1 month 
ago 

- I 
6 months 

'ago 
omore than 6 

months ago O 
don't knQ'IN or 
ca.n't remember 

23. When another inmate tries to force them to have sex, do inmates in your prison 
'!sually tell a guard or officer, or handle it themselvt~s? 

o usu~lly tell a guard o about half and half o usually handle 
it themselves 

**24. Has anyone tried to force you to have sex with him within the l~st month? 

·DNo 

*Measure 3c 
**Measures 3a and 3b 

DYe. 
How many times within the last month? 

o only once 02 or 3 times 04 times or more 
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Do you think that more officers or guards would make your prison unit 
a safer place? 

0 No DYes 

Do you feel the officers 

o make violence 
less likely 

or guards in your prison 

o don't make any 
difference 

unit: 

o make violence 
more likely 

In your e~perience, do most serious threats of violence h.appen without 
witness, in front of inmates, or in .front of officers? 

O no 
witnesses D in front of 

inmates D in front of 
officers 

Have i,nmates gottell punished for most' of the violent 0:;: extortionist thirtgs 
they do, for some, or do they get away almost ~vith all of them? 

o get punished for most 0 about half and half [j get away with most of them 

How good are the staff (officers, guards) in your prison unit at: 

Very good Pretty good Pretty bad Very bad 

A. Knowing what goes on 
among inmates 0 0 0 0 

B. Controlling violence 
among inmates 0 0 0 0 

C. Controlling forced sex 
among inmates 0 0 0 0 

D. Controlling strongarming 
or extortion 0 0 0 0 

E. Being consistent about 
enforcing rules 0 0 0 0 F. Enforcing rules fairly 
and evenhandedly 

0 0 0 for ~l inmates 0 
G. Responding to inmate 

requests or 

0 0 0 complaints 0 
H. Catching and punishing 

the real "troublemakers lt 

and "operators" among 

0 0 0 inmates. 0 

tMeasure 4a, staff control aspect. 
I 
I 
I 
, 
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The following questions ask you to use several rating scales. ,Below iS,an example 
of how these scales are used. This particular example involves rat~ng today s weather • 

Example: ~oday's Weather 

Good x ° ° - -------- --- --- Bad 

Cold : X: Hot -----------
Comfortable :: X Uncomfortable ------------

In this example someone has checked the blanks to indicate that he t:hinks that today's 
weather is pretty good, neither hot nor cold, but very uncomfortable. 

All of the questions below will be like the example. The~ot'e strongl~ y~u 
that the word at one end of the scal.e (good, cold, etc.) describes hOT~ you :cde.l;~ 
closer you should place your check, mark toward that end of tbe scale. 

+30. The room, cubicle t cell. or dormitory in which you live. 

Good 

Unattractive 

* Right number 
of people 

Unpleasant 

Well 
Arranged 

· . . . . . » • • • • • ---------
· . . . . . 
• • • a a • 

---~------

· . . ~ . . 
• • a (I • • - - -- - -- ~'---
· . . . . . · . . . . . -------------
• • • • a a 
• a • • a a -----------

Bad 

Attractive 

Too many 
people 

'Pleasant 

Poorly 
Arranged 

, ° ° Comfortable Uncomfortable __ ,: --..f\!-!'.-: __ ! _0 __ 0_. __ . 

Quiet 

* Uncruwded 

Dirty 

Doesn't have 
bugs 

--:-:--:-:--:--:--... 

" • • a \1 a __ , __ o __ a_a_a __ o. __ 

a a a a a a 
a a a • • a -------------
a a a a a a 

__ a_a_a_ .. __ o __ o __ 

Noisy 

Very Crowded 

Clean 

Has bugs 

feel 
the 

No privacy a a • • a a 
• • • • • a --- - ------_._-- Enough priva.cy 

*Measure 5e 
+Measure 4a 
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+31. 

+ 32. 

Good 

Unattractive 

* Right number 
of people 

Unpleasant 

Well 
Arranged 

~. 

The rest of the prison. 

· . . . . . · . . . .. . 
-.".- -------- --- --

• • .. fI • • · . . . .,. . -------------
.. . .. . . . · . . . . . -- ---- --- ------
· . . . . . .. . . . . . --------------

· . . . . . · .. ~ .. .. .. --- ------------
Uncomfortable __ : __ : __ : ___ : ___ : ___ : __ 

Quiet 

* Uncrowded 

Dirty 

Doesn't have 
insects 
(roaches, 
etco ) 

No privacy 

Enough 

Boring 

Well cooked 

Served at 
wrong 
temperature 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ~ ------------ ---

.. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. --------------
· .. .. .. " .. · .. .. .. .. .. --- --- --- --------

.. .. .. .. .. .. __ " __ ° __ ° ___ ° __ ° __ °_-

: : : : : : --------------

The food in the prison where you life. 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. -- --- ---------

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. -- ------------

.. .. . .. .. .. 

.. 0 .. .. .. .. -------- --- ----

.. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. --- ------ -------

Bad 

Attractive 

Too many 
people 

Pleasant 

Poorly 
Arranged 

Comfortable 

Noisy 

Very Crowded 

Clean 

Has insects 
(roaches, etc.) 

Enough privacy 

Not enough 

Interesting, varied 

Poorly cooked (burnt, 
underdone, etco) 

Served at 
rigilt 
temperature 

+ 33. The medical services in 

Available 

Never needed 

Medical staff 
not helpful 

Treatment 
helps your 
illneso or 
complaint 

* Measure 5e 
+ Measure 4a 

: : : : :: Not available 
-:- ------------

: : : : : : -- --- --- --- --- --- ---

.. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ---- -----------

Needed often 

Medical staff 
helpful 

Treatment 
doesn't help your 
illn\!oo 

__ : __ :_: __ :_: ___ :_ or complaint 

+340 

+ 35. 

A-l5 

Program activities. 

I usually have 
'~ork to do .. .. . . . .. · . . . . . ------------
I do not go 
to school 

I have a lot 
of time on my 
hands, 

· . . . . . · . . . . . ------------
· . . . . . · . . . . . --- ----------

There are 
special programs 
(drug programs, 
etc.) for 
inmates who 
need them 

Enough for 
everyone 

Poorly 
scheduled 

Many types of 
activity 

Not fun 

· . . . . . · . . . . . -- - -- --- --- --- ---

Recreational activities. 

· . . . . . · . . . . . ---- -----------
· . . . . . · . . . . . -------------
· . . . . . · . . . . . -- ---.- - --------
· . . . . . · . . . . . -------------

+ Measure 4a 

I do not 
work 

I usually go 
to school 

I am busy 
most of the 
time 

There are no 
special programs 

Not enough for 
everyone 

Well 
scheduled 

Few types of 
activity 

Fun 

., ., 
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CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS ENVIRONMENT 
SCALE (ITEMS AND SCORING KEY) 

(Measure 4b) 

Below is the scoring key for the subs cales of the different forms of 
the Cor~ectiona1 Institutions Environment Scale. The Real program 
(Form R), Ideal program (Form I), and Expectation forms (Form E) are 
directly parallel, and all items are scored in the same direction on 
all three forms. The 36 items included in the Short Form are marked 
with an asterisk. An item listed as "true" (T) is scored 1 point if 
marked "true" by the individual taking the scale, and an item listed 
as "false" (F) is scored I point if marked "false". The total 
subsca1e score is simply the number of items answered in the scored 
direction. 

The Correctional Institutions Environment Scale and Manual have 
been published and are available for interested users (Moos, 1974a). 
Users of the previous 86-item Form C of th CIES should note that 
slight changes have been made in the instrument as presented in the 
Manual (and in the scoring key in this Appendix) to increase its 
utility: (a) four items (numbers 84, 85, 87, and 90, unscored) were 
added to make the CIES an even 90 items; (b) the items were reordered 
both to facilitate hand-scoring and to make the first 36 items the 
Short Form (Form S) items. 

INVOLVEMENT 

Real, Ideal and 
Expectation Form 
Item Number 

1* 

10* 

19* 

28* 

SUPPORT 

2;" 

11* 

20* 

29* 

Scoring 
Direction 

T The residents are proud of this unit. 

T 

T 

F 

F 

T 

T 

T 

Residents here really try to improve 
and get better •. 

Residents on this unit care about 
each other. 

There is very little group spirit on 
this unit. 

Staff have very little time to 
encourage residents. 

Staff are interested in following up 
residents once they leave. 

The staff help new residents get 
acquainted on the unit. 

The more mature residents on this unit 
help take care of the less mature ones. 

A-17 
Measure 4b cont'd. 

EXPRESSIVENESS 

Real, Ideal, and 
Expectation Form 
Item Number 

3* 

12* 

21* 

30* 

AUTONOMY 

4* 

13* 

22* 

31* 

PRACTICAL ORIENTATION 

5* 

14* 

Scoring 
Direction 

T 

F 

T 

T 

T 

T 

F 

T 

F 

T 

23* T 

32* F 

PERSONAL PROBLEM ORIENTATION 

6* T 

15* F 

24* T 

33* T 

Residents are encouraged to show 
their feelings. 

Residents tend to hide their feelings 
from the staff. 

Staff and residents say how they feel 
about each other. 

People say what they really think 
around here. 

The staff act on residents' suggestions. 

Residents are expected to take 
leadership on the unit. 

The staff give residents very little 
responsibility. 

.Residents have a say about what goes 
on here. 

There is very little emphasis on 
making plans for getting out of here. 

Residents are encouraged to plan for 
the future. 

Residents are encouraged to learn new 
ways of doing things. 

There is very little emphasis on what 
residents will be doing after they 
leave the unit. 

Residents are expected to share their 
personal problems with each other. 

Residents rarely talk about their 
personal problems with other residents. 

Personal problems are openly talked about. 

Discussions on the unit emphasize 
understanding personal problems. 
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ORDER AND ORGANIZATION 

Real, Ideal, and 
Expectation Form 
Item Number 

7* 

16* 

25* 

34* 

43 

CLARITY 

8* 

17* 

26* 

35* 

STAFF CONTROL 

9* 

18* 

27* 

36* 

A-18 
Measure 4b cont'd. 

Scoring 
Direction 

T 

F 

F 

T 

F 

F 

T 

T 

F 

T 

F 

T 

T 

The staff make sure that the unit is 
always neat. 

The day room is often messy. 

The unit usually looks a little messy. 

This is a very well organized unit. 

Things are sometimes very disorganized 
around hare. 

. argue with each otheT.. Staff sometl.mes 

If a resident's program is changed, 
someone on the staff always tells 

him why. 'h it 
When residents first arrive on ti, e un , 

someone shows them around and explains 
how the unit operate~, 

Staff are always changing their minds 
here. 

OncE~ a schedule is arranged. for a 
resident, he must follow l.t. 

Residents may criticize staff members 
to their faces. 

Residents will be transferred from this 
unit if they don't obey :he rules. 

All decisions about the unl.t are made 
by the staff and not by the residents. 

;.~ 
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FOR MEASURE lOe 

Mental Distress: Hopkins Symptom Checklist (HSCL) 

~~~~:· ____________________________ ~ ____ ~I_:_::_:_N ____________________________________ __ 

INSTRUCTIONS: Below is a lisl of problems and complaints that people sometimes have. Please read each one car.fuDy. 
Afler you have done so. please put a check (I" in one of the four boxes 10 lhe right that best descn"" 
HOJV .'fUCH THAT PROBLE.'" HAS BOTHERED OR DISTRESSED YOU DURING THE PAST H'EEK 
INCLUDING TODAY. 

Check only OSE box (or each problem and do not skip any items. Make your c!lecks clrefully. 
If you chans, your mind. erase your rust muir. completely. 
Please read the exunpJe below before beginninl . 

" 
--, ~~ • 

NOT A QUITE EX· 
EXAMPLE: 

A~~ I.I~LE -A .u'r TR~:E. 

J. BacJcac~. . . . I 

Now, if the symptom is "backaches" and b.c:taches haYe Ir backaches have been botherinl you qu;t~ 1161t. put a check 
bothered you not lit l1li, put a check mark in the box uDder ~. mark in the box under 3. QUIT! A "T. 
NOT AT ALL 

rr backacbes ~aave been itotberina YOIl IIl1nll. put a check mark Fw.uy, if backaches have been botheri"l you u~. put 
in tbe box under Z. A LITTLE liT (S. UM/P'u."J. II ~beck !1Iuk in the box unier •• EXTREMIL Y. 

1 Z :I • 
HOW MUCH WERE YOU IOTHEREO IY: NOT A QUITE EX· 

AT LITTLE A TRIMI· 
ALL liT lIT LY 

I. Headaches 

2. Nervousness or sbakinna inside 

3. Beinl unable to set rid or bad thouabtl or idea 
• 

4., Faintness or dizulless 

5. Loll or sexual in'terest or pleasure 

6. Fcelinl critical or otben 

7. Bad dreams 

8. Difficulty ill spealcina wbm you are excited . 
9. Trouble reme~berilll tbinp -10. Worried about-sloppiness or careJeaaeri 

lI. Feelinl easily aDJM)yed or irricatld 

12. 'aial in tbe heart or chest , -
13. Itcbiq . 

, , 
14. F .. linllow in eaellY or slow'" dow. 

, 

15. Tbouabt. of adinlyCNr liI"i 
, , 

16. Swat_ 

17. Tremblinl 

I •. Fcelina coafulld 

19. Poor ."etite 

20. Oyinl tuily 

1 
! 

1 • : . 

: i 
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USCL l.cant:· Ji) 

~----- . 
HOW MUCH WERE VOU 80THEREO BV: 

;:1 Feelinl shy or uneasy with Ihe opposite sex 

22- .~ feelinl of bein, trapped or cauaht 

23. 
... 

Suddenly scared for no reaSOD 

24. Temper outbursts you could not control 

25. Constipltioft 

26. Blaminl younelf for thinp 

21. Pains in the lower plrt or yc"ur blck 

28. Feelin, blocked in lettin, thinls dODe 

29. Feelin, lonely 

30. Feelin, blue 

31. Worryinl teO much about thinp 

32- Feelin, no interest in thinp 

33. FccUn, fearful 

34. YoW' feelinls bein, easily hurt 

35. Havin, to ask others what you should do 

36. FeeUn. others do not understand yO!! 0: are unsympathetic 

31. FccUn, thlt people are unfriendly or disliJee you 

38. Ham, to do thines very slewly to iDsure correct nell 

39. Hean pouftdina or raem, 

40. Nausea or upset stomacla 

41. Feelin, inferior to others 

42- Soreness of your muscles 

43. Loose bowel movemeDt~ 

44. Trouble illlinlls~eep 

45. Havin, to check and double-check what you do 

46. Difficulty makin, decisions 

41. Wlntin, to be alone '- . 

41. Trouble lettin, your breatll . 

49. Hot oicold spells . -

SO. HaYiq to avoid certain thinP. placet or activities beCluse tIley fri&llteD you 

51. YOUI' miDd ,oint blaDk 

52- Numboea or tinaliq in partS of your body 

53. A lump in your tbroat 

54. Falin, hopeless about the fuhUe -. 
SS. Trouble CODcentratiq 

56. FaUn, weak ill parts of your body 

51. FccUnI tease or keyed up . .. 

". HaY)' feeliDp in your arms or leas : 

, Z 3 • 
NOT A QUtTE EX· 
AT . LITTLE A TREMl· 

ALL iilT ., 81T LV 

,., .... 

~-

No. 

I 
4 

12 
14 
27 
42 
41 
49 
52 
53 
56 
58 
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HOPKINS SYMPTOM CHECKLIST DIMENSIONS* 

USCL somatiZilion dimension 

lIem 

head'.ches 
fair.~ness or dizziness 
' ... in. in the hf"..an or chest 
f~lin, low in enerl)' or slowed dC)wn 
pains in lo ... ~r pan of your blck 
SorenCR of your muscles 
trouble eeltin, your breath 
hot or cold spells 

numbness or tiDeline in parts of YOllr body 
:i lump in your throat 
weakness in parts of your body 
heavy r~line in yo:..r arms Qr lep 

HSCL obscssivc<ompuisive dimension 

No. 

5 
15 
19 
20 
22 
26 
29 
30 
31 
32 
54 

HSCL depression ~imen.ion 

J,!em 

1011 of sexuII interest or pleasllre 
thouahts of end inc your life 
poor apretite 
crying easily 

a feelina of being trapped or cauaht 
blaming yourself for thinp 
f':clinglonely 
reelina blue 
worryina or stewing about thinp 
feeIinl no interest in thinp 
feeliDI hopeleu about the future 

HseL anxicty dimension 

No. Item No. Item 

9 
10 
211 
311 

45 
46 
51 
55 

Irouble rememberina thinp 
worried about sloppiness or carelessness 
fceline blocked or stymied in eettine thinss dorie 
havin, to do thines very slowly in order to be 
sure you were doine them risht 
havinl to che<:k and double-check what you do 
difficulty makine decisions 
your mind soina blank 
trOuble conccctralini 

HSCL interpersonal 5Cn~itivity dimension 

2 
17 
23 
33 
39 
50 

57 

ncrvousness or shakiness inside 
tremblin, 
suddenly scared for no reason 
rceline fearful 
heart poundine or racinl 
havinl to zvoid certain thinss. places. 
or activities because they fri~hten you 
feelina tense or keyed up 

No. Item 

6 
II 
24 
34 
36 

37 
41 

fecline crilical of others 
fcelin, easily annoyed or irritated 
temper outbursts you could not control 
your fcelinas beinl easily hurt 
fceline that olhers d.o not understand you or 
are unsympathetic 
fcelinl that people arc unfriendly or dislike you 
fcelin, inferior to others 

*Source: L.R. Derogatis, et a1., "The Hopkins Symptom Checklist (HSCL): 
A Measure of Primary Symptom Dimensions," in P. Pichot (ed.), 
Pa cholo fcal }!easurements in Ps cho harmacolo v: Modern roblems 
in Pharmacopsychiatrv, Vol. 7, Base1~ Switzerland: Karger, 1974, pp. 84-86. 
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Appendix B 

SAMPLE LOGS AND OTHER 

RECORDING FORMS 

FOR 

Measures 1 and 2a (escape rate and escape seriousness) 
Measures 3a (homicides), 9d (natural deaths), lOa (suicides) 
Measure 3a (assaults) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Measures 6a and 6b (accident/injury rate and work-loss days) 
Measures 7a and 7b (sanitation) . . .. .... 
Measure 8a (fire-related deficiencies) . . . . . . . . . . . 
Measure8b (fires) ................... . 
Measures 9a and 9b (hospitalization rate and length of stay) 
Measure 9c (sick days) . . . . . . . . 

B-1 
B-2 

... B-3 
B-4 
B-5 
B-10 

· B-14 
B-15 

· B-16 
Me~sure lOb (psychotropic medications) . . . . . . . . . . . . · B-11 

".-

I 

I 
I 

'. 
'i' 

-- ' ...... ~ 
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SAMPLE LOG FOR MF~SURES land 2a 

(Escape Rate and Escape Seriousness) 

I I 
Out of Facil-

ity on WR 

I ID Facility Security Date Time .- Date Time or other New ---
Name Number Escaped From Level Escaped ;Escaped Re'ctmtured I Recaptured Leave? Crimes? 

i:! 

o. I 

~. . .-" 

~:.:~ 
i 

-, - I 

-

. 



j -, 

l' 

• .. • 

Name ID Number Age 

" 
l 

r: 

, 

-

,'~~ , .. • • • • 

SAMPLE LOG FOR MEASURE 3a (homicides), 9d (natural 
deaths) or lOa (suicides) 

I 
Race Sex Cause of Death! Date -. 

- . 

t 
~, 1. Homicide, suicide, specific illness or condition for natural deaths. 

~ 

• • 

I I 
I Facility Security Level 

~.~:-~:~~ 

I" 
I 

• 

tJ:I 
I 

N 

l~ 

l 
--' 
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SAMPLE LOG FOR MEASURE 3a (Assaults) 

I 
Security 

Name ID Number Facility Level 

-, 

"\", " 

• 

Cell Block or 
Area Where 

Assault Occurred 

, 

, . 

• 

date 

-1-

• 

! 1 

I 
I 

t ---



I . 

• 

Year 

Month 

Jan 

Feb 

Mar 

Apr 

May 

June 

July 

Aug 

Sept 

Oct 

Nov 

Dec. 

Annual Totals 

• 

(Number 

Number of OSHA
defined accidents l 

.. -: ' ...... ; .. 

• • • • 
SAMPLE LOG FOR MEASURES 6a and 6~ 

of accidents/injuries and days lost from work due to 
accidents and injuries) 

• • 

Facility ____________ __ 

Total number 
of accidents l 

Number of OSHA
defined work
loss days2 

Total number of 
work-loss days2 

1. Add up each month from Accident/Injury Reports 
2. Add up each month from Accident/Injury Reports, but do not count week-end days even if inmate remained ill over 

a weekend. 

~,.....,.,. .. -.-- ,.-, .. -..... ~..,.-".--

'i' 

• 
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B-5 
MtNNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF IlEALnt 

Sactlon of Hota1 •• Re.orts and Ra.tauranta 
717 Dalavar. S.E •• ~lnn.apo1i.> HLnn. 55440 

rooD SERVICE ESTAIILISlIH!NT INSPECTION REPORT 

Pa,. ____ of ___ _ 

P.O. ______________ , ______________ ____ 
COUNT! • _________ , ________ DAT! ____ • ___ TIM! _____ _ 

LIC!lIS!! ______________________________ Cm/'%OWllSHIP _________________________________ _ 

ADDUSS 

BUSINESS NAH! ___________________ TTP! OF BUSmSS _________________________ _ 

LIC!IIS! NO. ____ _ _ ___ POSTEll _______________ !STAIILISIIH!IfT PHOII! ________ ~ ________ _ 

ITD!S MAIDD A!ID ORDEIIS WRITTEN B!LOIl !lUST BE COKPLIED WIm 8! DATA IlIDlCAlED 

IT!N WT D£ScaIPTION~------------+I~TEM~~WT~----------~D~E~S~~~~I~ON~-----------_+I~T!K~~WT~ ____________ ~D~E=S~C~R~IP~T~I~O~N-----------
_ , __________ ...... FOO=D'--_ ..... , _______ f!1~8'-'"~1 __ ...,!;Pr~e-::lf~1:l:!ua::.h!!:.~d!.i..~.c~r~a=p,.d~.:s~o=-.k!::!.~d~ _______ 34 1 Ouuld. Itorll. ar ... eltclosurel. pro

p.rly coaltruet.d. clean; controll.d .:1 ___ "'5 __ -=S"'ou:.r:.:c"'." • .;.'lh=o;.:lo: .. ::;0!I= ..... ..:N,.o'-"'Sp..,o:.:1:.:1:.as"'.=--_______ 11C1 2 v.a". rinaa vacar; clean. proper t__ inciaeration : 
.:2 ____ ~1 __ -=Or~iS~1na~~1~C=o~o"'ta~i~n~."'rL·~P~r~op..,g:.:r~l~y~~~b=-.l:.:e~d~ __ r--------~~·:.:ra~t:.:u~r~e-----------------------~------..:~~IKS~~~~.~Nm--mn---AN-u-~---C-O-NT-RD--L------ij 

rooD PROTECTION 20 3 Sanit1:l.tion rina.; cl •• a. tap.r.ture. 
_________ , _______________ ~,,---_~------=c~on!l:c::an~t"'ra~t:;i~o::.ln~.~x:=Dlo.:::u:::r;.::.~t~1m=:e:..... _____ 35 3 Pr ... ac. of Ina&Cu/rodents-out • .: open-

Pot.atially huardau. food 1II •• te (tearp- f.!2~1 __ ~1 __ -=W~i~p:in:!:!~~I.:C=:lo~t~h~ .... ·..:c:::l~ .. ~n~..::ua~._r~e~.~t:.::r~i::.ct:::e~d~_ inal prot.cted. 110 bird •• turtles 3 5 

pup.r.UOn. di'play. s.rvic. and 22 2 Food-cOlltact ew:fac.I of equip_nt and J-------==-====-----------------' .r.tur. requir •• nta durin, .torage. othar animale ~ 

tunlportation utaaUI clUll. fr .. of abralivee and Pt.CIOIS. WALLS A!ID CEILINGS ' 
dec.~.nt:a' 

rac:l.l1u .. to .. inta1A product 11-2-3-----=lCcnl-=~f~ood.:::::::C:.on--t-ac-t--.-ur-f-.-c-.-e-o-f--e-q-U-ip!UI--.-n-t- 36 2 noore: construct.d. drained. clean. ~" 
t..,ar~tur. 1 .nd ut.a.ile cl.an load r.pair. cov.riDg 1A.tal1atlon. ' 

51Th idad d i duatla.. cl .. nlnR _thode i -=-_....:: __ --=:::.:.'r!IDaI==t::.:.:.:r~a_pl::r:.:o:.:v==-:::an=-.:c:"'on:::."'p=c:uo=ua=-_124 1 Stora ••• 1wId11ag of cl.an "'u:l.-t- ~ 
6 2 'otent1l1ly hazerdoua food prop.rly uteaaU. -.. r-- 37 2 \lalla. ca:l.l1DI. att.cbed equipmenc: con- i 

1-------====---------------:-------- .tructed lOod r.pair. cl •• n surfac:.e. '. 
_______ ....::t.:.;,,-=ed~ ________________________ 25 1 Sn~sg;~lemc. articl ... ator.ge. d1a- duatl •• 1 c1e.nLinI~Odl ~.~ 
7 4 UDvrepp.d .nd pot.ntia1ly hezardoua ~. ~~ UU.~Q, 

food not rl!<>served 
-------....::~~~~~~~----------'------~2~6---:2--~No~r~~~=.~o~f~s~:I.::.:n~R:l=e-~.~.~rv~ic::.:e~a~r.:t=ic::::l:.: .. =-__ i 
8 2 rood prot.ction during .toulle. pr.p.r- 38 1 U,btina provid.d u required-futur.. ;. 

.tina. d1aplay •• arvtce eDd tranaport.- WATD .hi.lded _~ _
_ .:tl~an::::.._________________ -U ..... O" _.~.'. --'~ 27 1 W.t.r .ourc •••• 1.; Rot end cold und.r ......... . .. .. 

RandlinR of food ( 1ell) lIIini&tud pre •• ur. . ~&. 9 2 

10 1 39 1 RoOlllll and eouiPlllent v.nted as rectuired .:. rood (ic.) d1apenainll utensill prop.rly SEWAGE 
Itored DIlESSmG ROOMS ~ 

P!lSO!IH!L 28 4 SaveRa and va.te vat.r dlspo.al 
~--~--~~~~~~~~-=~~~-----40 

------------------------------------1 nmmmG 
RoOlllll clean. locken provid.d. fac:l.l:l.
tia. cl.an located, us ad u 5 '.rMann.l vith inEactiona r •• trictad 

12 5 iiuula .. uhad and cl .. n. good hygiene 29 1 Inecall.d uintained OTBEI O'ERATIONS 
______ -lip~l'~.c\:,ltf:.li:l:c~e.~ ____________________ 30 5 Croll-colIDlCtion. b.ck s:l.phon&ge. 41 5 Toxic it_ prop.rly .tor.d. labeled 

C1 .. n cloch •• , hdr rucrdnta back flow and uaad 13 1 

_________ rooD=::.:. • ..:!:~::.:IPI::Hmn::::.:..:AIID::::~UTEN:.::::.:S:ILS=-_______ I::---:---:::-'l'O-.IL!T:----A!lD ___ =~::_=ASB-:':IK=G:-P:: ... ::r.::n._:_I-TlE::_S-----142 1 Pr,.:l,a .. u1nt.ined. fne of litter. WI-
n.c .... ey art:l.cl... cleaning IIII1ntenanee 

31 3 HuIIb.r. cOllVIIDient. acculibl •• de- 81'jUpilaDt properly stored. authorized 14 2 Food (ic.) contact lurfacel; d .. igned. 
conatructed ... intainad. inicellad. 

_______ ~1~0~cat~a~d~N~s~R~.t~a~n~da::.r~da~ _______________ 13Z 

15 2 Non-Food contact lurfac .. d .. i8llad. 
cOnltructad. l118intaiud. 1natellad. 
loc.tad NSF Standardl 

• 1~ed iaatal1.d ?!r.onn~l 

ToU.t roou encloHd. lelf-cloling 43 1 CoIIpl.t. I.par.tion frOID living/sleap-
doou. f1scur ... good rep.ir. clean; inR QUart.rs laundry 
Rand c1uu.r •• aD1t.ry tovelll/hand I 

:% 

16 2 D1abvelhinl faciltti .. : d .. 1gned. eOll
ICruct.d. ..tat.ia.d. 1netallad. 

d~ davic .. provided. proper v •• te,:4:;:4:.... .... l=--__ C:::l"' .. =n .. , ..:e"'o"'i:.l.:;d=-=l:.:l:neft:.::.. ... p"'r.::,op"'.::.::r"'l"'y-'s"'t""o..,r;,;:;e"'d ____ I 
1-______ ~r:IC::.~plt::e::.cl~.~.!.i..t::.::I.~.~.:=u=. ________________ , 45 COIIPliaac. vith HCIAA 

________ ~1~oc~e~C~ad:=..:N=S~F~St=an~da:r=d~·:.... ______________ 133 

17 1 licc:urat. ThIlI'1lO_tUI. cbatcal t.lt 
kita prorldad. IUle cock (1(" IPS 
-ft!i.v.) 

T!MP!llAT'JRES: Rot Wat.r San1tizinl 

2 

GAIUIAGE A!ID lIEFUS! DISPOSAL '1'.. No 

Contein.u or rac.ptecl.e covered; ade
quat. nu.ber. inlact/rod~at proof. 
freq_y clua 

Roc Fooda 

IIecteric1dal Alent __________ _ 

Coacentr.tion _________ --'ppa 

Cold Foodl 

NoU: '11 a.., food equlpt1ant .... t ... t the applicabl. Itandardl of the llatioa.l Sanit.tion Found.tian. Plane and ep.cific.tlou _t b. lublllitted for. 
_._-I'.vi.., and approval prior to nav conatruction, raodeltol or alterationl. HinD •• oe. Statuce. Saction 157.03. 

"12K UHAUS AND OIDERS ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RaUnl Score ____________________ _ Received by ____________________________ _ 

DlItrict Office and Telephone No. ____________________ _ Publle Ren 1 th San t tar ton __________________________ _ 

":;, 

~ 
'~ 

" 

1 
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SAMPLE SANITATION CHECKLIST FOR MEASURE 7a 1 

" ••• 1,'':''2 
OIl" 'or. \a"" sanlt.,Loft 
(l1.'.~ltl.~ znsl 

~EPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES 
OIYISION OF HEALT~ SERVICES 

S,ATe: INSPECTION FORMS FOR 
~ CONFINEMENT FACILITIES 

Ntal til Oepar'::ment 

M.a of FKi I ity 

AOelre~s of Facil i ty 

Penon in charge at time of inspection. anli title 

Approved 

o..rit Score 

CLASSIFICATION: 

Provi.ional ________________________ ___ 
DiNpp~d ______________________ _ 

o.trlt Poillts 
I. FLOORS: !lsi Iy cleaneDle. in good rlll.ir I: keptcl_ 2: sloped. illpervioul. and floor drain. if requi rad 2 (.0107). ___ _ 

2, .AWMOCEILIN&S: Elli Iy cleanaDle, in good ~ir I: I i~tcolorect. walllable to 1...,.1 Qfsplalh2: k8lltclan 2 (.oloa). ___ _ 

3. LIGNTING'ANO VENTILATION: Aellquate in all areas al .required~; fixturas. equipaent in good repeir and cllan~: 
special ''''''ts for kitehen •• tc ••• ffective and kept cl.an ~ (,0109) """ .. " ... , ........ """ ....... , ........ ,, _____ _ 

,. TOILET. ~NONASHING AND BATHING FACILITIES: Toilet, handw.shing. bathing facilities adequate. convenient. cOIply 
with Building COCIe 2: fixtures approved. ingood repair. and clean 2: lav_tory provided in kitchen 2: .izing fauc.t. 
SOlO. towels I: hot watar supply l1.dequat. ~ (.0110) " ... , .... " ...... , .. "" ........ ,,,,, .. ,, .. , ... ,, .... ,,,,,,,, ____ _ 

5, WATER SUPPLY: PuDi ic supply: privatuupply (aoP11Ived. adequ.te) e: hot and cold waterpiDid to pOints ofu" ~ (.0111 )". ____ _ 

DRINKING WATER FACILiTIES: Fountains or individual drinking cups provided~: fountains of approved tYI!I. regulated. 
claan 2: multi-ul. cups e.lily claanabl. construction. claaned and sanitized dally and befora u .. Dy succ .. ding 
PlrlCitI Z (.0112) ............................................ C'I •• ~ ••••••• ••••••••••••• OJ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ___ _ 

e, 

7, LIQU!l) WAST1!S: Sewage and other liquid \Otites disllOl8c! of Dy approwd 118thOCl 6: en-site dlspO .. 1 syst .. proDirly 
opr,rated. no nuisance 2 (.QI13) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " •••••••••••••••••• _____ _ 

I. SOLID WAST1!S: GArbage in standard contlin.rs. proDirly cClVlred and stored: can cleaning faeil itles: cantliner •• 
storage roca clean~; dry rubbish in suitabla recapOl:ln. prop.rly stored and disPOHd of 2 (.Oll~) '"'''''''''' _____ _ 

9. VERMIN COmOL, PREMISES: Outs ida oDinings efflctiv.ly screened or othetwi .. protected against entrance of fl '''. 
.te,. or 11ies absent~: .ffective control of rodents or other verain ~: pesticid.s prop.rly used and stored 2: 
p;'I .. 1 clean and fr .. of 'lertlin hlrtlorages and breeding areu 2 (.0115) ".",!!!!"!!"!!,!!,,,,,,,,,,,,, .... ,, __ _ 

10. STORAGE: Adequatl faci Iiti .. provided for storage of nlClls.ry janitorial su1III1 in and equi_nt. ftIIttreu ••• and 
IIntn 2: 1lIOII recaptors or sinks provided and used 2: facilities clean 2 (,Olle) "'''!!'''''''''''''''''''.''",,, ____ _ 

II. MlTTRESSES - MlTTRESS COVERS - BED LINEN: Fumltura. bunk •• maUr.ss .... tc .. clean and in gocd raDlir~: linen 
clean end in good reDlir. PI'Oll.rly sto~ and handled 2: soi hId I in.n proDirly handled anel sto,," I (,OLl7) " .... 

IZ, FOOD SERVICE UTENSILS ANO EQUIPMENT: iaily cleanaliia conltruction. in goOCl repair. klPt elean~; food-contact 
surfac.s accessibl. for cleaning. non-toxic •• tc •• free of 0II1II cravic •• ~ (,Olla) !! .... "!!" .. "!!,!!,!! .. ,,,,, ____ _ 

13, CWNING AND SANITIZING OFFOao SERVICE UTEllSILS AND EQUIMKT: "'Itl-use eating and drinking utln.ils cle_d and 
sanitized aft.r each us.~; cooking and stor.ge uten.ils cleaned after .ach u •• 2: facilities for w.shing and 
sanitizing approved. adequ~te. properly maintained (boostlr h .. ter when nace.saryl ~: substlftClScontaining pOisonous 
material not ulld for cl.aning or pOlishing e.ting or cooking utensils 6: clotlll used in kitchen clean 2 (.0119) !! ___ _ 

''', STORAGi AND HANDLING OF FOOD SERYICE UTENSILS AND EQUIPMElIT: Sanitized utensils stored in clean place 2; cooking. 
and sto~ge utensils properly stc;red and hanliled 2: noc:ontMin&tion of food-contact lurfacas~fequillMllt 2: single-
slrvice utansill "",Plrly stored and handled 2 (,0120) ." ........ !!!!"""""", .. """"""" .. ,,,,,,,, "", ___ _ 

15. FOOD SUIIPLIES ANO PROTECTION: SUDDI ies: All food cl .. n. whol .. _ .• no spOilA9I: pOtenti.lly hezp.rdoul foods froll 
apProved sources. proPlrly identifi.eI 6: Gracil A p .. teurized fluid "ilk for drinking. dry milk reconstituted for 
cooking only~: _Is froll aliProved SOllM:lS if oth.r thaft jail kitchen 6: singICl-servi~, utensils used by alt'mlte 
sOlirce ~: Prot.ction: AOlqUate during !torag •• preparation. display. s.rvice. and transportation; potentially 
hazanlour food below ~Dj:. or above II400F. ~: storage facillti.e adequat •• all refrigerators with the_tlrs 2: 
pOrk stuffings. etc .. thoroughly cooked: "at and poultry iliad. potato iliad. etc .. handled II n:quired: no re
s.rving~: adequate faci Ii till for cold and hot food storage 2: foOCl containara stof'flli abova floor and probcted 
fMllspluh &lid othlr contMin.tion 2: no live ani .. l, or fowl 2 (,0121, .0122) ." ... " .. "" ...... ,!!,!!!!,!!!!. ____ _ 

IS. FOOD SERVICE WORICERS: CI.an coats. CIIIS. or special dra .. 2: clean h.ndll and wrk hlllits ~ (,0123) " ••• ,,!!,!! .. , ____ _ 

~n ____________ ~----__ SICIIIED AGEIII' -------
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES 

The number following each standard indicates the demerit points to be 
given if the facility does not meet the standard, Thus, if floors are 
not in good repair, the facility gets 1 demerit point; if they are not 
kept clean the facility gets 2 demerit points, and so forth. 
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SAMPLE INSPECTION FO&~ FOR MEASURE 7a 

INSPECTION CHECK LIST 

NORTH CAROLINA DIVISION OF PRISONS 

(County) (Unit No.) (Address) (Supt. ) 

KITCHEN AND DINING HALL 

1. Walls, ceilings, floors, clean, in good condition 
2. Windows, doors, clean, in good condition, properly 

screened 
3. Adequate light and all lights working 
4. Kitchen properly ventilated, window fan and its 

surroundings clean 
5. Range clean, top, side, back, burners, oven in good 

condition 
6. Hood clean inside, outside in good condition 
7. Slicer, can opener, etc., clean 
8. Tables in kitchen, dining room, clean, in good 

condition 
9. Shelves, cabinets, clean, in good condition 

10. TallIe legs, sink legs, other bases, clean, kept 
painted 

11. Pot sink, three-compartment sink, clean, in good 
condition 

12. Adequate number of submergible baskets 
13. Adequate_hot water (1800

), all eating utensils 
sterilized 

14. Pots, pans, utensils, clean, in good condition, 
well arranged on racks 

15. Eating utensils clean, covered, in good condition 
16. Temperature between 260 and 360 in refrig.erator 
17. Food properly stored in refrigerator, deep freezer 
18. Floors, shelves, racks, clean in refrigerator and 

deep freezer properly maintained 
19. Food properly stored, storage facilities clean 
20. Food storage facilities locked when not in use. 

Keys in possession of employees. 
21. Food storage containers clean, free of bugs 
22. Flies, mice, other vermin, not present 
23. Garbage facilities clean, in good condition: 

Proper handling of garbage 
24. Lavatory, soap, t9wels, available for washing hands 

in kitchen 
25. Inmate kitchen personnel dressed in clean white 

uniforms 
26. Cooks prohibited use of tobacco products while 

preparing food 
27. Inventory of cutting tools (knives, cleavers, saws, 

etc.) properly stored 
28. Grease trap properly maintained 
29. Insecticides, disinfectants, etc., stored in proper 

location 

(Date) 

Correction 
;-Satisfactory t~eeded 

30. Guest meal receipts properly handled, proper records 
kept -----------

B-3 

IIDf.ATE HOUSING 

Lobby, Halls, and Stairs 

1. Floors, walls, ceilings, clean and in good condition 
2. Doors, windows, clean, screened, in good condition, 

, illumination adequate 
3. Furniture clean, in good condition 
4. Inmate bulletin board 

Dormitories, Sick Room, Cells 

1. Furniture clean, in good condition 
2. Floors, walls, ceilings, clean, in good condition 
3. Doors, windows, clean, screened, in good condition 
4. Heat, illumination adequate 
5. Beds, bedding, clean, neatly made, in good condition, 

fire resistant mattresses 
6. Lockers clean, orderly, in good condition 
7. Adequate drinking water facilities 
8. TeleviSion, musical instruments, books, etc., 

properly handled 
9. No mice, roaches, or other vermin 

Toilets, Baths, l-Tash Basins 

1. Adequate number of fixtures, clean, in good condition, 
no leaks 

2. Floors, walls, ceilings, clean, in good condition 
3. Illumination, ventilation, adequate 
4. Adequate hot water 

Segregation Unit 

1. Floors, walls, ceilings, clean, in good condition 
2. Ventilation, heat, illumination, adequate 
3. Windows clean, screened, in good condition 
4. Bath, toilets, wash basin, clean, in good condition 
5. Bedding adequate, clean 
6. No mice, roaches, other vermin 
7. No apparent hazards to custody 

Miscellaneous 

1. Clothes-house, boiler room, other outbuildings, clean, 
orderly, in good condition 

2. Hobby shop clean, orderly, in good condition 
3. Canteen clean, orderly, in good condition; display 

of merchandise 
4. Guard towers, fence, gates in good condition 
5. Athletic areas, equipment, properly maintained 

Correction 
Satisfactory ___ ~N~e~e~d~e=d __ _ 
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Miscellaneous (Continued) 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 
10. 

ll. 

12. 
13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 
18. 
19. 

20. 

21. 
22. 

Water supply--quantity, quality 
Source--well, city 
Properly maintained--pump, pump house, storage tank 
Sewage disposal, adequate 
Type--city, septic tank, filter bed, waste treatment 
facility 
Properly maintained--fenced, surface water, clean 
Grounds clean, neat, grass cut, shrubbery, trash 
containers, properly maintained 
No apparent hazards to custody 
Adequate system for fire prevention, no fire hazards 
present 
Medical and dental service areas properly maintained, 
clean and orderly 
Barber shop adequate, clean, orderly 
Classrooms, library, day rooms, properly maintained 
clean, orderly 
Vocational building properly maintained, clean, 
orderly 
Administrative, clerical) program and custody offices 
clean and orderly 
Vocational building properly maintained, clean, 
orderly 
Custody equipment properly maintained, proper handling 
Correctional personnel i,n proper dress, well groomed 
Inmates in pro'per clothing, clean and neat, proper 
discipline maintained 
Fire fighting equipement adequate. Fire extinguishers, 
water hoses, ladders, area, etc., fire department near 
prison 
'Fire retardant mattresses in all lock-up cells 
Emergency plans--fire, riot, excape, hsotage, natural 
disaster, adequate and up to date 

Correction 
Satisfactory Needed 

B-IO 

S~~~E FIRE INSPECTION CHECKLIST FOR 
MEASURE 8a 

o Automatic Fire Protection and Standpipes 
(A) Automatic Extinguishing System 

(1) Where provided they must be main
t~ined in operating condition. 

(B) Commercial cooking 
(1) Automatic ~tinguishing system 

must be installed in hood and 
duct of grease removal system of 
commercial cooking equipment and 
serviced evey 6 months. 

(C) Dry Standpipes (2~) 
(1) Where provided must be maintained 

in good operating condition 

(D) Wet Standpipes (l~" Hose Lines) 
(1) Where provided must be provided 

with 1~" hose and nozzle 
(preferably variable Fog) 

(2) All portions of building should 
be within 20' of nozzle attached 
to 75' of hose. 

(3) Where provided must be maintained 
in good operating condition. 

(E) Tamper 
(1) No person shall tamper or remove 

where required. 

1 .>- Portable Fire Extinguishers 
(A) Class A Extinguishers 

(1) One 20A rated extinguisher 
required for every business. 
Travel distance should not exceed 
75'. (See occupancy for quantity) 

(B) Class BC Extinguisher 
(1) One preferably SBC rated (or 

larger) extinguisher for every 
special hazard. Travel distance 
should not exceed 30' except 
under special situations. 

(2) Commercial cooking areas should 
preferably be provided with 20BC 
rated extinguisher 

Violation 
Warning 
Code 

Uniform Fire 
Code 13.302 

~nsas State Fire 
Regulations 
22-13-4 

Uniform Fire 
Code 13.302 

Uniform Building 
Code 3804D7 

Uniform Building 
Code 3804C 

Uniform Fire 
Code 13.302 

Uniform Fire 
Code 13.302 

Uniform Fire 
Code 13. 301A 

Uniform Fire 
Code 13.301A 

Uniform Fire 
Code 13.301A 
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(C) Maintenance 
(1) Maintained annually and after 

each use. Extinguishers with 
pressure guage can be virtually 
checked others ffiU3t be recharged or 
weighed. Attached record must 
be dated and initialed. 

(2) Hydrostatic tests should be 
conducted every 5 or 12 years 
as required by N.F.P.A. 

Electrical, Heating and Mechanical 
(A) Electrical 

(1) All wiring must be installed in 
accordance with the National 
Electric Code. 

(2) Use of hazardous electrical 
installations must be discontinued 
i.e., extension cords. 

(3) Remove unapproved or dangerous 
electrical appliance. 

(B) Heating and Mechanical 
(1) Only gas connectors approved by 

the U~form Mechanical Code can 
be used. 

(2) Gas appliances must be vented as 
required by the Uniform Mechanical 
Code. 

(3) Water heaters both electric and 
gas must be equipped with a 
pressure temperature relief valve. 

(4) Proner clearance of combustibles 
must be maintained. 

(5) Heating appliance must be approved 
by the American Gas Association 
with covers and guards in place. 

Uniform Fire 
Code 13.302 

Uniform Fire 
Code 13.302 

Uniform Fire 
Code 27.404A 

Uniform Fire 
Code 27.404B 

Uniform Fire 
Code 27.405 

Uniform Fire 
Code 27.406B 

Uniform Fire 
Code 27.406B 

Ci,ty of Wichita 
Code 21.12.180 

Uniform Fire 
Code 27.406D 
Uniform Fire 
Code 27.406A 

3 

4 
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(8) A gas sb:ut off valve should be 
provided near each appliance when 

Combustibles and Flammables 
(A) Combustibles 

. (1) t~l combustibles rubbish stored 
inside a building must be in a 
metal or U.L. approved plastic 
eontainer with tight fitting 
covers. 

(2) Rubbish, grass and weeds must be 
cut and/or removed from yard or 
vacant lot. 

(3) Oily rags and combustible storage 
must be stored in covered metal 
container. 

(B) Flammables 
(1) Class 1 or 2 flammable liquids 

must be stored in labeled metal. 
contained with tight fittin,g lid. 
Gasoline container must be red. 
See occupancy class for quantity. 

(2) Flammable or combustible liquids 
may not be discharged into street, 
ditch, storm dra.in or upon ground. 

(C) Grease 
(1) Grease accumulation in hood and 

duct or exhaust system for cooking 
equipment must be cleaned at 
frequent intervals. 

Exit Facilities 
(A) Number of Exits 

(1) Most occupancy require exits 
established on occupant load. 
Occupant load over 1000 requires 
4 exits, 500 to 999 requires 3 
exits, 50 to 499 requires 2 exits. 
See occupancy class for special 
situations. 

(2) Floors below ground level used for 
other than service of the building 
require at least 2 units. 

(3) Occupancy above the first story 
with occupant load of over 10 
must have at least 2 exits. 

(B) Width of Ek:its 
(1) Exit doors must be 36" wide 

(clear opening 28") and at 
least 6'8" high. Some existing 
exits may vary slightly. 

I 

City of Wichita 
Code 21.16.050 

Uniform Fire 
Code 27.2018 

Uniform Fi.:re. 
Code 27.201A 

Uniform Fire 
Code 27.201B 

City of Wichita 
Code 15.01.080 

Uniform Fire 
Code 1.5,,110 

Uniform Fire 
Code 1.216 

Uniform Building 
Code 3302A 

Uniform Building 
Code 3302A2 

Uniform Building 
Code 33Q~A2 

Uniform Building 
Code 3303D 
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Structural 
(A) Corridors 

(1) No dead end corridors exceeding 20'. 
SomeG~isting building may exceed 
but suggestions should be mad2 to 
correct situation. 

(2) CQrridor width shall not be less 
than 44". See occupancy class for 
special requirements. Some existing 
buildings may vary. 

Construction, Height and Allowable 
These requirements will be consider.ed at 
time of planning and construction. 

Occupancy Limit and Overcrowding 
See occupancy class for code references. 

Special Hazards 
(A) Compressed Gas Cylinders 

(1) All compressed g~scylinders shall 
be secllrely anchored. 

(E} Smoking 
(1) Smoking may be prohibited in 

locations which would make it 
hazardous. Owner can be ordered 
tD poe~ signs where prohibited. 

(2) It is unlawful to remove or destroy 
No Smoking Signs. 

(3) Compliance with No Smoking Sign 
required. 

Stairways Ciud Vertical Enclosures 
(A) Stairways 

(1) Minimum width of stairway is 36" 
and trim reducing required 
width not over 3~". Some existing 
structures may not comply. 

(2) Handrails shall be provided on 
both sides of stairways with 
intermediate rails when over 88". 
Placed between 30" and 34" above tread. 

Alarm System 
(1) Fire Alarm System 

(A) No signal used for other 
purpose acceptable. 

(B) Alarm Stations should be near 
telephone switchboard and others 
as required. 

Uniform Building 
Code 3304F 

Uniform Building 
Code 3304B 

Unifonn Fire 
Code 8.108 

Uniform Fire 
Code 29.101 

Uniform Fire 
Code 29.104 
Uniform Fire 
Code 29.105 

Un.iform Building 
CClde 3305B 

Uniform Building 
Code 3305I 

Uniform Fire 
Code 13.307B 
Uniform Fire 
Code 13.307D 

I 

! 
! 

\. 

Locatipn 
Q~ 

.-Incident 
.. 

,-

L 

1 TOTALS: 

SAMPLE LOG FOR FIRE~. (Measure 8b), FIRE CAUSE, 
AND FIREG.QNS'EquENCES (Measures Bc and 8d) 

Dollar Loss 
(Measure Bc) 

Cause of Incident State Propertv Personal 

I 

I 

: ~~ 

-

I -

(Measure ad) 
Iniuri~s 

'" 

I 
I 
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SAMPLE LOG FOR MEASURES 9a and 9b 
(Number of hospitalizations and length of hospital stay) 

I Which Date Date I Total. number 
Name ID Number Facility Hospital Entered released of days in hpspital 

-

I~ 

-- .. r---<..:ra-- + . -, .... ->-~.~.- -.-.... . ~. -
.--.- -~~."'- . - ----'-----.,-,..--. ---.~. -

• 

! 

Cause of 
hospitalization 

I 
-' -- -' .. ,",.-.~ .. -

'I' 

c. _,:,,_. '.' 

• ""'n ;:~11i 
,:11 
>~~ 
!Q 
;~ 

'.~ !'~. 

i·' i 
·1 

i 

I 
I 

\ 
J _._-,--

l( 

_1 
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SAMPLE LOG FOR MEASURE 9c (sick days) 

Month ______________________ ___ 

1 
~ 

1. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

31 

Totals 

Number sick and 
confined to bed or cell 

1. Do not count week-end days. 

_. 

Facility ______________________ ___ 

Number excused from work or other assignment 
for medical reasons, but not confined to bed 

'1 

.._._ .. _) 
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Month 

Name ID Number 

• • • • • 
SAMPLE LOG FOR 11EASURE lOb 

Requests dior an!i Prescriptions for Medications 
to Relieve Mental Distress 

Date Pre- Name of 
scription beganl 

Duration of 2 
Prescription Drug 

, 

1. Count each refill as a separate prescription. 

• • 

Facility __________________ __ 

Requested drugs, 3 
drugs not prescribed 

2. Record how many weeks of .nedication issued. Count ~h refill as a separate prescription. 
3. This log can serve to record both requests and actual prescriptions written. If a request is denied, check this 

column and leave the previous 3 columns blank. If you don't want to record requests, omit this column. 
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